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This thesis focuseson the remainsof a 17th-cennuy houseexcavated at Ferryland.
Newfoundland (CgAf-2. Area B). The:goalof this research was to date the period of
occupation and to learn more about theorigins, social standing and activities of its
occupants. The structural remains of the house areexamined and compared with
contemporaneous houses in colonial North America andEngland. To date the house
occupation. the ceramic. tobacco pipe and bottle glass assemblages are analysed. This
analysis also indicates the nature of l Zth-century trade with Newfoundland and suggests
the social standing and activities of the household. Metal artifacts are studied in an
atternpt to identify other activities carried out within the house and to determine the social
position of the household.
The results of theseanalyses indicatethat the house at Area B wasa timber-framed
structure built ca.1660 and abandoned in 1696. The permanentresidents appear to have
been of the middling sort andwert participants in the cod fishery . The evidence suggests
they also were engaged in other seasonal activities, including hunting andboat-building, or
repair.
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lNTR.Op!lCUQN
Research into the I7th-eentwy English settlement of Newfound land has received
scant attent ion (Pope 1992:4). While certain aspects of tile history of Sir George
Calve rt's 1621 -Cc lcny of Avalon- have been documented (Cell 1969. 1982; Matthews
t968 ). the use of archaeological evidence to interpret and substantiate this history has
begun only recently. Although the location of Calvert's colony. later Sir David Kirke's
" Pool Plantation" , near "The Pool" in Ferryland was recorded in documents of the 17th
century . its exact location was not pinpointed until the mid-1980s. Systematic
erchaeolc glcal excavations of the original colony have beencarried out since 1992 and
have produced not only a wealth of artifacts but have also led to a growing interest in
wha t is one of the earliest permanent English sett lements in North America.
The research presented here focuses on the remains of one domestic structure and
its associated ceramic. glass, andmetal assemblages. The examinatio n of lhis material was
undertaken not on ly to date the occupation of the structure itself. but. through compari son
of these assemblages with those from other documented sites in colonial North America
and England. to learn more about its occupants, their activities, and their social standing.
not only within the context of this Newfoundland settlement. but as a part of the larger
expe rience of colonization of Nonh America in the 17th century. The use of
archaeological data, in conjunction with theinterpretation of historical documents. allow'S
the stud y not only of the soc ial and economic develop ment of this pan icular settlement
and regio n but the examina tion of the lifestyle of those often neglected in the histories of
the elite. As such. this study is unde rtaken as an effort to " illwn inatc the lives of the
illiterate and the ignored. among whom we must coun t most of me inhabitants of the ear ly
modem fish ing periphery" (Pope:1992:vii).
The research undertaken in this study is presen ted in the following six chapters.
....ith concl usions and directi ons for further research presented in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2 describes the location and local geogra phy of Ferryland site. deta ils the
17th-eentury his tory of sen lemenI at Sir George Calve rt' s "C olony of Aval on". and
provi des an outline of the soc ial and econom ic conte xt of early settlement on theEnglis h
Shor e of Ne....f c urdl and 'a Avalon Peninsula
Cha pter 3 details the history of archaeol ogical researc h at the site and introduces
areas o f excavation examined to date. This introduction provides not only an
understand ing of the chro nological development of the settleme nt itself. but some
impre ssion of the degree of planning and investmen t made by George Calve rt in th is
co lon ial venture.
Chapter 4 focuses on the exca vations carried out at Area B. Thi s cMpler
docum ents the stratigraphy andfeatures recorded during the excavation of the house
located in its northern half. lt also provides a brie f summary and interpretation of the
stratigraphy and features that relate not only to the house itself. but alsothe earlier forge
located in the southern half of the same area. As such. this chapter provides an insight
into the chronolog ical development of this particular area of exca vatio n.
Chapter.5 examines the suuctural remains of the house itsel f. Theseremains are
com pared to structures documen ted from theearl y colony itself. as well as
co ntempo raneous house s in colonial North America andEngland. Interpreta tions o f the
techniques used in the constructi on of the house. its layout and the use of space within.
and what these might indicate about the activi ties. origins. and social standing of its
occ upants are made.
Chap ter 6 outlines the exam ination of the ceramic assemb lage recovered from the
house . This study esta blishes not only the dates for its construct ion and dem ise. but
inves tigates whal this assemblage might reveal about the domestic activities and social
position o f its occupants .
Chapter 7 detai ls the study o f clay tobacco pipes andbottle glass., as well as metal
artifac ts. recovered from the excavation of the house. Theexamina tion o ft obacro pipes
and bott le glass provides additional support for dates o f the bouse's occupation sugg ested
by the ceram ic assem blage. Moreover. the frequencyof pipes fromEngland ' s West
Coun try confi rms its do minant role in trade with the settlement at Ferry1and thro ughou t
the 17th century. The analysis of iron. lead. copper and pewte r arti facts furthe r illustrates
not only the variety of activ ities carried out by the occupants of the house . but also
suggests the social standing of some of its res idents .
A catalo gue of the ceram ic assem blage. with illustrati ons of some o f the vesse ls
identified . is included in Append ix A. The resul ts of the analys is of clay tobacc o pipes.
also ....-ith illustrations. is included in Appe ndix B.
l:IIaillB.l
SITE LOCATION HISTORY AND SOCIAL CONTE XT
~
Thecommunityof Ferryland is locatedon theeast coast of Newfoundland's
Avalon Peninsu la. approxima tely 80 krn south of SI. John's, at latitude srS3'45"Nand
long itude 47°0 1 'OO~W (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). Sir George Calvert' s Colony of Avalon was
established in 1621on the south side of "The Pool" (Figure2.3). This sheltered habour is
located at the western end ofa smaIl peninsula that stretches eastward to form Fenyland
Head (Figure 2.4). Archaeologicalandhistoricalevidence show that Portuguese, Basque.
French. and English fishers aCme 16th and 17th centuries visited this location on a
seasonal basis prior to Calvert's arrival{Matthews 1973:69; Tuck 1996:28: Pope
1992:28). The name Fenylandappears to be a corruption of either the Portuguese
f are/hao meaning"steep rock, little island. reef or point" or theFrench/ori/la n meaning
"cape. or point" (Scary 1971:28. 210. 303). Vmazano's world map af 1529 names this
locatio n "Farilharn". while the English called it "Ferillon" in the IS90s (Pope 1986: I). Sir
George Calvert's colony later became knownas the Pool Plantation under the
proprietorship of the Kirke family.
2.\ I 9Cal Geogra phy
The site is locatedon the water's edge in a low-lying area sheltered by two heights
o 2 4 6
100km
ATLANTIC OCEAN
Figure 2,I, Location of Newfoundland. fromPope(1992:10).
N
t
H~tG<OC'
:~o
K,lomete"
Pi.. ~CE'Y ,-,A
P.~T
Figure 2.2. The Avalon Peninsula showing the location of Fmyland., from Pope (1986:2).
-z
Figure 2.4. Aerial view of The Pool (foreground), The Downs, and Ferryland Head
looking northeast.
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of land. the "Gaze- (approximately 80 m.a.s.l) to me west and "Fmy land Head"
(approximately 41 m.a s.l) to theeast. The site's situation afforded easy access to ships
and the surrounding land. as well as an easily-defended position.
Influenced by its proximity to me Atlantic Ocean. Ferryland's climate is relatively
cool but moderate with average July temperatures ranging from I) 10 16 °C and
temperatures for December to February ranging from -atc ·ZoC. Total mean annual
precipitation for thearea is 100 to 165em (Heringa 1981). local soils are coarse to
medium coarse in texture. stony. acidic to extremely acidic. and wet . Thesesoils support
stands of balsam. fir. black and while spruce. tamarac k, white and yellow birch, and alder
(Heringa 1981). This environmentsupports both caribouand nesting sea birds; cod.
salmon and other marine speciesarealso available (Pope: 1986: ) .
., ., Site Hjstory 1550.1100
laic 16th-centuty English expansion in the European fishery wasspurred by the
collapse of Spain and PortUgal' s fleetsfollowing thedefeat of theSpanish Annada. as well
as internal conflicts in France (Pope 1992:31;Cell 1969:20-33: Manhews 1973:71·72).
Prior 10the 17th century. theinshore Newfoundland fishery required an onshore
component for shelter and the procurement of wood and freshwater. but this was seasonal
in nature. For the most pan. cod were processed and dried onshore in advance of the
return of the various fleets to EW'Ope. Onshore facilities for the "making of fish" consisted
II
of stages (fo r the processing of fish), flakes (fo r the drying of fish), train vats (for the
rend erin g a fo il), tillS (for the protection of part ially made fish from poor weather), and
coo kroo ms (for the shelter of those in the fishery) (Pope 1992:43-47). During this time
there ....as litt le need to estab lish pmnanent onshore fac ilities . In fact, thesestructures
were often recycledas firewoodat theend of each season(Pope 1986: 8).
Evidence oflhis seasonal European fishery has beenfound in the lowestlevel s o f
Area B where 16th -centuty ceram ics and hearths have been found(TuclI 986 :28) .
Becthuk hearth s and stone tools recovered from these sam e levels sugg est tha i nati ve
people also visited Fcrrylan d on a seasonal basis. Whe ther the Beothuk at Fcrryland were
trading with European fishers. scavenging iron or other materials. or exploiting other local
resourcesremainsunclear (Pope 1993a:286).
By the tum of the cen tury an English interest in New World co lonisation aro se.
Attempts to establish permanent settlements in Virginia, BermudaandNewfoundland
we re underwritten by European companies formed to ex ploit overseas trade (Pope 1986:
9). Efforts 10settle the Avalo n Peninsula were made in 1610 by JohnGuy o f the Londo n
and Bristol Comp any at Cupids. Conception Bay (Gilbert 1996 ). in 1617 by William
Vaughan at either Renews or Aquaforte. and in 1618 by Bristol merchants at Harbo ur
Grace (Cell 1969:83). Theseearly attemptsto Newfoundlandmet with varying degreesof
comm ercial success. but none managed to survi ve the long tenn .
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The Colonyof Avalon wasestablishedin 1621 undera title granted to Sir George
Calvert. later the first Lord Baltimore. by King James I. One year earlierCalvert had
acq uired a propri etary patent to a section ofWiUiam Vaughan's orig inal grant of land. that
portion between Aquafone and Caplin Bay. This area waslater expanded north to the
borders of the St. John's lot in 1623 (Pope 1986: 18). Sir Geo rge Calvert' s colo ny was
positioned to lake advantage of the increasingly profitable fisheryand to establish a
permanen t English presence on Newfoundland's Eng lish Shore (Pope 1993a :279-280).
During Calvert's proprietorship of the colony his investment was substantial. Sir George
Calvert suggeste d an investment cfbetween £12 ,000 and £17.000 . while his son Cecil
estimated hi s father ' s investme nt at £20 .000 to £30.000 (Pope 1986: 18). Wha tever the
figure, it is clear that Sir George Calvert heavily subsidized the vent ure .
O n 4 August 1621 Captain Edward Wynne arrived with I I men and supp lies to
beg in build ing the co lony, Leners from Wynne to Cal vert provide descriptions not only of
the land and its abundant resources, but also deta ils of a well-planned and ambitious
buildin g program . By the spring of 1622 Wynne and his men had bui lt a " Mansion
House", a kitchen . a hen house, a storehouse, a forge . a well. salrworks. and a wharf
(Wynne 28n I 1622). All was protected by a seven foot high palisade tha t enclosed four
acres . Followi ng the arrival in 1622 of Captain Daniel Powe ll. with additional settlers and
prov ision s, Wynne planned to construc t a brewhouse and tenements, as well as to
co ntinue to cut and fill land so that "another row of building may beso pitched. that the
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whole may bemadea pretty street"(Wynne 281711622). With Captain Powell' s arrivalthe
overwi ntering population of the newlyestablished colonygrewto 32. By 162.5the
population is reponed 10 have reeched tOO, althoughPope (1992:211-212) suggests thai
this number represents a summer, as opposed to an overwintering. population. By this
time the colony's subsistence base hadexpanded to include horses. canle, goats and fowl.
The retirementof Captain Wynneafter four years of service. Sir George Calvert's
own retirement from office. as well as Calvert's dissatisfaction with the newmanager of
his colony. led him to visit his venture at Fcrryland in 1627 (Cell 1969:93; Pope 1986:20).
Calvert must have been pleased with what he saw for he returnedto thecolony in 1628
wi th his extended family and 40 Roman Catholic settlers (Lahey1977:29). Calvert's stay
at Ferryland "CiS. however. short-lived. An unusually harshwinter, harassment of the
fisher)' by the French. and a severe decline in thefi~ led Ql:orgeCalvert to quit
Fcrryland for Virginia in 1629 (Pope 1986:20-21). In a lean to Charles I Calvert
stated. - I am detennincd to commit this place to fishermen. that are able to encounter
stormsand hard .....earher, and to remove mysclCwilh some 40 persons to your Majesty' s
Dominion oCVirginia" (Celven 19/8/1629). Later. Calvert' s son. Cecil, founded lhc
Colony of Maryland.
Although absent from the Newfoundland colony, the Calverts retained possession
and controlled its operations by maintaining a deputy there. The Celvertsremained in
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control until April 1638 when Sir David Kin e arrived andousted the Calverts' deputy,
Captain WilliamHill. from the Mansion House. One year earlierKirke. an accomplished
trader, investor and military campaigner. hadbeen grantedthe Islandof Newfoundland by
Charles I (Tuck 1996:22: Pope 1998:64). Suits and counter-suits between the Calvens
and Kirkes over rightful possessionof the colonycontinued into me third quarterof the
17th century (Pope 1998). Regardless of the legalities of rightful possession. Sir David
Kirke and later his wife and children retainedcontrol cf the fishing operations at Feny land
until the close of the century by simply occupying them.
While it remainsuncertain "nether or not the earlyColonyof Avalon underthe
Calverrs' control was financially successful. it is clear that the fishing operationsat
Ferryland under Sir David Kirke' s control wert highly profitable. Ferryland eventually
grew into one cft he largest English senJements on the Southern Shore (Pope 1986:23·27.
1992). Kirk£s ability to rum the fledgling resident fishery into a financial success was
based on rent charged for fishing rooms. the sale of tavern licenses, anda S% tax charged
en fish shipped in foreign vessels. Sir David Kirke's financial success at Ferryland, as well
as his political allegiances during England' s Civil War. eventually led to his being recalled
10 London in 1651 to account fer his proprietorship (Pope 1998:65). Kirke died in prison
-er the suit of Lord Baltimore" in 1654. but his wife Lady Sara Kirke and her threesons
retained control of the Ferryland venture until the late 16905 (Tuck 1996:22).
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At the same time that David Kirke was receited by theCommonwealth. the
Council of State authorized John Treworgie andfive othe rs to seize Kirkc' s assets in
Newfoundland. Treworgie, a New England-basedmercbaru,remainedat Ferrytand until
1660 actingas a kind of governor (Pope 1986:28). This period. marking the beginning of
extensi ve Yankee trade at Newfoundland. as well as the period of Sir David Kirke's
reorganization of Calvert's fonner colony, should bewell-represented archaeologically.
Followi ng the Restceauoe the life of Fmyland ' s residents was made diffic ult by a
decline in the fish trade, official restrictions on permanent settlement in Newfoundland.
and continu ing hostilities with the Dutch (Pope 1986:29). In 1673 these hosti lities came
ashore when (our Dutch ships under thecommandof Nicholas Boessacked the
settlement. Dudley Lovelace. theGovernor of New York. a prisoner aboardone of thc
ships reported. "'"the enemy plundered. ruined. fired. and destroyed the commodities. cenle.
household goods. and other stores" (l ovelace 29/3/1675). However. the raiddid not
completely destroy the settlement. TheDutch forced theinhabitants 10 pay - 6 hogs.and
one bu llock, to each ship" in order 10 protect wha t was left of the sett lement . Evidence of
this attack has been revealed in the destruction and rebuilding of structures located
adjacent to the stone-built quayside (Gaulton 1997:52).
The French.under thecommandof deBrouillan, attacked Ferryland in the (all of
1696. As pan cf a campaign to drive the English from Ne\llfoundland the Frenc h attack
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"'...as well-plannedanddevastating. Closeto 700troops landedandsurrounded the
settlement. Followingthe surrender of the inhabitants the French"bumt all [our] houses,
household goods. fish. oil. train vats,stages, boats. nets and all (our) fishing craft to the
value of £ 12,000 and above" (Clappe et aI. 1697). Some of the inhabitants were taken as
prisoners to the French capital Placentia, while the majority were transported back to
Appledore. Devon. This attack left the settlement at Ferryland deserted and in ashes
(Gibson 1697: Cleasby 1708). Many of'Ferryland's former residents returned in 1697
with support from the Board of Trade. but it appears that settlement shifted awayfrom the
original site of the colony to other parts of the harbour (Pope 1986:31; Tuck 1996:23).
While settlement at Ferryland has continued from 1697 to the present, the
destruction of the plantation at The Pool in 1696 closed the chapter on the 17th-cenrury
occupation of George Calvert's original colony. The researchpresented here is limited to
the 17th-centurysettlement ofFerryland from 1621 to 1696. More detailed information
about the development af the English fishery in Newfoundland, Calvert's Colonyof
Avalon, and the settlement of Ferrylandmay be found in Pope's Ceramics fro m
Seventeenth Cennov Ferryland. Newfoundland (CgAf·2. Locus B) (1986), The South
Avalon Planters, /630 -/700 : Residence. Labour. Demand and Exchange in Seventeemh-
Century Newfoundland (1992) and Documents Re/ating to Ferryland 1597·/726 (1993b),
Gaulton's Sevemeenth-Cennoy Stone Construction at Ferry/and. Newfoundland (Area C)
(1997). Carter' s The Archaeotogical lnvesugauon ofa Seventeenth-Century Blacksmith
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Shop at Ferry/and New[ound/and(t997). in three published volumes of theAvalon
Chronicles , as we ll as on-line at www.beritage.nf.ca/avelon.
2.3. Social Context: Stratificatio n and Class
Certai n aspects o f the soc ial and economic lives of Ferryland ' s settle rs will be
expanded upon as necessary in the followi ng chapt ers. However. it is wonh while. at th is
point. to provide a basic understanding ofF erryland's socialorganization andhow it
appears to have changed throughthe CO~ cf the 17th century . Tenns usedto describe
Ferryland' s seasonalandpermanent residents, as well as their social standing or economic
pos itio n "i ll also be introduced and defined. This description of social stratification or
clas s structure is dra...vn from the researc h of Po pe ( 1986. 1992) into the history of 17th-
century settlement at Fenyland and on Newfoundland's English Shore.
Pope (1986:55-63) proposes a model o f social str\lCtUre that is divided into three
categories. based on the social position. wealth. andoccupation of these who .....ere either
ful l-time res idents or seasonal workers at Ferryland. This model is basedon the social
structure proposedby Laslen (1965:32) for Stuart periodEngland.
Those who occ upied the top of the social structure were the gentry , who
possesseda degreeof political power, held either landor office. and.in many cases.
significant wealth . Sir George CalvertandSir David Kirke. andtheir families.as ....'ell as
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Fishing Captains and Reverends wouldqualify for standing in this class. Many of thosc:
who invested in larger colonial ventures might also be included. Some of those considered
to beof the gentryclass were permanent residents at Feny land.
Those immediately below the gentryoccupied a broader middle class which
included craftsmen. husbandsmen. and planters. Thesepeople were considered
contributorsto the well -being of'the aCthesettlement. through their ability to eam a living
by either their trade or craft.(for examplea blacksmith), their cultivation of crops or
raising of livestock, or their employment of othersas crewmen on their own smaller
fishing bears. or as servants in the maintenance of mehousehold. Most of those who
might beconsidered of the middling sort were permanent residents. at least so long as
their economic position remained strong. They either purchasedor. more likely. rented
property for their houses andfishing rooms from the gentry proprietors of the plantation,
either George Calvert, or h isfamily during the first 17 years ofme colony. or later from
David Kirke andhis family following 1638. Moreover. it should be noted that those of the
middle class. although mostly dependanton theprofits earnedin the codfishery, were also
planting their own crops. raising livestock, cuning timber. andbuilding boats. in season
(Pope 1992:35·37).
The lowest social position was occupied by the fishing crews, servants andother
labourers. This group was comprisedof paid employees or indentured servants. Most
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were younger and might beconsidered migrant labourers inasmuch as fishing crews
arrived at the beginning of the fishing season and returned to England at its close. while
servants generally overwintered. but often servedonly for the periodof their indenture. a
period of one or two years.
Pope (1986:59-64) suggests thai this rigid social structure chararacterised
Ferryland' s settlement until ca. 1660. but that bymelast quarter of the 17th century the
distinction between the gentry andnon-gentrymiddle class. hadbecome instead one
betweenlarger (and potentially meresuccessful)planters andsmaller planters ....ito had
invested in the growing and lucrative bye-boat fishery (Pope 1992:34). Moreover. Pope
suggests that even this separation was further diminished bya series of bad fishing seasons
following 1684 that not only Id larger planters heavily indebted10 West Country
financiers. bu t further minimized the separation between planters and servants to the
extent that they could beconsidered. essentially, equals.
It is worth noting thai during the early yearsofC alven' s colony it appears thai
some of the early residents lived in a fairly communal fashion. Their success in the fishery,
the planting of crops. and the construction of the fishing station's infrastructureallowed
for the continued growthof the colony andwould have. eventually, allowed Sir George.
his partners, or his family to recoup some of his significant original invesrment. With the
arrival of Sir David Kirke in 1633. it appears that activities at Fmyland slowly shifted
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from those that might beconsidered "community-oriented" toward those that might be
considered more " individually-" or "bccse bold-cd ented". The success of individual
planter families in the fisherytended to serve the family itself more than the community at
large.
The following chaptersexamine the remains of a housefrom this 17th-cenlury
settlement. dating ca. 1660- 1696. in order 10 ident ify the activities andsocial standing of
this particular household.
2\
lliam!U
HISTORY OF EXCA VADON
J Q Histo ry of EXcavaljon
For over 100 years the location of Sir George Calvert's Colonyof Avalon hasbeen
sought by archaeologists and historians. The first attempt to 1000ate the site was made by
Bishop Michael F. Howley in 1880. Althoughthe exact location of his excavations
remains unknown. he recovered a numberof artifacts including a silver snuff spoon with
the initials G.K. which may have originally belonged to George Kirke, one of the sons of
Sir David and Lady Sara Kirke (Howle)"1979:124). Howley also notedthat foundations
of l ord Baltimore's house were still visible. In 1937 Dr. Stanley Brooks. an entomologist
at the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh. conducted excavations aroundThe Pool and on the
adjacent mainland to the west of the site's present location (Tuck 1996:24). Brooks'
unpublished report suggcsted that the Mansion House waslocated near the present-day
Colonyof Avalon Interpretive Centre (Brooks cited in Barakat 1976:17). Unfortunately,
me excavated materials are unavailable for study (Tuck 1985:379).
In 1959 l .R. Harper. underthe auspices of the Historic Sites and Monuments
Board of Canada. excavated a 6-x-6 fl. lest unit in an abandoned.garden south of The
Pool near the present location of Area B (Harper 1960). Artifacts recovered represented
threecenturiesof occupation includingmid-to late-17th-eenturypipe bowls. sgraffho-
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....are. case boule glass.deterioratedwoodandiron nails. Harperdated the loweststratum
ca. 1625·1650andsuggested that this represented a wing or outbuilding of lhe main
Baltimore house located j ust to the west (Harper 1960; Pope 1986:78).
In 1968 Dr. lames Tuck of Memorial University conducted test excavations south
of The Pool ncar the site of a present-day restaurant. These excavations exposed a slate
drain and produceda quantityof 17lh-ccnturyanifaets (Tuck 1996:24).
In the early 19705 R.K. Barakatof Memorial University carriedout a series of
excavations on Bouys Island. just northof Fenyland Head. and to the castof Harper's
earlier excavationssouth of The Pool (Tuck 1996:24; Pope 1986:80). Artifacts recovered
from B Oll) '5 Island date 10 the 18thcenturyand likely relate 10 British fortifications from
the Seven Yean War (Pope 1986:80). Unfortunately, thereis 00 report describing
Barakat' s excavat ions.
Despiteearlierarchaeological and historical researchinto the location of
Calvert's colony, nobody hadprovided conclusive proofof its whereabouts. In order to
re-locate the site of Calvert's colony and10 assess site potential Memorial University
beganmethodical testing of the area in the mid-1980s. Under the direction of Dr. James
Tuck a series of excavations were carriedout at four locations (Areas A-D) ever three
field seasons (1984-1986) (Tuck 1985. 1989; Tuck andRobbins1986). These
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excavations produced 17th-<:ennuy artifacts in eachofw four Areas andstructural
remains in Areas B and C. Thequantity of artifactual andstructural remains. their quality
of preservation. and the complexity of the site itself indicated that furtherexcavations
would require a major investment in time and funding (Tuck 1996:24). The areasof
excavation were reluctantly backfilledin the fall of 1986.
In conjunction with the land-based archaeological surveyThe Pool underwent an
underwater survey in 1984 (Skanesand Deichmann1985). This surveyconfirmed that
The Pool had been dredged frequenlly but also located an undisturbed baulk of stratified
sediments. Dredged material from ThePool contained materials dating from the early
17th century. Although Skanescontinued. underwater surveys andexcavations in 1991
and 1992. his findings remainunavailable.
In 1989, duringthere-excavationof a waterline. M.P. Stoppconductedsalvage
excavations at the eastern endof thesite on behalfofNMoundland's Historic Resources
Division. Departmentof Culture. Recreation and Youth (Stopp 1989). One 4-,,· 1 m
trench excavated adjacent to what is now AreaF producedevidence of both 17th· and
l Sth-century occupation. Two featureswereidentified. the first the remainsof a cobble
road. the second. a disturbed stone wall similar to those found in Area C.
In 1991 funding from theCanada·NewfoundlandTourism andHistoric RtsOW'CeS
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Cooperation Agreementwas securedto begin full-scele. Jong-termexcavationsat
Ferry land. Excavations resumed in the summer of 1992 andhave continued to present.
These systematic excavat ions have now investigated seven different areas (Areas A-G )
revea ling a variety of struetures andunearthing over 1,000,000 artifac ts.
3 J Areas of Excavation
What follows is a brief description and interpretation of each of the Areas
excavated. Figure 2.3 shows the location of each.Areadescribed.
A..!n.A. In the fall of 1984 four I m~ lest units wereexcavatedat the western end of The
Poo l in order to locate fort ifications that may have protected the colony from attack via
the mainlan d. 17th-eentwy artifacts were recovered. but no evidence of forti fications was
found. Basedon experienc e gainedthrough exca vations at other locat ions on the sire. it is
possible that Area A ....as not excavated deep lyenough. Futurework may refocuson this
location(Tuck 1996:27).
Am!...e. Located east of Area A. this is the likely location of J.R. Harper's 1959 test
excavations. Excavations began here in 1984and continued in 1985. Earlyexcavations
opened an area of approximately60 m: revealing the remains of a 17th-century forgeand
produced an extensive collection of artifactsincluding blacksmith's tools and domestic
materials. Pope (1986) hasdocumented the ceramic assemblageandCarter (1997) has
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completed a study aCme forge andrelated blacksmithingactivities.
Excavations resumed in 1994 andcompletely exposed me forge before expanding
northw ard . The total area excavated at AreaB wasapprox imately 200 m! ....i th dep ths of
over 2 m reached in some locations. At thenonhem boundaryof the area two 17th-
century featureswerediscovered. The first wasa section of cobblestone road thai roughly
parallels the present asphalt lane. Thesecond wasthe remains of a stone foundation that
overlaid the cobblestone road's southern edge by roughly 30 em and ran parallel 10 ir.
Excavations 10 the west and east in 1995 revealedthe sooner end walls of a domestic
structure. It is this structure, a house. andtheanifact assemblage derived from its
excavation that arc the focus arlhi s thesis. What is i~ialely clear is that this str\.IC1\U'C
over liesthe cobblestone roadandtherefore post-dates its construction. It is currently
accept ed that this cobblestone roadis the same -precy street" that Captain W)'MC
referred to in 1622 (Tutk 1996:31).
Below the I71h-eennuy occupation layers evidence wasfound for the use of
Ferryland by earlier migratory Europeanfishersas well as native Beothuk. The lowest
layers. over the originalsand and gravel beach. contained small cobble hearths surrounded
by scattered wood charcoal. burnt bone. seeds andfir needles. as well as lithic debitage,
stone tools and arro....points (Tuck 1996:27). In the same layers were found iron objects,
mostly fishhooks and nails. and ceramics of Europeancrigin. No evidence for clay
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tobacco pipes was found with these Europeanremains.suggesting that this material
predates their introduction ca. t5 80. Theceramics are a mixture of Spanish. Pcrmguese,
Norman/Breton, and English West Country wares indicating the seasonal presenceof
Spanish, Portuguese. Basque. and English fishers. Separating these earlier layers from the
overlying 17th-cenrury materials was a course of rough-laid beach rocks that likely
represent an artif icialbeach used for thedrying of fish. These were probab ly construc ted
by Wes t Country English fishers in the third quarter af the 16thcentury concomitant wi th
an increase in the English West Allantic fishery(Tuck 1996:28-29).
~ In 1986 a numberof exploratory trenches excavated in a vacant lot adjacent to
the southeast edge or The Pool revealed evidence of substantial Slone structures, as well
as thousands of 17lh.-cenruryartifacts (Tuck 1989:298). Large-scaleexcavations resumed
there in 1992. Over the next four years at least (\\"0 different stone--built strecrures. a
massiveseawall. as weUas nagstollC' and cobblestone floors. a tide-flushed privy, anda
wealth of 17th-cennuy materials wereexposed. Detailed researchinto thestruc tures at
Area C has been completed by Barty Gawron (1997); a summary is offered here.
The lowest levels above the original beach consisted of a thin deposit of organic
remains including fragmentary wooden planks, woodchips. bone and rich black soil.
Immediately below these levels in the beach sand werefound ceramics similar to those
from the lowest levels of Area 8 indicating an extensive earl.y- I6th-eennuy usc of the
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harbour (Tuck 1996:32). Above theselayerswas foundanother organic-rich deposit with
sherds of North Devon ceramics andtobacco pipes with small bowls and large stem bores.
This deposit may represent refuse laid down prior 10 or during the first years of the
founding of Calvert's colony.
Overlying theseearly levels is a thick deposit of subsoil androckthai servedas a
fill layer upon which substantial stone buildings were constructed. At the northern edge of
Area C is a massive stone wall that served as botha retaining wall for this fill andas a
quayside along the southern edge ofTbe Pool. With a single finished face on its north
side. this wall still stands as high as 1.2 m in places and runs roughly 50 m (0 the west
(Tuck 1996:32).
This area underwent two phasesof construction. Thesefirst was
contemporaneous with the filling of landand theconstruction of the seawall. This phase
saw the construction of a stone-walled. slate-roofed storehouse that measured
approximately 56-x- l6-ft.•along with a 4-x-9-x-4-fl deepstone-lined privy. These
structures ....ere in use until thethird quarter of the 17th century but were leveled in the
Dutch raid of 1673 (Gauttcn 1997:20). The second phase of construction produced a
two- bayed outbuilding, a byre or ccwhccse, located directly south of the earlier
storehouse. A covered slate drain served to transfer waste from the cowbouse to the
modified privy. which now servedas a dungpit. This structure wasdestroyed in the
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Frenchattackof 1696(Gaulton 1997:21).
Arm..I! Loca ted at the eastern marg in c f the settlement this area produ ced thefirst
evidence of a 1j th-cenrury domes tic com plex. Excavations in the 19805 co nduc ted by
Memorial University fieldschoolsexposed an early-tcth-century fireplacefoundation
which o verlay the earli er structure (T uck 1996 :36). Excavations in 1993 and 1994
revealed the remai ns of a substantial timber -fram ed struc ture and an associated sto ne-bui lt
well . This domes tic structure co ntained a sto ne fireplace with a co bble hearththa t
stretched across the wi dth of its eastern end.suggestin g a gable-end cons truc tion. Its
internal measurements were roughly 39-x-17· ft. &oin. Artifactsrecovered fromthe house
point to its construction and occupation in the secon d half of the 17th cent ury. The house
appears [0 have beendestroyed by fireduring the French attackof 1696 (Tuck 1996:36-
37).
The house. \\o~II. and their associated artifact assemblagesare the focusof current
researchby Amanda Crompton.,a graduatestudent at MemorialUniversity of
Ne....foundland. Becausetheoccupation of this house is roughlycontemporaneous....i th
that of the house in Area B. the focusof this research. comparisonswill bemade. where
possible. between eachstructureand their correspondingartifactassemblages.
AIn....E. In 1993 excavationsexploreda conspicuous moundof earth located on the crest
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of a hill to the south orthe early colony. With a command ing view afthe settlement. The
Pool . and the o uter harbour it wasanticipated that this locat ion would produce remains of
the fortificationsof theoriginal senleeea, A seriesof building phases was identified.
The most recen t structure appears to have been a tavern with a fireplace in each of its
gable ends. Drink ing vesse ls. bon les and tobacco pipes dale this struc ture from the ear ly-
[0 mid- 18th century (Tuck 1996:39). Below this wasa substantial earthwork mound that
may relate to the 1694 stren gtheni ng of Fmyland 's defenses under Captai n William
Holman. The lowes t levels produced evidence for what may have been part of the
colon y's original fortifications. A I m wide trenc h revealed the remain s of a sod-built
structure bui lt above a sterile hum us layer at a depth of more than 2 rn. This has been
interpreted as a gun platfonn (Tuck 1996:40).
A!£!.£ Excavations began here in 1996. located sou th of Art a C it is separated from
these ear lier excavations by only the present-day asphalt road that runs eas twar d to a
parki ng lot. Th is separation is of a distance no greater than five metres . Exca vations here
over the past threeseaso ns has revealeda variety of 17th-e:ennuy structures and produced
a diverse assemblage o f artifacts (Carter et aJ. 1998). Theeastern margin is de lineated by
an exca vated defensive ditch. On the western edge of the ditch . a distance back from the
ditch itse lf. another stone retaining waJl hasbeen loca ted which bcuressed so il remo ved
from the ditch thrown up to form an earthen rampart which, attardin g to Captain Wynne .
" as topped by a palisade . This ditch, rampart and pal isade fortifica tion likely coinc ides
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wi th the early construction of defenses outlined by Wynne in 1622 with thestatement that
they raised-a face of defense to the water-side ward" (Wynne 28n /1622). The earthen
rampart wasconstructed over a thin Bcothuk occupation layerwhich was itself
immediately above the original gravel and clay subsoil.
A carefully laid cobblestone roadexposed at thero rtbem edge of Area F measures
roughly 13 ft.. in width andhasbeen exposed for a length of over 20 at It seems clear thaI
this section of cobblestoneroadconnectswith a section exposedearlier at Area Bof
similar construction andwidth. If this is thecase. tben this street indicatesthe westernand
eastern boundariesof the original colony. Moreover. if this is thestreet thatCaptain
Wynne referred to in his 1622 lener to GeorgeCalvert stating,"for thecomfort of the
neighbourhood. another row of buildings may be so pitched. that the whole may be made a
pretty street" (Wynne 2817/ 1622). then it is possible to understand not only the layout of
the earlycolony, but also the order in whichbuildingswereconstructed. Gaulton
(1997:24) suggests thai the lim series of struetures ....'ere buill southof the cobblestone
street. while a second series of structures.,including the stone-built storehouse located in
AreaC. was constructed shortly thereafter.
Excavations in the summer of 1998 uncovered a large midden deposit south of thc
cobblestone road. as well as a nwnber of wall segments, some cobblestone pavements that
likely represent both interior andexterior spaces. anotherslate-lineddrain.andevidence
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for at leas t two structures basedon the orientation of two probable fireplaces andtheir
associated chimney falls. Theexcavation of Area F is currently confined byexisting roads .
However. structural remains. as well as ceramic and glass artifacts recovered to date
suggest not only a substantial house nearby, but also a house occupied by someone of high
status (Caner et al. 1998:61). A large proportion of' the ceramic assemblage is of
Cominental tin-glazedearthenware(comparedto collections from domestic structuresat
Areas B and D) and the occurrenceof urra sigillata; an expensive andrare Portuguese
coarse earth enware. further illustrates that this assemblage is unusual (Gaulton and
Mathias 1998). It is optimistic to think that the Mansion House. occupied first by the
Calverts and later by the Kirkes, may finally have been located.
Area G In 1996excavations were begun in a vacant lot to the "...est of Area C. Area G is
located on the edgeof The Pool to the west of Area C. to liteeast of Ami B. and north of
the present asphalt road. Two trmc:hcswere excavated. one a l-x-9 m north-south
trench. the other a east-west U'enl:h ruMing paraltelt o thehigh tide mark. The first trench
revealed a cobblestone pavement andproducedlate-I7th- and early-18th-century artifacts.
The depth of the cobblestone feature andthe natureof the artifacts aresimilar 10 those
found at the western edge of Area C. Below this cobblestone pavement evidenceof
earlier 17th-centwy activity was found in the formof filling or leveling activities (Carteret
al. 1998:50). This deposit overlayceramics andiron nails found on theoriginal beach
surface that are furtherevidence of a seasonalBasquepresence at Fenyland sometime in
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the 16th century. Excavations at thehightidemarkuncovered preserved segments of thc
seawall along with a series of wooden posts attached to horizontal logs which abutted the
seawall. These may haveserved as strouders for boats 10moor on (Gaulton 1997:25) and
to prevent damage to their wooden hulls.
A rich deposit of 18th-cennuy material wasfound above and to thesouth of the
seawall. Artifacts from litis deposit suggest they werederived from a nearbyhousedaling
from the third quarter oflhe 18thcentury.
Excavations in Area G were expandedin 1997 producing additional 17th-crnnuy
material. but no structural remains (Caner et at. 1998).
These are theAreasof Excavation that are, on occasion. referred10 in following
chapters. The research presentedhere focuses on the 17th-century domestic structureand
its associated artifact assemblages located in the northern half of Area B. Thenext
chapter details thestratigraphy andfeatures identified during the excavation of Area B.
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AREA B STRATIGRAP HY FEATIJRES AND WALL SEGMENTS
4.0 Introdyction
This chapter outlines thestratigraphyand featuresidentifiedduring the excavation
of Area B. Since this researc h focuses on the domestic structure located in the northern
half of Area B. only those Events andFeatures considered directly relevant to the
chronology of itsdevelopment are discussed. For more detailed analyses of theearl ier
forge located in the southern portion of AreaB see Caner (1997) and Pope:(1986). To
date. no detailed researchinto the l etb-cenrury Europeanor the Bcothukoccupations
identified at Area B hasbeen carriedout .
As noted in Chapter 3. excavation of Area B beganin 1984duringthe initial
survey of Ferryland . It is likely that Area B is near the locat ion of Harper ' s 1959 test
excavations (Harper 1960). Someevidenceof his excavations were found in the
northeasternsection of AreaB. within excavation units N7 E2 andN6 E2.whereclearl y
disturbed materials were found. This disturbance did not significantly impact the 17th-
century occupation levels (Tuck 1999: personalcommunication). Excavationsin the
1980s revealed the remains of a forge. Pope(1986) interpreted thisstructure as serving as
a forge. and. on occasio n, as a cookroomwhere fishing crews may have taken meals and
enjoyeda casual drink . Furtherexcavations in 1994and 1995completely uncovered the
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forge located at thesouth eed of Area8 . as well as the domestic structure and
cobblestone roadlocated in its nonhern half. Because of thesomewhat complex nature
of Area B and the fact that it was excavated using different methodsof identifying
strata/events and features.it is usefultodescribeandcollapsethesedesignations in order
to clarify their contemporaneity. stratigraphic position. andareal extent. This might be
best accomplished by dealing with each structure. theforge and the house. separately. and
by working forwardchronologically fromearlierto more recentexcavations. It should be
noted that the earlier identification of strata is nOIsignificantly different from that of
events.except that the latterallowsfor thedelineation of discrete layers or lenseswithin
larger deposits. such as a layer of fill deposited when the house was built (Tuck 1996:26).
This methodallows for thecombinationof eventsthat may berecognizedas
contemporaneous only aftertheirexcavation.
Figures 4.1· 4.5 illustrate theSU'3tigraphy of Area B andplan views of'Fearure and
Wall Segment locations. Figure 4.6 showsan aerial view of Area B. Tables 4.1. and4.2.
list Strata and Features fromearlier excavations with their more recent equivalents and
their cultural interpretation. Descriptions and cultural interpretation of Strata and Events
are presented below, followed by Features and Wall Segments.
4 I . Strata and E\·(Dts
Pope (1986:87) described Stratum 1 as a disturbed plough zone that covered all of
Figure4.1. Area BProfileat East3. facing east.
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Figure -IA . Plan view of Area B showing ear lier forge and later house.
•z ] .§
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Figure 4.6. Aerial view of Area B. looking south. Reconstructed forge er top. exposed
wall segments and partia lly excavated hearth in foreground .
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Table 4 I $tAta andEvents from Area 8
Stratum (Pope 1986) Event Interpretation
1 137 Plow Zone
2. 133 Destruction Event
2b 134 FillEvent
2, FillEvent
2d IS7 Fill Event
2. Forge-RelatedActivity
2f FillEvent
J. ForgeStructure
Jb IS4 WorkingForge Floor
J' Original ForgeFloor
Table 4' Features from AreaB
Feature (Pope 1986) Feature Interpretation
1 ForgeRoom
1. ForgeSlag
Ib 26 Stone-built Forge
2 2S Unidentified Burnt Structure
J 18 Wal OverlyingForge
4 19 House Footings. southwan
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Area B. This stratum contained artifacts of the 19th and 20th " otury as well as some
from the 17th century. presumably as a result of the disturbance of underlying Stratum 2.
Stratum 1 was later designated Event 137. No structural remains were identified in
Stratum 1.
Stratum 2 ....'as subdivided into six discrete strata(2a~20 . Pope (1986:88)
described Stratum 2a as a thin relativelyundisturbedcharcoallayer immediately below
Stratum I consisting of the charred remains of boards running east-west \Vithartifacts
dateableto ca.1670. Locatedin the southernportionof Area B and covering an area
roughly 0.75-:<-3.0 m (2 ft. 6 in.-x-9 ft. I I in.), Stratum2a has been interpreted as the
remains ora buildingdestroyed by fire. Equivalent with Feature2. Stratum 2a was later
designated Event 133. while Feature'2 became Feature 25.
Stratum 2b is describedasa layer of fill that coveredall of Area B. Immediately
below Stratum2a. this layerwas artifact rich. Thepresence of case bottles suggestsa
dale earlier than that of Stratwn 2a. Mean pipe stem bore measurements provide dates
ranging from ca. 1640 (Pope 1986:88) to ca. 1659 (Caner 1997:207). No living floors or
structuralremainswere identified in Stratum 2b. It waslater designated e vent 134.
More recent excavationsto the north of the forgelocated lenses of Event
133/Stratum 2a within e vent 134. This suggeststhat the building represented by this
4 )
Event was destro yed by fireat eithersome time prior to , or contemporarywi th.lhe in-
filling of Area B. Event 133 occurred stratigraphica.lly above the bouseoccupation layers,
southeast of the structure in excavation units N2 EJ. Nt EJ. NO£3. and51 EJ. Based on
its stratigraphic position it is unlikely that the structural remains evident in Event 133 are
related to the destruction or demise of either the earlier forge or the later house located to
the north. Event 134 appearsto represent a large-scalein-tilling of Area B following the
abandonmentof both the forgeandthe house.
Stratum 2c was a deposit of limited extent within the Feature I " Room" (Pope
1986:88). Stratum 2c lay immediately above Feature 31 andrepresentstheabandonment
and initial in-filling cf' the forge. Pope (1986:92) suggestsa mean mediandate for Stratum
2c of ca. 1660 based on pipe bowl styles. while Carter (1997:203) arrives at a mean pipe
stem bore date of I~j . albeit froma sample of only 64 stems.
Stratum 2d lay to the south of Feature 4 in the central portion of Area B.
immediately below Stratum I . It contained mostly 17th-eentury pipes and NOM Devon
ceramic wares. It was later designated Event 157.
Stratum 2e wasa limiteddeposit within the forge room. Stratum 2f. a fill layer.
overlay the Feature I "Room" at the southern-mostedge of Area B. Artifactswere
similar to those cf Stratum2b1Event 134. wi th a mean median date of 1635 based on pipe
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bowl styles (Pope 1986:92).
Stra tum 3 was subdivided into) disc rete strata (3a-3c) . Sttatum 3a was a thin
organic layer below Stratum 2(10 thesooth of the Feature Ib forge andlikely represents
the decayed walls or roof of the Feature I -Room". Pope (1986:92) suggests a mean
median date for this deposit of 1635 basedon pipe bowl styles. Carter notes thai Stratum
3::1 may berelatedto Stratum 2<: and arrivedat a mean pipe stembore date of 1648 from a
sample of 24 stems (Carter 1997:203).
Stratum 3b wasa thick black deposit adjacent to andsouth of lhe Feature Ib
forge. This extremely rich layer contained forge refuse and a quantity of pipe bowls and
fragments. It overlayStratwn Jc, a dark compacted layerinterpretedas theoriginal floor
of the forge area Pope suggests a meandale forStratum 3b of 1640 based on pipe stern
bore measurements. as well as a date ofca 1647 based on bowl styles (Pope 1986:90.
92) . Carter (1997 :202) arrived at a mean pipe stem bore date o f 1644. Stratum 3b was
later designated Ev'ent 154.
Stratum3c was locatedimmediatelybelowStratum3b. This compacted layer
represents the original floor of the forgearea. Pope(1986:90) dated this deposit prior to
1620basedon pipe stem bore measurementsfromnine stems. Caner (1997:205)arrived
at a mean pipe stem bore date of 1629 froma sampleof 13 stems.
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Event 135was a thick discrete deposit ofc:harcoaIand artifact fragments located
near the house. stratigraphically below Event 134 but above Event 138. It represents
refuse from either the destruc tion of the house. or the in-tilli ng of Area B. but was located
stratigraphically above two other fill layers, Events 138and 169. which were themselves
con fined within the stone footings of the house.
Event 136 \\,0lS similar to Event 135 incomposition andstratigraphicposition.
This event had a ....ida distribution thenEvent 135andoccurredoutsideandto the south
of the house. This event also appears to representeither refuse from the destruction of the
house or some formof in-filling of Area B.
The presence of some ceramic cross-mends between Events 135 and 136 with
those events representing the occupation cf the house(Events 143and 145) suggests they
represent some disturbance of the house's original occupation levels during the large-sca le
in-filling of Area 8 representedby Event 134.
Event 138 was a thick deposit of brown soil and cobbles which underlay Event 136
outside the house and Event 134 within the house. Event 138 overlay the majority of the
house structure. This event is considered to represent filling activities thai occurred
shortly after the house's abandonmenlandits subsequentdemolition. Within the house
Event 138 overlay those deposits representing its occupation. Events 143 and 14S. Event
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138 did not overlie Feature 19, the partially dismantled footings for the south wall of the
house. In the area between the house and forge Event 138 overlay Even t 148.
Event 142 was a deposit of light brown gravelly soil with beach cobbles of limited
extent located north of Feature 19 but stratigraphically below the house's occupation
levels. It likely represents fill used to level the area prio r to the construction of the
footings for the southern wall of the house.
Event 143 was a dark brown to blac k artifact-rich layer confined to the interior of
the house. It was located in the eastern halfofthe house and overlay Event 145 in this
area. While this event contained no clear evidence for the destruction of the house.
inasmuch as it lacked any obvious structural remains, it is clear that this eve nt represents
its occupation. It may represent either an area of spec ific activity within the house during
its occupancy, or, potentially, the collapse of an upper loft during its destruction.
Materials recovered include ceramics, pipes, glass, and iron artifacts dating to the latter
halfof the 17th century. Numerous joins in ceramic vessels were made between Events
143 and 145. Excavation of this event revealed the upper layers of Feature 33, the stone-
built chimney and hearth located at the east end of the house.
Event 144 was assigned to the disturbance caused by Harper's 1959 test
excavations. Mixed soil and artifacts from the 17th to the 20th centuries were
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encountered10 a depth of roughly 50 em (I ft. 7 in.). Event 144was limited to excavation
units N7 E2and N6 E2.
Event 145wasa thick.dark. artifact-rich deposit restricted to the interiorof the
house. Stratigraphi cally below Event 143. it covered themajority of the interior of the
structure. It yielded a variety of ani facts dating to thesecond half ofth e 17th century.
Feature 33 wascontained within this event. Burntfloor boards, designatedFeature35.
also occurred with in this deposit. Event 145 lay below Event 138 andabove Events 148
and 177.
Event 148 was a sticky brown soil with sandandlarge beach cobbles. Event 148
was located in the eastern half of Area B. Southof Feature 19 it occurred below Event
138and above Event ISO. North of Feature 19 it lay belowEvents 143 and 145. Event
148 appears 10 be a fill of same son laid over earliercobble flakes constructed atop Event
ISO. This filling activity occurred prior to the construction of me house, perhaps in an
effort 10 provide level ground for the house's footings. It may also dale to theearlier
construction of what is likely Captain Wynne's cobblestone street, Feature 56, located at
the northern margin of Area B. Such an activitycould have usedmaterial cut from the
slope to the south in order to provide a location for theearlier forge. This material could
easily have been thrown northward to provide both level groundfor the construction of
the cobble street, and level access to the forge ilSelf(Tuck 1993:300).
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Events 149 and ISOrepresentseasonalEuropeanoccupation of Fmyl and prior 10
the establishment o(Calvert's colony. Theformer was composed of a layer of bumt or
decayed wood wi th many nails that covered most of the northern half of Area B. The
laner w<IS a sterile light brown soil upon which artificialcobble beaches. Features 20 and
21. were built. Event 149 lay below Event 150to the south andbelow Event t77 10 the
north.
Event 169was a tight brown. rustysoil with small rocks and cobbles found below
Event 134 and above Event 145 in the western haJfofthc house to the east of Wall
Segment 15. This event is similar in composition to Event 138. a fill deposit thatcovered
much of theeastern interior of thehousefollowing its destrUCtion. Event 169was
disturbed during the excavation of a waterline trench. [\"coI202. to theeast of Wall
Segment IS.
Event 177 was a distinct layer of grayish loose sandandgravel located in the
northern profile of Area B below Event 145 and above Events 149and 178. Spread
sporadically over the northern end of Area B it may represent a sandand gravel floor upon
which the later house occupation layers were formed. but it is more likely evidence of a
filling event, contemporaneouswith Event 188. thai took place either when the
cobblestone road to thenorth wasconstructed,or at some time prior to the construction
of thehouse itself.
4.
Event 178 ....'85 a monied soil conlainingearly· 17th<enlUly artifacts that lay below
Event 177. It appears to have been some sort of occupation layer that was sanded over
prior to the occupation of the later house. This deposit was tightly concentrated in an area
roughly 3 m north-south by S m eest-wesrte ft. I I in.-xoI6 ft. 5 in.) below the eastern half
cf'tbe later house structure. This event likely represents waste left behind prior to or
during the construction of either the house. the forge. or the cobblestone street. Ceramic
joins found between this event and the stratigraphically higher house occupation levels
may be the result a f the collapse and disintegration of the house floor.
Event 183 was a narrow band of sterile yellow clay found in the eastern profile of
Area B. It ran underneath Feature 19and measured roughly 3 m (9 ft. 11 in.) in length.
Within the limits of the house it wasoverlain by Event 145andcovered Event 188. This
event is similar to Event 142 andlikely representsa fill deposit laid down in order to level
me southern footings of tile house prior to its construction.
Event 184. a small patch of burnt clay and charcoal atop Event 178. was located to
the west of Feature 33. the stone-built hearthat the east end of the house.
Event 186 was a layer of fine gray sand with little gravel located in the northern
half of Area B below Event 149 andabove Event 187. II appears to be the remnantsofa
natural beach formed by high tides or seas pushing finesand southward from theoriginal
so
beach of me Pool.
Event 187was a darkorganic layer of decomposed wood. charcoaland peat below
Event 186 and above Event 191. Event 187 contained the rema ins ofat lcast two
Beothuk hearths.
Event 188 ""<IS a uniform layer o f gravel about 10 em (4 in.) thick located in the
northern end of the eastern profileof Area B. Within thehouseit lay below Events 145
and 183. above Event 149. and ran underneath Feature 19. It occurredat the same
stratigraphic level as Event 150 to the south and appears to bea fill layer . I suspect that
E.....ent 188 represents anotherearly till usedto not onlycoverthe earlier artificial cobble
beach. but also to provide a level surface for the construc tion ofthecobblestone road.
Feature 56 to the north.as well as easy accessto the forgclocatedto the south.
Event 191 wassimilar to Event 186in composition andrepresentstheoriginal
beachsurface. Event 191lay beneathEvent 187 andcontainedevidenceofBeolhuk
occupation.
Event 202 des ignates a deep roughly I m (3 ft. 3 in) wide trench excavated for a
modem water line . This trench was located along the western edge of Area B just inside
Wall Segm ent 15 where it ran north-south. ltturned west eear the end of Wall Segment
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17. This excavation resulted in thedestruction of'the western endsoCthenorthernand
southern footings of the house and disturbed the context of artifacts and events along its
path. Disturbanceof theoccupation levels causedby the waterline is evident in the
relative absenc e ar imo nails and ceramic vessels along its course at the west ern end of lhe
house(Section 5.7.).
Event 222 was a large deposit of loosely packed rocks located immediately west of
Wall Segment 15. Located below Event 137 this deposit appears to have been deposited
after the house fell into disuse.
Event 227 was a thin layer of woodcharcoal located to the west cf wall Segment
15. Event 134 layover top while Event 177 tay beneath. This event is likely associated
with the destruction of the house.
Event 246 "liasa depos it of bumt woodand ashlocated below Event 145 and
associated ....ith the hearth. Feature 33. in theeast end of tbe house. It likely represents
materials cleaned from the hearth.
~
Feature I was the 17th-etntury"Room" excavated into the slope er the south end
of Area B. The Room measuredroughly 4 m ( t3 ft. l in.) wide. west 10east. with its
S2
northern limits defined by theedge of Stratum 3 (Pope:1986:85). Features la and Ib
were located with in the Room.
Feature la was a concentrated deposit of charcoal. slagand iron concretions below
Stratum 2b to the north of Feature lb. Feature Ib designatesthe forge itself. The forge
W<:IS a rectangular structure roughly 1.85 -)(-1.25 m (6-x-4 ft.) constructed of tlat rocks
that rema ined standing to a height of about 40 em ( I ft. 4 in.). Feature Ib was later
desi gnated Feature 26.
Feature 2 was located in Stratwn 2a anddesigna tes a structure destroyed by fire .
The feature consisted of a layer of bumt boards with artifactsdatin g 10 ca. 1670 (Pope:
1986 :85). f eature 2 designates the structure itself while Stratum 2a contained its remains.
Feature 2 was later designated Feature25. while Stratum23 wasdesignated Event 133.
Feature3 was a section of stone wall locatedin Stratum2. It ran parallel to the
base ort he southern slope into which the forge roomwas cut and overlay the forge itself.
Chronologicallyand structurally it is related to neither the forgeroom (Pope 1986:87) nor
the later house. Feature3 was later designatedFeature18.
Feature 4 wasa broad alignment of stones running west-eastat the northernedge
of the early excavationsof Area 8 . Feature4 was locatedbelow Suarum2. To the north
S3
ofFeaturc 4 was a deep layer oflhoroughly mixed stony fill. This feature was interp reted
as either a house wall foundation or a section of the palisade that enclosed the ear ly
colony. Feature 4 was later designa ted Feature 19.
Feature 19. originally Feature4. was an east-west alignment of dry-laid stones now
interpreted as the footings for a house constructed in thenorth end of Area B (Figure 4.7).
Measuring 5 m (16 ft. 5 in.) in length. its width wasroughly I m (3 ft. 3 in.), but this is
likely a result a fthe destruct ion oCthe house or the dismantling of the footings following
the demise o f the structure itsel f. Video tape recorded duri ng me excavatio n of this
feature show it to have been carefully constructed and purposefully leveled.
Features 20 and21 designate two roughcobble androck pavements laid in the
northernhalfo f AreaB. TheseMartificial beaches" for the dryingoffish dale to the third
quarter of the 16th century and lay below the 17th<ennuyoccupation tayers. These
earlier flakes began in the open area between the earlier forge to the south andran north
below the later house.
Featur e 33 was a ccllecti cn of fiat stones with a quant ity of associated charcoal •
.....'ith no evidence of buming, located in the northeastern comer of Area B (Figure 4.8).
This feature occurred in Events 143 and 145 andwaslater fully excavated to reveal a
collapsed stone ch imney and hearth..
Figure 4.7. Feature I Q. partially excavated. facing east.
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Figure 4.8 . Feature 33, partially excavated. in background . Feature 35, upper right .
Feature 34 in foreground . facing cast
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Feature 34 was a cobble floor or fill directl y below the house in the northern end of
Area Bassociated with Events 178 and 18S.
Feature J S was a series of bum t boards at-proximately 7.5 em (3 in.) wide laid side
by side runni ng east- west imm ed iately adjacent to and slightly below the heart h' s opening.
Feature 33. located in the northeast comer of Am B (Figure 4.9). Feature 35 lay at the
trans itio n betw een Events 14 5 and 14) (above) and177 (below) indica ting that the
hew's foundation were laid over EVeRt 177 and tha t the floor relates 10 the occupation
of the house. The extent of this feature was somewhat mere thanI m: (9 ft.l).
Featu re 56 was the 17th -eent ury cobblestone road that ran east-west at the
northern boun dary of Are a B. The northe rn foot ings of the house . Wall Segm ent 17.
encroached roughly 30 em ( I fl) over the road's southern edge. Feature 56 wasoverlain
by Event 145 andappearsto have been built uponfill layers represented by Events 177
and 188 .
4.3 WallScgmcnts
Wall Segme nt 15 was a careful ly construct ed dry-laid stone foo ting tha t supported
the wes t end of lhe house (Figure 4.10 ). Running north -south this feature meas ured
approx imately 4.9 m ( 16 ft.) in length. averaged 50 em ( I It 7 in.) in width, and S5-6S em
(I ft. 9 in.- 2 ft. I in.) in thickness. A scatter of rocks andcobbles to the west of its
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Figure 4.9 . Feature 35, facing east.
Figure 4.10. Wall Segment 15 at right. facing southwest.
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southern end. outside the structure. may representan exterior cobbled area or entrance to
the house: however. excavation in this area was limited. Video tape recorded during its
exca vation shows this wall segmen t to have beencarefull y constructed and tha t fill had
been added beneath the foo ting prior to its co nstructio n in order to level thearea.
Willi Segment 17 overlapped Feature 56. the cobblestone road. by roughly 30 em
and ran east-west (Figure4.11). lts western halfwas not foundbutmay either have been
dismantle d follo.."ing the destruc tion of' the house Of was destroyed during the installat ion
of a .....a rerline which ran westward at this location. The remains of Wall Segment 17
measured roughly 4 m (13ft I in.) in lengthand50 em ( I fL 7 in.) in width.
Wal l Segment 18. loca ted in the northeast ern comer of Area B. encompassed the
stone-built chimneyandhearth..Feature 33. associated with the houseoccupation(Figure
" .12). Th is feature appears to have beenpartially dismantl ed following the destruction o f
the house . The remai ning length o f this wall segme nt was approx imately 3.65 m ( 12 ft.).
Its width was at leas t 60 em (2 ft.) where fully ex pose d. These measurem en ts exclude the
full depth of the hearth which was only partiall y excavated .
Th is chapter has provided a basic outline andinterpreta tion of the Events.
Features. and Wall Segm en ts identified duri ng the excavation of Area B in general, and.in
particular. of the bouse located in its nonhem half. The preliminary introd uction ofda les
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Figure 4.11. Wall Segment 17 overlying Feature 56. the cobblesto ne road. in foreground.
facing west.
Figure 4.12. Wall Segment 18 encompassing Feature 33, the hearth, in background.
facing east.
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derived from the analysis of clay pipestem boremeasurements. the identification pipe
bowl types. as well as the identification of panicular ceramic wares and bottle types, has
provided some basic information regarding the chronological developmenta f this area.
The following chapters detail and interpret the structural remains and artifact assemblages
recovered fromthe excavation oflhis domestic structure.
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CHAPTERS
HOUSE CONSTRllCDON AND LAVOlJI
5 Q. Introduc tion
While descriptions oCthe constructionand layout of theMansion House and other
structures at the colony exist for the earlyyearsof its establishment. there is no
corresponding documentation of later buildings or building practices. A map drawn by
ships' surgeon James Young following his visit to Ferryland in 1663 shows only two
stages and two houses. bothwith gable chimneys, withone house labeled "lady Kirkc"
(Figure 5.1). Historical documentation and archaeologicalexcavations show that Young's
map was impressionistic and records fewof thebuildings that actually stood at that time.
As a result. the excavation of structures and docwnentation of construction techniques has
been undertaken in an effort to understand 001only building methods. butalso stages in
the development of thecolony. To date. the construction of thc forgeandquayside
warehouse complex have beenthe basis for research(Carter 1997;Gaulton 1997).
Documentation of the house at~ 0 is ongoing (Crompton 1999:personal
communication), while the house at Area B is the focus of this research, Although both of
these houses date to the second half ofthe 17th century, earlier buildings at the same
colony might reasonablybeexamined for clues as to how later ones were constructed.
This analysis studies the house at Area B in order to describe its construction andto
suggest what its layout might imply about the activities andsocial standing of its
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occupants. Documented example! of houses and theircons tructio n fromEngland and
colonial North America are included for comparative purposes.
S I . Early Build ing at Ca lvert's Colony o f Avalon
The building programundertaken by Captain Edward Wynne to establish Sir
George Calvert's colony is documented in letters wrinen to his employer (Pope 1996).
This ambitious project involved the construction of a number of buildings including the
Mansion House. a kitchen, a parlour. and tenement. Descriptions are included wh ich
prov ide dime nsions and some structural infonn atio n about eac h building. The Mansion
Houseis describedas a wooden-framedstructure44-x-IS-t't. containing an 18 ft. hall with
stone chimney. a 6 ft. entryanda dug cellar20 ft. in length. Theheight of the ground
floor is recorded as about 8 ft. with thestoryabove that divided into four chambers.
Above the second floor wasan artieor loft 4 ft. high to the roof. giving a two anda half
story structure. This structure wasroofed with a combination of dealboardsand thatch.
the laner being described as being -a far better covering than boards. both for warmth and
tightness" (Wynne 2sn/1622). The 18-x-12·ft. kitchen is describedas built of stone-work
8 ft. in height 10 the eaves with a large stone chimney and a chamber above accessed by a
staircase. The 14·x· 12·f1.parlour had a stone chimney and a chamberalso with staircase
access. The tenement's dimensions are not included but was of two rooms anda height of
one and a half stories.
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Thesedescriptions of the early structures.although limited. allow some
observations about building construction at Fmyland. Woodwasapparently usedfor the
Mansion House basedon a reference to the "rearing" of its frame andwas also likely used
for both the parlour and tenement. The only clear reference to stone-built structures. with
the exception of hearths and chimneys, is Captain Wynne' s kitchen. It is apparent from
this that the early colonists were familiar with bothstone and timber construction
techniques. The use of both wood, thatch and slate for roofing illustrate a similar
flexibility with materials. Theability to build with a variety of materials andtechniques is
demonstrative notonly of the local availabilityof materials, but also of the rangeof skills
available among the cotcnisu . The trades-or craftsmenalready resident at the early
settlement or requested sent thereinchMkdblacksmiths. a stone layer. quarryrom.
masons.carpenters and staters (Wynne 17!8!22). Whetherbuilding in woodor stone, the
early colonists were clearly knowledgeable and competent.
Excavations at Area C have producedevidence of large-scale stone construction in
the form of a substantial seawal l or quayside, as well as a large slate-roofed storehouse
(Gaulton 1997). The earlier forge located at the south end of Acta B wasalso roofed in
slate. likely to reduce the risk of fire (Carter 1997:34). The seawall,srorebccse and forge.
as well as those structures mentioned in Wynne's letters to Calvert serve not only as an
indication of the breadth of building techniquesavailable in thecontext of the early
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settlement. but also of the careful planning behind theeffort to make thecolony a success.
Decisions as to 'Anal materials andconstructiontechniques would bebestsuited to which
struc tu res were purpo sefull y made.
Whethersimilar buildingprograms wereundertaken during the later
proprietorships of David Kirke, John Treworgie or Lady Kirkeand her sons remains
unclear. althoughsomedegreeofre-organization of facilities from that of Calvert's
original plan is likely (Pope 1986:26). Maintenance of the storehouse in Area C is found
in the later addition of a new flagstone floor (Gaulton 1997:56). Theconstruction of the
cow byte in Area C. following the Dutch raid of 1673. also illustratesthat the building of
new structures. or re-workingof old ones, continuedinto the last quarterof the 17th
century (Gautton 1991:53). Theconstructionof houses at Area B and 0 some lime after
1650 provides further evidence for continued building anddevelopment at Ferryland.
5.". The House al Am B
An understandingof the construction and layout of the houseat Area B is best
arrived at through a combination of archaeological evidence and historical documentation
from Ferryland, England and colonial North America. A description of the excavated
structural remains from the house at Area B will be followed by an examination of other
documentation in order to aid in their interpretation.
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Excavations at the nonh end of Area 8 uncoveredthe remainsof dry-laid stone
footings. a stone-built hearth andcollapsed chimney (fi gure 4.5). Thesefootings. where
comp lete. had an average width of 50 cro (t fl. 7 in.). Feature 19 andWall Segment 17
each ran east to west and comprised the footings for the north and south walls of the
structure. Both have been disturbed. on the one hand by the likely scavenging of building
material s following the destruction of lhc house. andon tbe othe r. andat their western
ends. by the construction of a more recent waterline. However. their original lengthof
approximately )0 ft. (9.0 m) can beestimated from their inferred intersection with their
north-saud, mates. Wall Segments IS to thewest and18(which includes the chimney and
hearth. Feature 33. and the remnantsof woodflooring, Feature 35) to the east. Wall
Segments 15 and 18also averaged SO em (I ft. 7 in.) in width. whereexposed. and
measured approximately 17 ft. ( 5.25 m) in length. Each und isturbed section of footing
displayed careful 'workmanship as well as purposeful filling and leveling of theunderlying
grade. prior 10their construction. No builders' uerc hes were identified. Wall Segment
17 encroached approximately 30 em ( I ft.) onto the cobblestone road. Feature56. at the
north of Area B. which provided not only a securesubstrate for the footing but a le'vel
surface to which the other footings, as well as the hearthand its chimney. could be
matched. These footings would have supported an overlying timber-framed structure of
approximately 30-x-15-ft. (9.o-x4 .6 m).
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Stonework associated with the collapse of the chimney wasfoundoverlying and
surrounding the hearth, Feature 33. at theeast end of the boUSC'. The full dimensions of
thehearthremain uncertain. Excavationexposeda section 2 m (6 ft. 6 in.) in length.north
to south. and 1.5 m (S 1\.) in depth suggesting thepresence ora relatively large hearth.
Feature 35. a section of what appearsto be burnt floor boards. was located
immediately west of the hearth opening (Figure 4.9). This series of bumt boards. each
approximately J in. (7.5 em) wide. ran east-west and wert located. stratigraphical ly. at the
interface between Events 143/145. the occupation levels of the house. and Event 177. a
thin layer of fill deposited prior to the construction of the house.
The footings. chimney collapse. hearth,and sectionof flooringrepresent the
excavated structural components of thc house. More than 2.000 iron nails were recovered
duringexcavation indicating that they playeda role in its construction, In order to
interpret these remains and place them in context, it is worthwhile 10 examine domestic
structures built at Ferryland, England and colonial North America This examination is
based on two assumptions. First. that the building styles andtechniques employed by
Ferryland' s settlers were drawn from the English traditions with which they were most
familiar (Deetz 1977:36). Second. that the building styles and techniques described here.
suggested in early documents from Ferryland and recordedin England. remained
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essentially unchanged through the17thcenrury, No anempeis made to determineif
building styles at Ferryland contributed to a tradition of vernacular architecture in
Newfoundland.
5.3. Timber-Framed Constructjon
Theconstruction of timber-framedstructures on stone-laid footingsor foundations
is well-documented in 17th<tntury England(Brunskill 1997:175.177; lnnoccnt 1916:118;
Beacham 1990). New England(DMz 1917:97;Cummings 1979), and Newfoundland
(Mills 1996:58: Gilbert 1998: 9). Evidence for the useof woodensills in domestic
construction has been found elsewhere on-site in association with the house at Area 0
which dates to the second halfo fthe 17th century (Tuck 1996:36) and the possible
Mansion House a l Area F which wasbuilt during the first quarter of the 17th century
(Carter er el. 1998:58).
The useofcruckandbox-frametimberconsuuction techniquesfor building houses
was common in England throughout the 17th century. While the useof creek frame
construction in English houses dates back to the Medieval Period, it was becoming
somewhat less popular by the mid. I600s, in part because of the expense of timber which
was in short supply (Innocent 1971:76). The useof crock construction for structures at
Ferryland would have required timberof substantial dimensions not readily available in
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nearbyforests that we re predominantly of fit, and black or wrutespruce. Moree..'er, none
of these species possess the trunk curvature necessary for th is form of construction. It is
likely that any timber of significant size ....as used instead for the construction or repair of
ships or boats. or was sold for export. Becauseof thedeclining use of the crack in house
construction. as well as a lack of suitable timber. it seemsmost likely that Fenyland's
houses were built using box-frame construction.
Box-frame timberconstruction consistsof a two longer wood-framed walls. one or
more bays in length. tied together by beams oriented perpendicular to their length
(Brunskill 1997:176-178; Isham andBrown 1895). These framed walls. raised atop stone
footings. consist of upright posts and....ooden studs let into wall plates at the tOPand sills
at the bortorn. Diagonal andhorizontal bracingof studsand posts add strength and
rigidity to theseframedwall sections. Thespacing of studs and horizontal rails between
posts allows for the location of window and doors. Close studded buildings have fewer
gaps between post and stud and somewhat less horizontalanddiagonal bracing. As such,
these buildings. although requiringmore timber for their construction, were likely easier
and faster to build as the need for complicated joineryusedfor bracesand horizontal rails
was reduced. Close studding may have been a preferred framing technique at Ferryland
because of the relative ease of constroetion and an ample supply of timber. Mills
(1996:59) cites the same reasons for suggesting the use of close-studding in a smaller
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17th-cenlury fisherman's houseat Renews. located 10 Ionsouth of Ferryland.
Gaps between studs andpost required in-filling. This fillcould consistof staves•
woven wattle. clay, mud. woodor brick used either individually or in comb ination. Tbese
in-filled panels could then beplastered over (Brunskill 1991:177. 180). Close- studd ed
framing would reduce the numberandsizeof gapsto be filled. No evidenceindicatingthe
type of material used for in-filling hasbeenfound in excavationsat AreaB. 0 or F
although the absence o f brick. an expensive import 10 Fcrryland in any case . shows that
some organic material. now deteriorated in the burialenvironment. was most likely used.
Like....-ise. no evidence for the useof plasterfor covering thein-fillingon either the interior
or exterior of wallswas found. Theexterior cladding of timber-framedwalls could beof
tile . plaster . or clapboard (Bnms kiIl 1997:177. 180). An abundant supply of timber most
likely led to the use of clapboard for siding domesticstructuresat Feny land. The
numerous nails found in the excavationof the bousc seems to suppan this suggestion.
since the construction of the house frame itself would have been based onjoinery .
Moreover. Wynne's letters to Calvertdocumentnot only the sawing of boards in winter
but also a request for a supply of clapboards(Wyrmc28nt162 2. 17/811622). During the
17thcentury millionsof feet of "deal" or clapboardwere also imported by Englandfrom
Scandinavia. Clapboardsiding wasII5Cd throughoutNew Englandand the: Chesapeake
and hasbeen interpretedas a colonial adaptation to theNew World (Cwnmings 1979;
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Deetz 1977:104; Carson et aI. 1981: Hawke 1988:48).
5 4 Th e Roof and Roofing Mat!!rials
The timber-framed box wascapped by rafters wbose weight, and tha t ofthe roof
itself. was carried by both the tie beamsandthe framed walls. The roofwasconstructed
using either trussedrafterswithcellars, thatmay have requiredcrown-postsupport.or
principal rafters tied with purlins (Brunskill 1997;178). Although it cannot bedetermined
which style of roofconstruction was usedin the houseat Area B. it seemslikely the latter
would have been preferable notonlybecauseof its relatively straightforward construction.
but also for the additional loft space it provided. Thepositionof the hearthandchimney
in the end of the housesat Area 0 andB. as well as in thosebccsesportrayed in Venge"s
1663 map. indicate that gabled roofs werecommon at Ferryland.
The materials used to roof domestic structures at Fenyland remains uncertain.
The use of local slate for theearlierstorehouseand forgeroofs. both non-domestic
structures. indicates its ready availability, as wellas the residents' , or at least builders' ,
familiaritywith it. However. the excavationof the houses at AreaB and D. bothbuilt
after 1650. yielded few roofslates. Whetheror not this indicates a general shiftaway
from the useof slate for roofingin the lateryearsof mesettlement is unclear(Gaulton
1997:95). It is possible thatdomesticstructureswere purposefully roofedin other
7.
materials. w ynne's letter to Calvm recordsthe useof a combinationof dealboards and
thatch. the latter beingdescribed as being"a far better covering than boards. both for
warmth and tightness " (Wynne 28n1 1622). Tha t thatch was used, in pan,to roof the
Mansion House is nOIsurprising as its use wasubiquitous throughout England. Ireland
and Scotland (Bnmskill l997 :190; Robinso n 1979:22; Blades 1981 :41). and its use is
documented in the Chesapeake (Hawke 1988:48) andNew England (Cummings
1979:141). However, it is unclear whether or not thatchwasused10 roof all the domestic
structures at Ferryland. To dale. excavations havefound someevidence for thatched
roofingonly at the cow byre in Area C (Gaulton 1997:113). Although the techniques
used 10 thatch a roof are relatively straightforward(Alcock 1995quoted in Mills
1996:57). the local availability of materials sufficient to roof the houses of Fmyland may
have been limited. Mills (1996:57) suggests that a relative lack of materials suitable for
thatching a roofled to the USC'ofsod or turf'tc mofa small" house in Renews. It may
have been a similar shortageof materials at Fcny land iliat led Wynneto roof the Mansion
House with a combination of thatch and boards. If such a shortage existed during the
early years of the colony, it is un likely that more material for thatching would have been
available later in the settlement's development. For this reason, it is tentatively suggested
that the house at Area B was roofed instead with boards and/or wooden shingles. The
ready availability of wood, as well as the abundance nails found in the excavation of thc
house lends additional support to this suggestion. The use of woodenboardsand shingles
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for roofing is documented in New England (Cwnmings 1979). the Chesapeake(Carson et
al. 1981) and on "English" style tenant houses at Ireland ' s londonderry Plantation (Blades
1981,48).
5.5 . Floori ng and !he Hearth
Excavation of thehouse at AreaB providedsomeevidenceof a woodenfloor.
Feature 35. in the Conn of an area approximately I m1 (9 ft..I) of burnt boardsroughly 3 in.
(7.5 em) wide. oriented parallel to the length aCme house. adjacent to thehearthat the
structure' s east end. Whether or not this serves as evidence of a full wooden floor in this
house is uncertain. It may be the remains of a hearth-side platfonn similar to that foundby
Mills in a smaller mid-17th-century house at Renews (Mills 1996:56). However. the
platform at Renews was built. in part. becauseof ihe wet conditionsofthe originalearthen
floor. which was subsequently re-laid, Thehouseexcavated at Area 0 also lacks clear
evidence of a wooden floor but hada largesemi-circulararea of cobbles. gravel andstone
in front oClhe heanh (Tuck.1996:36; Crompeon 1999:personal communication).
Excavation of a larger domestic strecrure at Cupids. Newfoundland. which was likely built
between 1610 and 1620, has d ear evidence or a full wooden floor, as well as separate
rooms with cobblestone pavements(Gilbert 1998:10).
Full wooden floors would likely have been preferredin domestic structures in most
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any geographic context, andin particular at Fm}'Iand.given its cold damp climate.
However. their absence. and instead thepresenceof earthen. flagstone or cobbled floors
has been noted in t rt b-cenrury houses of the Chesapeake (Carson et al. 1981:144). New
England (Hawke1988:49), and England (Barleyl96I). Whether or nOI a full wooden floor
was buill for the house at Area B cannot bedetermined with certainty. However. the
absence of anyobviousflagstoneor cobbledflooring as ....-e1las thelack of any
purposefullypacked earthen floor suggests thaia full wood floor may have beenpresent
Nevertheless. it is clear that at least a portion of'tbe house adjacent to the htanh \0\0"35
floored with wood.
The size and location of the stone-built hearth and chimney is. on meone hand
indicative of the household' s requirements for cooking andheating. and on theothe r.
suggestive of the origin of eitherthe house's builder and/or occupants. Although only
partially excavated. the hearth appears to have beat substantial and likely stretched the
wi dth of the house, similar to thehearth excavated in the houseat Am 0 (Tuck
1996:36). Sizable hearths have also been found in domestic structures at Cupids and
Renews (Gilbert 1998:10; Mills 1996:52).
The location of the hearth in thebouse's gable endis most likely indicative of
the continued influence of West Country builders and residents. Gaulton (1997:111·112)
nsuggests that Captain Wynne's planningandconstruction of Catvert's original colony was
not only inspired by the Devon pan of Plymouth.and but was also likely carriedout by
West Country tradesmen. The renovationof the cow byte in AreaC. following the Dutch
raid of 1673. shows similar influences (Gaulton 1997:113). Analysis of the ceramic
assemblage (Section 6.5) andclay tobacco pipes(Section 7.1.1) fromthehouse confirmsa
continued dominance of the West Country in trade with Fenyland and is potentially
indicative of the tenants' origin. Thelocationof the hearthand chillUle)' in a house's
gabled end is documented as a trait common in theWest Country by Brunskill ( 1997:56),
Blades (1981:45). and Barley (1990:65. 79).
5.6. House I ayou!
The domestic structures built by Captain Wynneduring the early years of the
colony include a 44-x-IS·fi. Mansion House. a l4-x·12·ft. parlour anda tenement, all
assumed here to be timber-framed. Each of these structures included stone-built
chimneys. The Mansion House. parlour. andstone-built kitchenincluded chambersabove
their ground floors. In thecase of the Mansion Houseit is clearthat thesechamberswere
of full height and constituted. essentially. a second floor. or a structure of one and a half
stories. The chambers mentionedin the kitchenandparlourmaywellhave been locatedin
the loft. immediatelybelowthe roof. Thesestructures should beconsideredas only one
story. The use oflo ft space forchambersand/or storage. as well as their accessby ladder
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or staircase. ....as commo n in 17th-eentwy English and colonial North American houses
(Dee tz 1977:12; Hawke 1988:48; Brunsk.iIlI991:88; Robinson 1979:23; Blades 1981:41).
While no mention is made of a staircase10access the Mansion Heese' s second story
chambers. it seems likely that one existed since both the parlour and kitchen were so
outfitted. The manner o f access to the loft aCme two room tenement is also not recorded .
which may indicate. in this instance at least.that no staircasewas built,
The documented presence of second storyor 101\ chambers and their access by
staircase or ladder in earlier domestic structures at Ferryland. as well as in England and
colonia l North Ame rica. suggests thai the groundfloor of the house at Area B was
similarly enclo sed andthat some use. be it as chambe rs or stora ge. was made of the lo ft
space abov e. Thedistri bution o f metal artifacts (Section 7.4) in Event 143. considered
here 10 represent the loftand its use for someamountof storage. sbowsa distinct
concentration o f an ifacts along what would have been the peakof the roof. the tallest
space most accessi ble for storage. Themeans and location of access 10 this space, be it
ladder or stai rcase. remains uncertain . Theenclosing of me main floor to create loft space
for storage or accommodation may also have allowed somewhat more efficient heating of
the ground floo r living area. More than 80% of me ceramic asse mblage recovered from
the house. most of which wascomprise d of vessels relating to Kitchen andDairying
activities (4 1%) (Sect ion 6.2). was recovered from Event 145. which is considered here to
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represent the main tloor living areaof lhe house. Such a distribution indicates at least
some degree of separation of certain activities between the ground floor andthe proposed
lo ft.
Besides the potential presence of a loft. linle else about the intemall ayout of the
neuse at Area 8 can bedetermined with certainty. No additional structuralremains were
ident ified. That the house would have hadwindows and a door. is certa in. but the ir
locat ion less so. The virtual absence of window glass and lead eam ing (Sectio n 7.3 .2l is
not surprising. as leadedwindows were commononly in housesof those of some means
and were uncommon in more modest English houses prior 10 ca. 1640(Cummings
1979:146). While the absence af lead earning may bethe result ofd eterioralion in Area
B' s part icular buria l enviro nment, windowglass and lead cames have been iden tified both
at lhe larger Area 0 house(Crompton 1999:personaJcommunication), as well as from the
midd en in Area F. ....bich appears to be located in close proxi mity to a house ofthc gentry,
possibly the earlier Mansion House(Mathias 1999:personalcommunication; Carter et al.
1998:61). This shows that glazed windows were present in at least some of the domestic
structures at Ferryland. perhaps of those holding a higher social position. but the absence
of lead earningand a lack of window glass. indicate that this bouse lackedglazed
windows . More likely shutters wereused.perhapswith either transparent waxed cloth or
hom for light. or simple hard wood mullions for added security(Hawke 1988:48;
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Cummings 1979:12. 146). Thepresence of a pintle and smaller hinge in the iron
assemblage (Section 7.4.1) suggestthe possibilityof shutters but not their location.
The same is true for the position of the entry to the house. Once again. one iron
strap hinge confinns the presenceofa door. but its exact location is unknown. The
location cf the substantial hearthin the easeendof the house dieta:es against the
placement of the door in that end of lhe bouse. \\'hat S«mS more likely is that the entry
to the house. as well as perhaps a pair of shutteredwindows. would have faced nonh ORlO
the cobblestone street over which the house itself was built. The relatively high frequency
of ceramicartifacts associated with the occupation of the house that were found along the
northern margin of the house and on the cobblestone street. indicates thai of the materials
cleaned from the house. at least some weredumpedoutside the houseonto the
cobblestone street. Based on crass-mends in vessels, ceramics clearly relatedlOthe
house's occupation ....ere virtually absent in the openarea located south of the house. This
tends 10 support a street-side entry to the house, if one accepts that householdwaste ....as
carried out of the house only as far as necessary for its disposal. No midden deposit
associated with the house's occupationhas been identified. This suggestseither that
household waste was dumpedacross the street or into The Pool, or that it wasrecycled as
fill elsewhere on the site.
8\
5.7 The Use of lnledQt Space
How interior space was divided within the house at Area B, by activity or function.
remains unclear . The subdivis ion oflhe earlier gentry Mansion House is recorded by the
presence of a large hall and entry, while the tenementis describedas being of two rooms.
although their functions are not described. Most English domestic structures afthe 17th
century . regard less of the social position of their inhabitants. slowly became divided into
"high" and " low" ends. the fonne r being closest 10the hearth. the latter at the opposite
end of the house was commonly separated from lite former by a cross-passage or wooden
partition (Brunskill 1997 ; Barley196 1. 1990; Hewen 1973). The activities commonly
carried out in specific areas or rooms of thehousehave beendetermined through the
analysis of probatcd wills and inventories (Hom 1988; Beaudryet al. 1983; Hall 1991;
Deetz 1977:10). The "high" end of the house was commonly used for general household
activities and entertaining, while the "low" end was often subdivided for a buttery, food
preparation. and storage activities, with loftareasabovecommonly used for chambers
and/or storage. The social andpolitical significance of the locationof certain activities
carried out in particular areasof the househasalso beenstudied (Johnson 1993; Yentsch
199 \: St. George 1982). Studies of change in interior layout. of the household activities
carried out indoors. and the social and political meanings which might be ascribedto them
hasadded greatlyto our understanding of activitiescarriedout within 17th-century
houses. However. the research presented here will not deal in detail with all oflhese
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issues. This is for t\\;o reasons. One is the result of the archaeological assemblage
examined here. the other relates to thedifficulties of comparing archaeological and
historical data drawn from different geographic regions. economie s, andtemporal periods.
First. the excavation of the house at Area B hasrevealed a relatively largeamount
of disturbance in its westernend by theconstructionof a morerecent waterline. Figures
5.2. (0 5.5 portray the distribution ofiro n nails and ceramics within the house. as well as
their virtual absencefrom the location oCthe waterlineat the "low" end. This indicates
tha t activities which might have taken place therecanno t be readily identified and tha t, as a
result, the portrayal of indoor activit ies cannot avoid being incomplete. At the same time.
however. the distribution of ceramics vessel fragments within thehouse. basedon their
categorization by use or function (Section 6.2), sbowsno clear concentration of anyone
particular activity in any specific part af the house. This suggests that theground floor of
the house was not purposefully separated. but instead served more likely as a general area
for a variety of activities. Such a pattern of use wasnot uncommon in the 17th-<:enrury
homes of those of lesser means in England (Brunskill 1997:88) or Ireland(Blades
\98 \:52). as well as among many settlers of the Chesapeake (Hom 1988:317; Carson et
al. 1981) and New England(Hawke 1988:52; Cummings 1979:22). Moreover. the
physical subdivision of what was a relatively small house (I S-x-3Q-ft.) by the insertionof a
partition or cross-passage would have resulted in a certain reduction of useful floor space.
•z
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Second, attem pting to finddirect parallels for the house at Area B with
contem poraneous structures in England andcolonial North America is complicated not
only by biases of the historical and archaeological records but by difference s in geography
and economy. Hom (1988) has illustrated that differences in livingstandards. house size
and construct ion between The Vale of Berkely, Glouccstershire and St. Mary' s County,
Maryland,make direct comparison of the housing of those considered10beof similar
social standing in colonial North Amaica.VeTJ W England extremely difficult. HaJl (1991)
has illustrated an overlapin the style andlayoutof housesof English yeomen verne
gentleme n within England . As well. Carson et al. (198 1). Faulkner( 198S) and Hawke
(1988:50) suggest that particular geographic locations and economic focuses resulted in
variations in buildingconstruction. At this point in time. the studyof the naturecf the
economy and of social relat ionships at Fmyland remains relatively new (Pope 1992.
1998). As such. it is perhaps safest to PUl'5LIC a compari son of housi ng styles on only the
most general terms.
5 8. Parallels in Domestic Stnl ctum
The roughly 15-x-30-ft. timber-framed house excavated at Area B is sim ilar in
construct ion and layout to smal ler contemporane ous houses built in the West Country of
England (Bnmskilll 991:56) andthose describedas tenant houses built at the
Londonderry Plantation (Blades 1981:49-50). In terms of overal l dime nsions this houseis
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not particularly small by the standards of those recorded built at Massachusetts Bay from
1631-1706 (Cummings 1979:212-215) and appears larger thanthose described as typical
of the Chesapeake (Hom 1988:317). On the basis of gross dimensions alone. which is
adminedlyas generala basisforcomparisonas possible. thehouse is comparable. in size
but not construction. to whatwas recommended by a 1684 pamphlet to Pennsylvania
settlers as a medium-sized house. 30-x-18·ft. (Carson et aI. 1981:141). Based on this
information, it seems reasonable to concludethat the houseat Area Bwas neither
pan icularly small. nor large. and might, therefore. beconsidered the house of a Fmyland
planter of at least some means.
Comparisonof the houseat Area Bwith other contemporaneous Newfoundland
examples also tends to support suchan interpretation. Excavationsat Cupids (Gilbert
1998) have uncovered theremainsof a 36-l(-12-ft. timber-frameddomesticsrrucrure....'ith
an associated stcoe-built cellar construct ed between 1610 and 1620 anddestroyed
ca. l660. This structure hadglazed windows and was subdivided inrc a l6-x-12-ft.
wooden-floored room healed bya large stone-buill gable-end fireplace and a smaller
cobble and flagstone floored storage area, itself further divided by a stone wall. This
structure represents construction beyond the means of the average Newfoundland planter
and was likely paid for by the financiersof the Cupers Cove Plantation. the London and
Bristol Company (Gilbert 1998:48). This building is remarkably similar to the 44-x·IS -ft.
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Mans ion House with hall. entry . store-built chimney andcellar constructed at Fenyland by
Capta in Wynn e ca.1621. (fthese structures are typical oflhosc built to house the gentry
oversee rs of Newfo undland ptan tado ns, then the house at Area B is clear ly no such
res idence .
It rema ins uncl ear. at present.j ust ....nat son o f residents may have inha bited the
39·x-17-ft.6-in. timber-framedhousewith stone-built chimneylocatedat Area D.
However. its size and location outside theoriginalboundariesoflhe colony. as well as the
prese nce of glazed windows anda variety of upscale arti facts suggest me inha bitan ts w ert
likely or a somew hat higher socia l posi tion than those who occupied the smaller house at
Area B (T uck 1996:36- 37; Crompton 1999:personal comm unica tion) .
If the houseat AreaB. basedon its size. as wellas its proposed consuocticnand
layout. falls shan of thoseconstructedfor thegentryoverseers at Fenyland andCupids. it
does. however. stand in some respects abovea contemporaneous small planter's house
located in Rene....-s(Mills 1996). Th is appro ximatel y 14-x-21-ft . structure was limber -
framed . likel y with close-studding, sod-roofed. and had an earthen floor wh ich was
cov ered near the heart h by a wood en platfonn. Both the house at Renews and that at
Area B lacked glazed windows andappear to have shared a simi lar open floo r plan
dom inated by a large hearth at one endof thestructure . However . it seems clear Ihateach
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structure was constructed differently andeach wasoccupied for different lengths of time
by residents of slightly different social standing. Thehouse at Renewsappearsto have
been built some....nat less substantially basedon its size and the choice of building
materials. when compared to those used for the house at Area B. It also appears that the
house at Renews was not only built and occupied earlier than that in Area B (ea. 1640-
1670 for the house at Renews (Mills 1996:47) versus a proposed dale of occupation ca.
1660 to 1696 for the house at Area B). The house at Renews was likely occupied by a
smaller household for a shorter period of time. A difference in the social standing of the
occupants of the Renews house. as opposed to thoseof thehouse at Area B is suggested
by variations in the ceramic assemblages recovered from each. Theassemblage from Area
B is morediverse in terms of the variety of wares and contains a higher proportion of
imponed wares, Rhenish coarsestonewares and Iberian tin-glazedearthm....tare vessels for
example. when comparedto those foundin the house at Renews (Section 6.7.1).
Considering the evidence presented here. it appears that the house excavated at
Area B represents a well-c onstructed domestic structure built in the West Country
tradition that utilized readily available timber for framing andcladding, and. potentially,
for roofing and flooring. It appears that the main floor of the house may not have been
purposely divided into discrete functional areas but served instead as an open multi-
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purpose space. A loft. accessedby either ladderor salreese , waslikely located above the
main floor and served for both accommodation and storage. An examination of similar
domestic structures elsewhere in 17th-centuryEngland. Ireland. and colonial North
America, as well as in Newfoundland suggest that the occupantsof this house were likely
of the middling son. most likely permanent residents at Fmyland of at least some means.
The following chapter focuseson the ceramicassemblagerecovered from the
house . This analysis considers what this assemblage might revealabout the date of its
occupation. as ",'C II as the activities and social standing of those who occupied it.
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THE CERAMIC ASSEMBLAGE
6 0 Inlroduetion
The analysis of theceramic assemblage from the house at Area B ....as undertaken
in an effort to answer a number of questions regarding its occupation. When was the
house occupied? Who lived there and what SOIt of activities did they carry out indoors?
Some of these questions an: straightforward. others less so. The nature of these questions
requires a variety of approaches beused in order 10 arrive at meaningful answers. an
exercise in inference that attempts 10 tum. pots into people. This chapter describesthe
analysis of the assemblage. its identification and quantification. its dating. and what it
suggests about those who assembled andused it This lat terpoint will beexamined in
terms of what the assemblage can lei! usabout the activitiesand social status oftbe
house's occupants.
6 I Quantification"Oetenn injng a Minimum Va s! Count
For purposes of analysis the ceramic assemblage was divided into distinct vessels.
While the comparatively direct approach.of counting or weighing ceramic sherds allows
the comparison of ware frequencies between sites. the identification of individual vessels
was chosen in order 10 facilitate boththe functional analysisof vessels using thePotomac
Typclogicel System(POTS) (Beaudryet al.:1983) andthecomparison of data from this
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assemblage with others excavated at Fmyland (Pope 1986; Crompton 1999:pcrsona1
communication) andelsewhere in colonial North America and England. Thedevelopment
ora Minimum Vessel Count (MVC) docs not restrict thc ability to compare ware
frequencies with those of other sites. howeverfinal figures may vary slightly
(PopeI 986:137).
In order 10 identify individual vessels the ceramic assemblage from the house at
Area B w'as initially sorted by event. Smaller sherds and larger vessel fragments were then
laid out by event accordingto their respective onemetreexcavation unit. Sherds and
fragments were matched",ith one another on thebasis of similarities in manufacturing
technique. ware. glaze andfonn. Joins betweensherds and fragments. whenidentified.
were made and their respective proveniencerecorded. Coarseearthenwarevessels made
up the majority of the sample and were dealt with firs!., followed by tin-glazed
earthenwares andcoarse scneweres. intrusive refined earthenwares and stoeeweres of
the 18th century were separated and are not included in this analysis. Vessel fonns and
ware types identified in this process are describedbelow in Sections 6.2. and6.3.
respectively. This procedure focused on those events (Event 143 and145) that represent
the occupation of the house. Once vessels had been identified and their corresponding
sherds grouped. events above and below the occupation level, as well as those outside the
house. were examined to lind additional joins and to aid in the identification of incomplete
forms. The ceramic assemblages from theseother layers (Events 134. 138. 169 and171)
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were not separately analysed. Vesseljoins and matchesmadebetween occupationlevels
and surroundingevents allowedthe identification of contemporaneous events. Appendix
A includes a catalogue of the vessels identified in this analysis. Table A I documents joins
made in vessels. and Figures A.l ·A.8 illustrate some of the wares and forms identified in
this asse mblage.
Theresult ing MVC is a conservative estimate aCmetotal number of vessels
present within the ceramic assemblage. Fragments lhatjoined to form a portion or a larger
vessel. as well as those found in d ose proximity, were combined to count as one vessel.
ln those instances where it was di fficult 10 attribute similar sherds 10o ne vessel or another
those sherds were groupedas a "best guess" to the vessel in closest proximity. Although
this was an arbitrary dec ision. such an approach avoided an unnecessary inflatio n of the
MVC. Lids that would have originally acrompaniedvessels. for example North Devon
coarseearthenwaretall pets, were identified but not included in thetotal MVCas they
could have belonged to any tall pot already identified. A newvessel ....as designated in
situations where clearly unusual waresor formsW~ encountered that could not
reasonably be placed with an already-identified vessel. The total vessel count for the
assemblage from the house at Area B is 188. subtracting 6 coarse earthenware lids results
in a MVC of 182.
Each vessel. once identified. was assessed in the follo....ing manner. its form. ware,
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anddale of manufacture. based on published examples. was recorded: measurements were
taken. where possible; thecatalogue numbers associated with the vessel wert recorded
andthe provenience of eachsberdnotedbyone metre excavation unit andevent;
comments regarding glazecolour or other finishing techniques. as well as the nature of thc
fragments or sberdscomprising the vessel. ....ere made; andeach vessel wasassigned to a
POTSfunctional category(Section 6.2).
The MVC wasusedfor the calculationof warefrequencies in order to define
whichwareswere most or least commonin theassemblage. and. in tum. to examine what
these frequencies might suggest about the activities and social position of those who
produced the assemblage . Frequencies comparing the country of origin ofwares can be
used to delineate tradepatterns, whichcan beconsidered indicativeof tradepartnen.
preferences. and/o r shortages in supply. TheMVe also al lows comparison of these
frequencies with those from other sites. Values usedin thecalculation of POTS
frequencies are thesameas those derived from theMVC. The frequencyof particular
vessel formsoffers theopportunity to betterunderstandthe activities (eating. drinking. or
food preparation) representedby those vessels.
As layers representing the occupation of the house. Events 143 and 145 were
extremely difficult to separate. Event 145covered theentire house interior. while Event
143 occurred only in the eastern half ofthe stJ\ICtlU'C'and overlay Event 145.
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Stratigraphically they occupied similar positions. Chronologically these events are the
same. the material from each is alike. and numerousjoins and matcheswere found
between them. For the purposeof this analysis these events nave been combined.
Whether or not each event indicates a different form, intensity or duration of occupation.
cannot readily be determined. It is also possible that Event 143 represents ceramic
vessels used in the house's loft which teter cotlapsedonto the groundtloor (EvC1lt 145)
following its abandonment andscbsequem destruction. Theresults ofthi s analysis are
summarized in Table 6.1. and are discussed in g:rcalerdetail below.
6.2 . Vessel f onn and Function"The Potomac TypolQgical System
Individual vessels in the assemblage were identified on the basis of form and
function followingconventions usedinanearlier examination of ceramicswaresfrom
Area B (Pope 1986:123·136). Pope's earlier examination utilized the Potomac
Typological System (POTS) (Beaudryct al. 1983) with minor modifications.
POTS was developed by archaeologistsworking with colonial-periodmaterial
from the Chesapeake region in III effort to account for the functional variability identified
within assemblages. Thesystem recognizes that certain vessel forms relate to specific
functions. for example coarse earthenware pipkins are used for cooking while coarse
stoneware mugs are used for drinking. Theattribution of particular vessel forms to
functional classes documented in thehistorical record allows the opportunity to consider
TuOle 6 I vessel F O W l;! pmJ Wpre s: Minim um vc ssel CoUnl and Percelll ;!!!\! ofTotal Event s 143 and 14S Are a B.
Vessel N. Dey. S.Som. Tornes Mer idn Tin CS W Ouer weres TOTAL 0/0
P.. 10 I I uutdelll. CEW 12 •
Tal! Pot )0 )0 I.
J" 7 2Splln., I Monlelupo CEW . 10 s
Doll ie 7 7 4
Ud • •
)
Ilowl 4 7 I 12 •Milk Pan 2 2 I Sainlunge , )
Pipkin 7 I I Oonk r W. re • s
Flesh Pot 2 2 I
P.. 2 2 ,
Oven I I .s
Porr inger ) 2 I luntdcnt. CEW 7
Dowl 7 2 N. hal., 2 unidem. CEW
"Dish , 7 2 N. lla l. 14
Plale 4 4
C' P J , , 2 3 Urislo l., I untdenl . CEW
"
10
M•• 7 7 4
J•• ) I 4 I Mid lands., 2 Uristol ., 1 N. lIal. , 14 7
2 uniden l. CEW
"""Ie IJ 2 untdent. CSW IS
Ojnnn ent I I .S
TOTALS 78 ,. J IS 2' 2. 2S
'"
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PERCENT 4 1 • 2 • IJ 14 IJ 100 'S
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Abhreviatjons used in Table 6 I
N. De" . - North Devon Coarse Earthenwares, including Gravel Temper. Smooth Temper
and Calcareous wares.
s.Som. :: SouthSomerset Coarse Earthenware
Tin e Tin-glazed Earthenwares including English. Dutch. Iberian. PortugueseandItalian
wares.
csw- Coarse Srcnewares including Rhenish (Frechen and w esterwald) andEnglish
(Bristol and Brown) wares.
Unident. =Unidentified origin for ware
CEW · CoarseEarthenware
Span.- Spanish HeavyCoarseEarthenware
N. hal. - North Italian Slipwares, including sgraffitoand marbledshpwares.
Bristol. = Bristol Slipwares
Midlands. :: Midlands Purple Coarse Earthenware
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food-re lated activities represen ted by a ceramic assemb lage. Thesystem also providesa
nomenclature for vessel types based on their fonn andmetrical attributes . When
compared to the strai ghtforward cakulation of shcrd coun ts, this approach can prov ide a
grea ter understanding of the peop le whopurc hased, used. and discarded thesewares.
Moreover. the usearlh is system allowsthecomparison of data betweensites in disparate
locations.
Using POTS, identified vessels were separated into the following live functional
categories basedon wareand Conn: I) Kitchenand Dairy, includingpots. jars. lids. bowls.
and milk pans. commonlyof coarseearthenware. used for the preparation.maturingand
storage of foods ; 2} Cooking. includingpipkins.Ileshpots . pansandovens. also of coarse
earthenware. usedin the cookingof foods; 3) Food Service. includingdishes. plates,
saucers and porringersof coarseor tin-glazed earthenware. used in the servingof foods ;
4) Beverage Service. including cups..mugs. drink pots.,jugs and bottlescf'ccarse or tin-
glazed earthenware and coarse stoneware. used in theserving andconswnptionof drink;
and 5) Hygiene, includingfwning pots,chamber pots andointment jars of coarse or tin-
glazed earthenware and coarse stoneware, used in the maintenance or health and hygiene.
It should be noted that in cases wherevessel form could not beattributed with
certainty. the POTSceregcryto which thatvesselcould be assigneddid not change
significantly. For example. whethera vesselwasa jugor a mug it could still be
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categorized as an item of Beverage Service. likewise. a bowl or pol would still be
categorized as an item usedfor Kitchenor Dairy purposes. Moreover. the POTS system
considers only the primary function for which ceramicvessels were produced. It does not
consider the possibility that certain vessels may have been used for other functions. such
as the mixing of paint in a cooking pot. The data produced by the use of this system of
categorization is summarized in Figure 6.1. The results andtheir comparison with other
colonial-period sites in England and North America is discussedin Section 6.7.2.
6). Identification of Wares
Vessels identified in the ceramicassemblage weredistinguished and categorized on the
basis of their fabric or ware. The identification ofwarcs is based on Pope's (1986:91-122)
earlier research into ceramics recoveredduring the earlyexcavationsof the forgein Area
B. Other wares were identified from publishedsourcesand by John Allan. Curator of
Antiquities. Royal Albert Memorial Museum. Exeter. during a visit to Memorial
University's Archaeology Unit in the spring of 1998. Pope:providesa detailed description
of the17th<mtwy warescommonly foundat Fmyland. Thesewareswill be swrunarized
here. Other wares identified in the assemblage will bedescribed where appropriate.
6.3. 1 Coarse Eanhenwares
North Devon ....ares were:developed in Bideford andBarnstable prior to the l7th
century and were exported to North Americancolonies(Allan 1984:130; Watkins 1960).
Figure 6.1 .
Vessel Freque ncy by POTS Category,
Area B. Events 143 and 145
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The waresoccur in two major varieties,Gravel TemperandSmooth Temper, with two
minor varieties,Calcareous Temperand WhiteBodied. North Devon Gravel Temper
waresare roughly thrown, have a pinkorangeor grayfabric with large quanz temper
and/o r micaceous Inclusions, andhave brown or dark green teed-glazed interiors .
Commo n vessel fonns include: jugs. bowls. cups. skillets. pipkins. pots. pans andportable
ovens (Grant 1983:136). Nonh Devon CalcareousTemper waresare similar10Gravel
Temper wares but lack the larger quartz temper, usinga finer while calcareous material
instead. This material leaches out over lime producing a pined surface (Allan 1984:148).
North Devon Smooth Tempe r warn also have an pink orange or grayfabric. but lack
coarse temper producing a ware with a hard, smooth. and unifonn fabric. Thesewares
are roughly thrown with a green or beownleed-g lazed interior. Eating anddrink ing
vessels are often smoothed and have a light coloured slip below the lead glaze (Pope
1986:102). Vessel forms include: dishes. jugs, bowls, porringers. cups and pots (Grant
1983:136). North DevonSmoothTemperwaresmay also be decorated using trailed slip
and'or the sgraffitotechnique. Nonh DevonSmoothTemper WhileBodiedwarehas nOI
yet been identified in the Fmyland assemblage(Pope: 1986:101). Publishedexamples or
North Devon wares can be found in Grant(1983), Watkins (1960). Allan (1984),
Fairclough (1979), and Gaskell-Brown(1979).
North Devon waresaccount for 41% orall vessels identified in the assemblage. A
total or 72 North Devon coarse earthenware vessels were identified: 46 NOM Devon
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Smooth Temper vessels (27 of which were tall polS); 23 North Devon GravelTemper
vessels; and3 North DevonCalcareous Temper vessels.
SouthSomersetwares wereproduced. for the most part. at Donyan. a prominent
pottery in South Somerset(Coleman-Smithand Pearson 1988). The wares produced in
South Somerset have been found in Bristol. Exeter and North America(Coleman-Smilh
1979:13: Allan 1984:132; Nott Hume 1970:105; Pope 1986:157-162). The ....are is
charac terized by a pink or buff fabric with finequartz inclusions andscattered lum ps of
iron oxide (Allan 1984a:135 ). Vessel s are commonly lead-glazed on theinterior in either
yellow or yellowbrown. but copper greenand black manganese glazes werealso used
(Pope 1986:104). Vessels were alsooften slipped in white on the interior/exterior and
further decorated usingtra iled slip or sgraffi fo. Vessel formsinclude: bowls. dishes.
porringers.cups. jugs. andmilk pans(Allan 1984a:150). Publishedexamples of South
Somerset vessels can be found in Coleman-Smith andPearson (1988), Gaskell-Brown
(1979). Fairclough(1979). and Allan (1984a). Some 16SouthSomerset vessels were
identified in the assemblage. South Somerset wares are the secondmostcommon English
coarse earthenware after the North Devon wares.
Tornes coarse earthenwarevessels were produced in south Devon from the late
thirteenth until the second balf of the18thcentury (Allan andPope 19(0). The ware is
grey to greybrown in colour andis characterizedby a coarse sandy fabric with scattered
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black mica and iron ore inclusions (Allan and Pope 1990:53). Tbe interior of vessels arc
commo nly lead-glazed dark greenor brown.whi le exterior decora tion is limited to incised
bands of while slip. Vessels Cornu i~lude : dishes. bowls-jugs. storage jars andpipkins.
Published exam ples of Totnes vessels can be found in Allan and Pope (1990), Allan
(1984b) and Griffiths and Griffith (1984). Threevessels a r lh is ware type were identified
in the assemblage.
Border Ware vessels were producedalongthe Surrey-Hampshire borderduring the
16th and 17th centuries (Pearce 1992: I). Thehard fabric is sandy in texture and off-
white to buff in colour with occasional red inclusions. Vesse ls are lead-glazed in yellow.
green. olive or brown. Typical fonns include pipkins..porringers, bowls. cups.jugs and
dis hes (Pearce 1992). Border Ware vesse ls have been found at ponstrading with
Newfoundland, including Ponsmouth. Southampton., Poole. Plymouth andExeter (Banon
1981: Allan 1984a; Broady 1919). This ware is equivalent to Pope's (1986:107) Southern
White Bodied earthenware. One BorderWaretripod pipkin was identified in the
assemblage.
Midlands Purple or Buckley coarse earthenware vessels were produced in NOM
Wales from the 16th to late- I gth century and shipped to the colonies from Liverpool
(Brears 1971; Barton 1981; Nol l Hume 1970). The ware has a mixed redandyellow
fabric. Unglazed. the fabric is dark purplish-red.....m le the lead glaze itself is shiny black
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and lustrous after firing . Vessel s are sometimes deco rated with trailed white slip. Vesse l
forms incl ude pans, jars.,pitchers anddishes. Oneundeco rated Mid lands Purple jug ""'<IS
identified in the assemblage.
Bristol Sl ipware vesse ls were produc ed by both Bristol and Staffordsh ire potteries
fro m ca. 1670 to ca. 1780 (Barton 1964; Co leman-S mith 1979 ; Celo riaand Kelly 1973) .
These highly decorated. often delicate wares ha..-e a line buff fabric with some redand
bro....'n inclu sions. A darkbrown slip is commonly trailed or combed onto an underlying
whileslip and sealed undera clearyellow lead glaze. Vesselforms include mugs. cups.
jugs.dishes. plates, bowls andporringers. Examplesof thesevesselshave been published
from Plymouth (Gaskell-Brown t979). Staffordshire(Celona and Kelly 1973), Exeter
(A llan 1984a) and Willi ams burg (Noel Hume 1969). Five Bristol Slipware vesse ls. three
cups and 1w-0 j ugs. have been identified in the assemblage.
Saintcnge CoaISC' earthenware vesselswereproducedfrom the thirteenthcentury
through the 18th century in southwest France for export 10 Englishandnorthern
European markets (Hursl et al. 1986:16). Theoff-white or buff fabric has a fine hard
texture with micaceous and occasional red inclusions. Vessels commonly have a bright
green lead glaze on their interior. but may also bedecorated with a combination oforange
and brown glazesover a whiteslip (Hurstet al.:83). Vessel forms include largecoo ki ng
pots. jugs . milk pansand chaftng dishes. Thiswarecanbedifficult to distinguishfrom
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EnglishBorder Ware. but variations in form.colour of glaze. andmicaceousinclusions in
the fabriccan be used10 separate one fromtheother. Saintcnge wareshave hem found in
Southampton (Plan andColemanSmith 1975). Exeter (Allan 1984a). Plymol.uh (Clark
1979a) and French Canada (Barton 1981; Chapclot 1978). One Sai ntonge coarse
earthenware milk pan was identified in the assemblage.
North Ita lian Slipware vessels were produced durin g the 16th and 17th centuries in
Northern Italy and were been exported from Pisa (Clar k 1979b; Hurst et al. 1986:30.33).
These distinctive wares have a smooth fine chaulky brick-red fabric:that is slipped
variously in wb ue. brown.andsometimes redor green. Theseslips are usually combined
to produce a marbl ed effect andare sealedby a clear lead glaze. SgraJ!ito work is also
common on these wares.usually only on thosewitha white slip. Applied yellow or green
tints accompanysgraffi to designs. Fonns includejugs, dishes.andbowls. North Italian
Slipware vessels have been found in PI)mouth (Gaskejl-Brown 1919). Exeter (Allan
1984a). Tornes(Allan 1984b). andVirginia (Not!l Hume 1970:140). Fivevessels were
identified in the assemblage.
Merida type coarseearthenwarevesselswere produced in southwestern Spain
probably from Roman times and continue to be made in central Portugaltoday (Pope
1986:110). Merida type vessels wereImported into Englandas early as 1400 (Hurst.
1977:96) and appear on Spanish New Worldsites around 1490 (Deagan 1987:31; Goggin
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1960). The fabric ranges in c:olour from redyellow to darkred.with a mid-orange most
common at Fcrryland. large while quartzandsmaller micaceous inc lus ions are
characteristic of the ware . vessels are normally unslipped. l ead-glazing of interiors in
green or yellowoccurs on some bottles. Exteriors are often burnished. Vessel fonns
include pans. bowls. globu lar jars ,j ugs, bottles andcostrels (Broady 1979. Clark 1979c.
Allan 19843). Fifteen Merida coarse earthenware vessels ....ere identified in the
assem blage. seven jars..seven bottles and one bow l. making Merida vessels not only the
most common imponed earthenware. but lhe third most common earthenware in the
assemblage after NOM Devo n andSouth Somerset wares.
Montelupo type coarse eart henware vesse ls were produced in centra l Italy and
exported throughoutwestern Europe. England. and the colonies in the 18th and19th
centuries {Ashdown 1972). Thefabricvaries from pink to brick-redand is micaceouswith
small dark red and white inclusions. Thevessel fonn appears to be restricted to large
storage jan ....i th thick folded broad flat rims. flanened shouJders. crescent-shaped handles.
a flat base.and sometimes. app lied plaques. Thesevessels have olive gJ'C'Cn leed -glezed
interiors and occasional ly a whi le slipped bandbelow the rim on the exterio r. Examp les
have been found at Exeter (Allan 1984a:217, item 2902). Louisbour g (Barto n 1981:40)
and in Virginia (Noe l Hwne 1969. 1970:143). Onevessel of this rypehasbeen ident ified
in the assemb lage.
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Spanish Heavycoarseearthenwarestoragejars in gSobular or conical formswere
produced in Andalusia since Early Modem times (Williams 1984). Thesevesse ls are often
called - otlve jars" , althou gh they were shipped with a variety of different goods inside. and
were often recycled (Pope 1986:108). The coarse granular fabric ranges in colour from
terrecona to buff-white with white. redor black inclusions . Vesse l interiors can be lead-
glazed in elive green. yellow. orange, or brown. whileexteriorsarc frequently slipped in
white (Clark 1979c). Examples have been found at Exeter (Allan 1984a), Plymouth
(Clark 1979c). and Ferryland(Pope 1986:171). Two vessels of thistype were identifiedin
the assemblage.
Unidentified coarse eanhenwares. described individually in thecatalogue (Appendix
A). account for seven vessels in the assemblage.
6 3.". Tin .Q !g ed fa.n hrnv.am:
Large-scale productionof English tin-glazed waresbeganat Southwatk ca. 1612
(Hinton 1988). In this analysis English tin-glazed vessels were distinguished from Dutch
wares based on variations in fcrm, fabric. glaze. and decoration. While it is recognized
that a distinction between English and Dutch wares is tenuous at best (NocHHume
1977:16) those vessels identified as English are clearly different from those identi fied as
Dutch. English fabrics have a firm chaulky texture, range in colour from cream. buff. or
yellow to pink. and sometimes contain pebble inclusions (Pope 1986:116). English glazes
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are often crazed or spalled andhave a purplish tinge (Genet 1980:40; NOl!I Hume in Pope:
1986:116). Prior to ca.1670 it hasbeennoted thatdishes or plates were fired with a
thinned tin glaze or simple lead glaze au ''trw (N~I Hume 1977: I). Vessel fonns
include dishes. plates. bowls. cups. jugs and drug pots and oinunen tjars related to food
and beverage service or themaintenance of hygicnc. Published examples of English tin-
glazed wares include: Blok e (197 1), Noel Hume (1977), Hinton (1988). Archer (1997).
Allan (1984a), and Game r and Archer (1972). Nine vesse ls have been ident ified as
English in the assemblage. two more have beenattributed as either Englishor Outen.
Dutch tin-glazed vessels began to beproduced in the Netherlands ca. 1510. The fabric
is very soft and chaulky. buff or yellow in colour. and binds more tightly wi th the glaze
resulting in less crazing or spalling comparedto English wares (Genet 1980. Pope
1986:115). Glazes vary from I mane greyor blue-greyto a brilliant whi te, the resultof a
transparent overglaze. Vessel forms are similar to those oCtile English. butstylistic
variations in fonn andpainted decoration can help to distinguish origin. Published
examples of Dutch tin-glazed wares include: Allan (1984a). Broady (1979), Hurst et 31.
(1986). Scholten (1993), Genet (1980) and de Jonge (1970). Two Dutch tin-glazed
vessels. one dish and one cup. wen: identifiedin the assemblage.
Iberian tin-glazed vessels were identified as distinct from their northern European
cousins based on clear differences in ware. form anddecorative style. As a broad
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ca tego ry " Iberian" does not distinguish Spanish fromPortuguese wares. The separation
of Spanish from Portuguese waresis possible using petrographicanalysis. however results
are nOIconsistent (Vince 1984:146). In general . fabrics havea sandy texture andrange in
colo ur from light cream !O yellow and beige. Glazes may beof uneven thickn ess and vary
in tone from off-whi te to grey(Genet 1980) . One distinct ive bowl form . the escuduta. is
typica l of Spanish ware s (Deegan 1987:56). Decora tion consi sts o f free brushwor k in blue
or magenta and includes dots, rings, andbands. as well as stylizedfloraland geometrical
motifs (Pope 1986:114). Published examples oflberian lin-glazed wares include: Goggin
(1968). Deegan(1987). Hurst (1977), Hurst et at. (1986). Noel Hwne (1977), Broady
( 1979). and Allan (1984a). Those vesse ls identified speei f kelly as Portuguese are based
on direct correspondence ""im similarlyattributed published examples. A totalof nine
vessel s were iden tified as Iberian. threeof which are cons idered Portuguese. In add ition.
two dishes have been identified as either Iberianor Italian.
Italian lin-glazed earthenware fromMonle lupo hasa sol\ chaulky fabric that is butfto
pink in colour with small red inclusions. Glazes lend to be a bright whit e and thick on
both interior and exterio r surfaces. Decorati ve brushwork in vivid magenta, yellow ,
orange. and green , in floral. linear or geometric mot ifs is charac teristic of this ware
(Gaskell-Brown 1979; Allan 1984a; Pope 1986:117). One cup of this warehasbeen
identi fied in the assemblage.
II I
6.J.] . ' oars Stone",'illeS
Coarsestonewaresrecovered in theexcavation of lllehouse werepredominantly of
Rhenish origin. Some 85% of the coarse stoneware vessels identified in the asse mblage
are Rhenish. These ware s can bedivided into two categories, Westerw ald and Frechen.
Because these ware s are related both technicall y and genetical ly, the actual so urce of each
ware is diffic ult to estab lish with ccrtai nty (Gussct 1980).
Frechen type coarsestonewarewasproducedat Freshen in the 15th centuryana at
Cologne in the 16th century(Clark.1919d). Thecoarsedark grey fabric sometimes
includes quartz inclusions. The interior of vessels art fired to yellow. orangeor pink.
while the exterior is salt-g lazed over a light to dark red brown glaze that is monie d
{Reineking-vcn Bock 1971; Hurst et aI. 1986). Vessel fonns includejugs. mugs. and
drink pots. but the best-kno wn fonn is the beltermlne, decoratedat the neck with a
beardedmask andmedalJion(s) on thebody(Noel Hume 1970:55-57). While these
vessels can bedated in a broad fashion basedon changesin body form andquality of
mas ks. the accuracy of these dates is quc:stionable (Holmes 1951; Tbwai te 1973: Clark
1979d; Hurstet al. 1986). The identification of identical medallions from well-dated
contexts provides the best opportunity to dale these vessels (Oalmster 1997). Eleven
Frechen coarse stoneware bonlee wereidentified in the assemblage.
w esterwald type coarse stoneware began 10 beproduc ed in the Westerwald towns of
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Grenzhau, HOMand Grcnzhausm. in thelate ISOOs and became one the most wickl y
traded German wares in me 17th and 18th centuries (Hum et el. 1986). The fabric is a
light greywith an overall blue-greysalt glaze. The fabric is finer and glassier than Frecben
.....ares. Decoration includes wheel-turned cordons combined with applied. incised and
rou letted deco ration. Gusse t (1980) identifies applied Ilcral or heraldic mo tifs as common
on earlie r wares with incised and rouletted decorat ion characteristic of later wares . The
sharpness of deta il in decora tion dete riorates as time passes. Brushed cobal t blue is used
10highlight decoration prior to ca. 1665. After ca.166S purple is used in addition 10 blue
(Noel Hume 1970:281; Hurst et al. 1986:222). Vessel forms include mugs, jugs and
chamber pots. Eleven vessels. fourjugs and seven mugs. were identified in the
assemblage.
The remaining identified coarsestone....are vesselsareof Englishorigin andare divided
equally between Bristol Gray andEnglish Brown wares. Bristol Gray stoneware began 10
be produced in Bristol ca. 1700 for export to Ireland andthe colonies. Its production
contin ued well into thel9lh century (Oswa ldet al. 1982). The fabric is smoo th. withou t
inclusions. and varies in colour from a dark beige to light greywith either a clear or light
brc w'n mottled salt glaze (Oswald et al. 1982; N~l Hume 1970. Allan 1984a). Wares
were slipped overall in white prior to firing with mug and cup rims also dipped in an iron-
o xide slip. Forms include storage jers, bonles, and mugs. Two cups of this ware were
identified .
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English Brownstonewareis used here asa catch-all for Englishwaresthat could no(
readily be distinguished from thoseof Bristol. Thesewares may have been produced in
London. Fulham, Nottingham, or Burslem. These:salt-glazed wares began to beproduced
in the late 17th-centuryin a varietyof formsfrom bottles, cups. and mugs to inkwells
(Oswald et al, 1982). The fabric is a light brown 10 grey. A smooth dark brown monied
exterior is characteristic of this ware(Noel Hume 1970). Two bottles of this ware were
identified.
Two unidentified coarse stoneware bottles were found in the assemblage.
6.4. Wilre Frequencie s
Having described the ware types identified in the assemblage. it is useful to present the
frequencies of occurrence for~h in termsofwarc. Figure6.2 showsthe IOtal frequency
of ware types by ware category: coarse earthenware. tin-glazed earthenware. andccarse
stoneware. Coarse earthenwarevessels accowu for 71"', of theassemblage (0""129) ....i th
lin-glazed earthenwaresand coarsestceewares accounting for thebalance in almost equal
parts. comprising respectively, 14% (0- 25) and15% (0- 28) of theassemblage. Figures
6.3 and 6.4 show the frequency of coarse earthenware and tin-glazed earthenware types,
respectively, by their country of origin. Coarse stoneware frequencies for wares of known
origin are Rhenish (including Frecbcn and WesterWald) 85% (0""22) and English
(including Bristol Gray and English Brcwn) 15% (n-4) . Thesefiguresexclude two
Figure 6.2.
Vessel Frequency by Ware.
Area B. Events 143 and 145
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vessels of unknownprovenance. Thesignificanceof thesefrequencies....il1be discussedin
greate r detail below (Sec tions 6.6. and6.7) in order to determine what they might indicate
abo ut those who occupied the house and produced the assem blage.
6 5 Ceramic Daling
The use of ceramic dating provides the opportunity 10 date the period c f'the house 's
occupation and to drawsomeconclusions about the people who lived there. The
recognition that ceramic vessels change in terms of ware. form. and style over time and
space . allo ws a site 's occupatio n 10 bedated by an exam inati on cf' the ceramic asse mblage.
The location of manufacture. date rangesfor production, and trends in fonnal or stylistic
change have beendeterminedfor many Europeanceramicsofthe 17th century. By
reco rding da les assoc iated wi th each vesse l identified in the assem blage. the date of the
house 's occupation can beest imated .
The assemblagecan beda ted in twoways: first.the ovm ap of production dales can be
used as boundaries to "bracket" the occu pation indicat ing both the ear liest andlatest dates
for occupation (Sou th 1971; Satwen and Bridges 1971); seco nd. the med ian dale s o f
prod uct ion for eac h vessel can becomb ined and a Mean Ceram ic Date (MCD) calculated
that will indicate the mid-poin t of the occupat ion represen ted by the asse mblage (So uth
197 1). Both techniques arrive at dat es tha t charac terize the assemblage to whic h they are
app lied. However. each has sbortco mings . In the fust instance dates derived from the
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assemblage can produce a time bracket that is much broader thanthat documented
historically. In the second. a MeD can becalculated that is either too early or too late
based on either the length of production of certain wares, the frequency of occurrence of
wares because of differential rates of breakageand varied housekeeping habits. or the
curation of older wares as either heirlooms or as hand-me-downs (Deetz 1977:18; Salwen
and Bridges 1977:166). Moreover. the MCDgives a point in time that at best estimates
on ly the middle of the occupation ""hich produced the assemblage and ignoresthe time
span it represents. In both cases reference to historical documents andanalysis of other
an ifact categories must be used to interpret the results (South 1971:74475; Salwen and
Bridges 1977:167; Turnbaughand Turnbaugh1977:368).
In the analysis presented here dates for theproduction of identified wares and fonns
wen: recorded for each vessel. where possible. Some of thesedates are very broad .
North Devon Gravel coarse earthenwarepipkins, for example. bave a production date
range of 14SQ..17S0 (Grant 1983) which, on its own would produce a MCD of 1600. prior
to the documented establishmen t of Calvert's colony. Other waresor forms with a
narrower date range are more "tempora lly sensitive" within the Ferryland context. For
example, wesrerwald coarse stoneware with magenta accents, while still produced today,
carne into fashion sometime after ca. 1660 (Notl Home 1910:281). The presence of such
a ....'are ....ithin the assemb lage is more useful for dating theoccupation as its presence is
indicativ e of a later 17th<entury cccupetice.
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For the purposesof dating theoccupation of thehouseat Area8 a MCDwas not
calculatedbecauseof problems with its accuracyandthoseinherent in interpreting the
sig nificance o f a single mean da le. Since historical doc uments clear ly indicate the da tes
for the 162 1 establishment and 1696 abandonment o f the site at Ferryland , I have chosen
10 focus here on those ceramics that arc most likely to distinguish occupation within this
75-year time frame. To that end I have concentrated on identifyi ng "temporallysens itive"
..-essel s that were introduced withi n the brackets or "early", -middle" , or -tate" periods of
occupation at Fenyland using thefollo wing arbitrary periods: 1620. 1640. 1640- 1660. and
1660-1700. While recogn izing that these periodsdo not ~adily correspond wi th the
periods of Calvert's. Treworgie's, or the Kirkes' command of the colony and the potential
changes in the colony under their control. they can still serve to distinguish relative
differences in time . Theresults of th is analysis are presented in Ta bles 6.2 thro ugh 6.4.
The se paration of vesse ls in the assmlbtage into threeperiods consi stent with their
dates of prod uction allows the following observati ons to bemade . Eight vessels. or 15%
o f the tempo rally sensitive vessel s analysed (ns55). fall in the " Early" periodca, I620-1640
(Tab le 6.2). All have prod uction dates that runas late as 1650and could. there fore. have
also been produced and utilized in the "Middle" period CD. 1640-1660 . The more
expensive North Ital ian Slipwareand Portu guese tin-g lazed vesse ls may also have been
cura ted and the Frechen coarse sto neware bottlc re-used. Thepresence of these "earlier"
wares.while suggestin g a pre- I650 occu pation, does not conc lus ively prove it,
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Table 6.2. "Early" Vessels ca. 1620-1640. Events 143and 145. Alta B.
Frequency V"",I V....,I Date Range
Number
1 South Somerset CEW bowl 79 1600· 1650
1 North ItalianSlipwareCEWbowl 108 1625-1650
2 North ItalianSlipwareCEW dishes 106.107 1625-1650
1 North ItalianMarbled StipwareCEW bowl 109 1600-1650
1 North Italian MarbledSlipwareCEWjug 1\0 1600-1650
1 PortugueseTGEW dish 157 1600-1650
1 Frechen CSW bottle 163 1600-1650
CEW: Coarse Earthenware,TGEW: Tin-Glazed Earthenware. CSW: CoarseStoneware
Total: 8 vessels
Note that "Early" vessels identified herecould have been in production as late as 1650.
Curaticn oCthe more expensive Nonh ItalianSlipware vessels and lhe Ponuguese tin-
glazed dish. as .....ell as re-use of theFrechenStoneware bottle could account for their
presence in a later assemblage.
III
Table 6.3. MMtddlc" v essels ca, 164().1660.Events143and 145. Area B.
Frequency Vessel V.".,I Dale Range
Number
4 North Devon SmoothCEW sgraffitodishes 66.67. 1640-1700
68.69
2 North Devon Smooth CEWjugs 73.7' 1640-1750
1 Saintonge CEW milk pan 105 1650-1750
1 TornesCEWpot 96 1640-1670
I Tomes CEWjug 97 1640·1670
1 Tomes CEW pipkin 95 1640·1670
1 English TGEW plate 141 1640-1720
1 English TGEWcup 142 1650-1685
I English TGEWdish 140 1650-1730
2 English TGEWbowls 138. 139 1650-1730
2 lberian/hal ian TGEW dishes 158. 159 1650+
1 FrechenCSW bonle 161 1650-1670
I Frechen CSW bcnle 166 1650-11l5
4 w esrerwatd CSW j ugs 179. 180. 1650- '700
181. 182
5 Westerwald CSW mugs 172.174. 1650-1700
176.177.
178
CEW:CoarseEarthenware. TGEW; Tin-Glazed Earthenware. CSW: CoarseStoneware
TOlal: 28 vessels
Note that all "Middle" vessels have productiondates that run into and in most cases fully
overlap thoseof "Late" period vessels.
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Table 6.4. "Late" Vessels ca.I660· 1700. Events 143 and 145. AmI B.
Frequency Vessel Vessel Number Date Range
3 Bristol StipwarcCEWcups 100. 101. 102 1670·1720
2 Bristol SltpwareCEWjugs 103. 104 1670· 1720
2 English TGEW porringers 136. 137 1670·1700
I English TGEW ointment pot 144 1680-1735
1 English? TGEW cup 143 1675·1730
1 Dutch? TGEW dish 145 1670+
1 English /Dut ch TGEW dish 147 1688· 1710
2 PortugueseTGEW bowls 155.1 56 1660-1685
2 Bristol Gray CSW cups 183. 184 16%>
2 English Brown CSW bottles 185. 186 1690+
2 w esterwald CSWmugs 173.175 1660-1700
CEW: CoarseEarthenware, TGEW; TIn-GlazcdEatthen....are. CSW: CoarseStoneware
Total: 19 vessels
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The -~iddle" period ca. 1640- 1660 is the best-represented of lhc threewith 28 vesse ls
accounting for 51% of thc total assemblageof temporally sensitive vessels (Table 6.3). All
have prod uction dates thai run into and in most cases fully overlap those of the - late"
period ca. 1660-1700. This situation. similar to that above. makes it difficult to conclude
that thesevessels indicate an occupation asearlyas 1640. However. me sheer numberof
vessels from this period reasonably points to an occupation that could have begun ca.
1650.
The - Lare" period ca. 1660-1700 is also we ll-represented by 19 vessels accounting for
35'1, of the sample (Table 6.4). Comparatively expensive wares such as Bristol Slipware
cups and jugs. as well as English..Dutch. and Portuguese tin-glazed ceramics account (or
13 of these vessels. The relative abundance of these- UlIC" wares. which could readily
include aJl those of the "Middle" period above, point10 an occupation a Cme house that
dates to least 1700.
Results of this analysis of -te mporalty sensitive" ceramic vessels suggests the
assemblage recovered from the house at Area B represents an occupation thatbegan ca.
1650 and ended ca. 1700. In order to more carefully define the period of occupation clay
tobacco pipes and bottle glass wereexamined. The results of those analyses are presented
in Chapter 7.
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Trade relations betweenFerryland's 17tlHentuty colonists andEngland,as well as
westernEurope. New England. Virginia. and theCerribean,might reasonably beexamined
throughan analysis of the frequenciesand originsof ceramicwares. However. direct
trade relations with foreign countries should not beassumed by the simple presence or
absence of -non- English" wares. Trade relations between England and her colonies. as
well as mose colonies andthe rest of Europewerealso dictated by politics andchanges in
economy. Moreover. trade transactions as recorded in port books andother documents
reveal what may have beenavailable for purchasebut not necessarily whatcolonists chose.
or were able. to purchase. based on their means. Questions relating to the choice and
ability of Ferrylend's planters to purchase available wares. as well as the activities these
wares may represent. are dealt with below (Section 6.7). The significanceof particular
ware frequenciesin the assemblagewill beexaminedhere.
As illustrated in Figures 6.3 and6.4 dtemajority of coarse andtin-glazed earthen....ares
identified in the assemblage. 800/. and 36% respectively. are of English origin in general
and. in the case of coarse earthenwares, of West Countryorigin in panicular. lberian
coarse and tin-glazed earthenwaresare the second most frequent comprising 14% and
36'%. respectively. of each assemblage. The samepattern was observed by Pope
(1986:191) in his analysis of ceramics from the earlier forge at Area 8 leading him to
observe that at a crude level this "accords remarkably well with the historical record,
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confinn ing lhat trade relations were primarily with South West Englandandsecondarily
with Mediterranean countries", Takentogether . Englishand Iberianwares account for a
total of 94% of all coarse earrhenwaresidentified. while thesame combination accounts
for 72% of all tin-glazed wares.
The dominance of West Country ports over trade to Newfoundland hasbeen thefocus
of research by Stephens (1956), Matthews (1968), and Pope (1986. 1992). Port Books
from Exeter document the export of earthenwareto Newfoundland (Allan 1984a). It
seemslikely that the majorityof coarseearthenwarevessels wen: supplied regularly in
small amounts by returning sack or fishing ships, either as storage containers usedto
transport foodstuffs or other suppliesfrom England.in thecaseof North Devontall pots ,
or as panicular orders for other particular vessels such as bowls. pans.cups. jugs or dishes
(Pope 1984:192. 1992:124). This distribution is indicative aCme direct trading relations
between West Countrypons andNewf oundland, It is also likely that those boundto
settle at Ferrylandtransponcd at least someof thcir own wareson theoutwardvoyage.
Iberianvessels. Merida,and Spanish Heavywaresaccount for 14% of coarse
earthenwares. Their presence is illustrativeof the trade of Newfoundland fish and oil for
Spanish and Portuguesewines, salt and otherproducts indicated by ports of call listed for
West Country ships in censusesof 1675 and 1676(Pope 1993b)as wellas in a 1667
deposition regarding the Ne....foundlandfisherythat sta tes, in part, that ships.Mat the end
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ofthcir fishing voyages carriedtheir loading of fish andtrain oil for a market tc Spain,
Portugal, France and other places and brought home their return in foreign commodities. a
great pan thereof in silver andplate" (Cull 27/1111667). Whetheror not wares obtained
in such trade were purposely purchasedas emptyvessels or ascontainers already holding
goods purchased is unclear. Pope (1986:200) notes that Merida wares were inexpensive
and commonly usedfor ship's stores. As well. it is recognized thai these storage vessels
were commonly reused andrecycled (Watkins 1973; Fairbanks 1974). 11 is uncertainjusr
how much of this material was off-loaded in England before a ship's return to
Newfoundland. Whatis clear. ho....'ever, is that direct tradewith foreignports occurred
and that the oppo rtunity to purchase other "outlandish" wares existed. The exact nature
of these transactions remains poorly understood. but in lightof these facts the presence of
foreign wares at one of Newfoundland's mOS1prosperous fishing stations is not surprising
given the market for fish in the Mediterranean and w esternEurope. Moreover. the
relatively high frequencyoflberi an waresat Feny land is IlOlunusual when compared10
similarly high frequenciesat some WCSl Country pons(Pope 1986:207).
The frequency of Iberian tin-glazed vessels is equal to that of English. wilh each ware
accounting for 36% of the assemblage(Figure 6.4). Even if those vessels of uncertain
attribution. either EnglishlDutch (8%)or Iberianlltalian (8%). are each added 10 those of
certain provenance. the result is the same. This may simply bethe result of the small
sample size (n- 25). where an extra vessel or two, one way or theother. can make an
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overall differenceof 4 or 8% in frequencyrepresentation. Nonetheless. it is clear that in
general terms tin-glazed waresidentiCledin theassemb lage are equally distribu ted between
English and foreign wares. This may be theresult of a lack.of access to, or a shonage in
supply of English wares. differences incost betweenEnglish andforeign wares , or is an
indication of choices purposefully made by those whoacquired andusedthese tin-glazed
vessels. Why English and foreign tin-glazedwaresappear in equal proportions in this
assemblage cannot be readily determined. However. with access to English and foreign
wares virtually guaranteed by the nature of the trade in fish. it appears that foreign wares
were purposefully chosen at least as often as those from England. Issues relating to the
availability. choice and expense of certain wares are closely tied to the social position of
those who purchased them. The question of status is examined in more detail in Section
6.7.
The presenceof other finer and likely more expensive coarseearthen....ares, two bowls.
two dishes and a jug of North Italian Slipwarefor example, lends to confirm the breadth
of the Mediterranean trade in Newfoundland fish.
The dominance of Rhenish vessels (85%, n=22) in the coarse stonewareassemblage is
not. however, indicative of direct trade with either the Rhineland or the Netherlands but
representsdown-the-line trade of these waresvia london to theWest Country and on to
Ferrylend (Pope 1986:117-118). Follo....ing 1650, however. direct impon of Rhenish
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stone....ares to Exeter increased (Allan 1984a:123). Thesestonewares were likely sent to
Ferrylandeither as space allowedor as demandrequired anda profit could be turnedon
their sale. Therelatively small representation of Englishcoarsestoneware in the
assemblage (15%. nz4) is most l ihly a result of the fact that English stoneware
production did not begin until ca. 1670and ""115centered. for the most panaround
London. until production began in Bristol ca. 1700 (Oswald et el. 1982).
The absence of ceramic wares in this assemblage that might be termed Anglo-
American is unusual considering documented trade with Virginia and direct ties to New
England throughout John Treworgie' s tenure at Fenyland from 1651 to 1660(lounsbwy
1930. 1934; Bailyn 1964). Pope:(1986:209) tentatively identified two coarse
earthemware vessels as possibly Anglo-American from thefill layer (Event 134) that
overlay the houseandforge in ma B. It may\\"CIJ be that the unidentifiedcoarse
earthenwares in this assemblage (0-1) are also Anglo-American, but this has not been
confirmed. In thiscontext it wouldappearthat the influenceof Americanand Caribbean
trade, as represented by the presence of ceramicwares at least, was minimalon
Ferryland's residents.
~
lnterpreting the ceramic assemblage from the house at Area B in terms of the activities
and status of those who produced it, requires that it becomparedwith those recovered
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and documented in England andco lonial North America. Research into theusc of
ceramics and the meaningstha t mightbe ascribedto assemblages recoveredin 17th-
century Newfo undlan d remai ns relative ly new with the researc h o f'Pc pe (1986) servi ng as
the cornersto ne for such study . Theanalyses of ccram ics from a f isherman ' s house in
Renews (Mills 1996. 1999 : persona l co mm unication). John Guy' s plan tation at Cup ids
(Gilbert 1996. 1998) and from the house locatedin Area 0 at Fcnyland (Crompton 1999:
personal communication) are ongoing.
While recognizing tha t the useof ceramics wasnot de rigeur among l jtb-century
co lonists. that the dec ision to purchase panicular wares was based on need. avai labili ty,
choice. and the means o f those wbo acqui red them. and thai the calculation o f simple
frequenciescan lead to misleading interpretations(Beaudryet al. 1983). it is necessaryto
compareboth ....are andPOTS frequenciesfrom contemporaneous sites in order to place
this assemblage in context Whensuch an approachis takenit is best to interpret the
results ....i th caution since ceramic frequencies alone provideonly a limitedunderstanding
of the full rangeofa h.ouseh.old' s activities. Forexample, the use of pewter. treenand
leather for food and beverageservice is well-documented in the 17thcentury(Beaudryer
al. 1983; Deetz 1977 ; Martin 1989; Brown1973; Hom 1988; Plan and Co leman-Smith
1975). however these materials are rarely preservedarthaeologically. Moreover. pewter
wares were val uable, readily portable, often recycled,and. in the case oCthe assemblage
from the houseat Area B. it is possible thatwhatever pewtervessels wereusedin the
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house were either looted by the French during their attack in 1696 or \\'CTC retr ieved by
those forced to return 10 England.
6.7.\ Ware Frequencies
The comparison of warefrequenciesfromthis assemblage with those fromother
locations is basedon the following assumptions: t) that accessability to foreign wares and
the ability to purchase suchwareswas roughly comparablein eachcontext; 2) that the
situations in which these wares werepurchased andusedwere approximately the same;
and 3) that statusand class structures,or aspirations to the same. weremore or less
equivalent in each case. 'While these assumptions clearly do not hold true in each instance.
the general pattern of ceramic use can provide at least a starting point for discussion. It is
in those situations where obvious differences exist that the interpretation arlhis
assemblage becomesmeaningful.
The additional expense of tin-glazed earthenwares,stcnewares and imponed coarse
earthenwares, when comparedto thatof localwares. has ledto the seemingly reasonable
conclusion by most researchers that the presence of tin-glazedearthenwares, and other
high-quality foreignwares. is indicativeof somedegree of wealthand. in tum . that this can
beequated. at least roughly. with the social status or class of those who produced.the
assemblage (Deetz 1977; Brown 1973; Hom 1988; Miller 1980). That tin-glazed
earthenwares were more expensive thancoarseeartbenwares hasbeenclearly
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demonstrated by Pope (1986:195· 198). Theequation a f me presenceoftin-glazed and
foreign wareswith status or class position hasalso beenshown to havesome correlation
at Exeter. Allan (1984a:10 1) has demonstrated that higher frequencies o f'these wares
coincide with housescontaining morehearths. the higher number of hearths being
indicative of houses of'the yeomen and gentry.
For comparative purposesthe assemblage from the houseat Area B was subdivided
into "loc al" and " foreign" wares . local waresincluded o nly those producedin the West
Country, while foreign wares comprised all other waresnot of English origin. excluding
wares of uncertain or unidentified origin. The resulting frequency of foreign .....ares (33%)
could behigher if English tin-glazed wares. as well as those wares produced outside the
West Country. for example. Bristol Slipware, were included . No netheless. comparison of
this figure with those from Exeter showsthis assemblage to have a relatively high
proport ion cf foreign wares (Allan 1984a:IOI ). Sites excavat ed at Exeter v.; th similarly
high frequenc ies lie within the wealthier district. While Allan (1984a:104oI0S) warns
against the direct comparison of import frequencies from Exeter with those from other
pons . not ing on the one handthat 78% of Exeter"s collection comes from - pco rer" areas,
and on the other that the transhipment of expensi ve foreign wares by lighter to Exeter' s
qua yside likely increased their cost even more. In th is instance the compari son is useful
for at least illustrat ing that the Area B assemblage has a comparative ly high frequency of
foreign ....'ares. Allan pointso ut that few of the assemblages from Exeter have more than
Il2
20% "foreign content", butalso observes that frequencies of imported wares at the pons
of Plymouth. Southampton. Hull andNewcastle. although biased by sampling techniques
andsometimes derived from poorly documentedcontexts. averagemore than30%.
In the context of a prosperous pon town. it remains unclear just what the proponion
of foreign ....'ares in an assemblage need be in order to beconsidered indicative of elevated
social status. The inclusion in any calculation of inexpensive utilitarian Iberian storage
vessels. common at many English ports. will cenainly skew results. However, in
comparing the frequencyof foreignwares in this assemblage to those previouslyanalysed
by Pope (1986:199·202) a foreigncontentof33% fallsbetweenthat of the earlier forge
(25%) and the later domestic till (46%) thought. at the time. to be derived from the nearby
Mansion House. This suggeststhat this assemblagerepresentsa differencein household
status that lies somewhere between those \\00 used the forgefor an occasionalmealand
those who produced the domestic fill whicb o....erla)' it. Theforeign content of the ceramic
assemblage from the bouse at Area 0 (29%) shows a similarly high frequttlC)' of foreign
wares (Crompton 1999:personal communication). It is clear that the assemblage
examined here is not dramatically different from those common at other ports in England.
In the context of the West Country port of Exeter, however, it is an assemblage that is
suggestive of neither a poor nor an excessively wealth)' household. At the same time.
when compared with the foreign content (11%) ort he assemblage fromthe smaller
fisherman' s house:at Renews (Mill 1999:pcrsonalcommunication). the frequencies from
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each cf the assemblages at Fenylandindicatenot only the cosmopolitan natureof the
settlement itself. but also, potentially, the somewhatelevated social position of those wbo
lived and worked there.
The comparison of tin-glazed earthenware frequencie s o f the Area B house
assemblage with thosefrom other Englishandcolonial North American sitesmay support
the position that lhis assemblage is indicativeof a household of middling status . This
comparison uses data tabulated by Pope (1986:201) from sires at Manin's Hundred
Virginia c3.1620-1645. SL Mary's City Maryland1638-1660. a combination of Exeter
sites ca. 1640-1670. Plymouth's Castle Streetca. ISS()..1 750. Renewsca. 1640-1670
(Mills 1999:personal communicalion), and Perrylend's Area 0 ca. 1675-1696(Crompton
1999: personal communication). The results of this comparison (Table 6.5) show that the
assemblage falls in the middle of tbose sites compared. On the basis of tin-glazed
earthen....'are frequencies theassemblage from the bouse at Area 8 (E 143/145) (14%) is
similar to households in the West Country ports cf Exeter (120/,) andPlymouth(14%) and
is relatively close in frequency to that ofa gentry household at Maron' s Hundred(17010).
Once again the assemblage frequencyappears to lie between that of the domestic till of
Strata 2band 2ffromArea B (18%), and that derivcd from the L3 forge floor (9%). This
suggests that the assemblage wascreated by those of a roughly middlingstatus. similar to
those of English urban centres, though not quite of the gentry class as defined by those at
Martin's Hundredor tbe occupeets of the putative Mansion House ncar AreaB. This also
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Table 6.5. Tin-Glazed EarthenwareFrequencies from Selected 17th Century Sites.
Site DatesandCharecter V.".~ %Tin
Renews ca. 1640-1670, Domestic Unit n=45 4%
Martin's 100 B ca. 1620-1640. Domestic Unit n:l94 8%
FerrylandB L3 ca. 1630-1640. Forge n"'32 9%
Ferrylan d 0 ca. 1675-1696. Domestic Unit n=287 11"-.
Martin's lOOH ca. 1620-1622. Domestic Unit n==95 11%
Exeter Sites ca . 1640-1670. Urban Sites n=329 12%
Plymouth.Castle Street ca. 1550-1750. UrbanSites n=l.to72 14%
Ferryland B E 14) /145 ca. 1650-1700. Domestic Unit n-182 14%
Martin's IOO A ca. 1625-1645, GentryResidence n=126 17%
Ferryland B L2b. 2f ca. 1640-1670. Secondary Deposit 1F7S 18".
St. Mary's STI -23 ca. 1638-1660. (knuy Residence 0=90 40%
Adapted from Pope (1986:20 I) with Renews figuresfrom Mills (l999:personal
communication) and FcrrylandArea D figures from Crompton (1999:pcrsonal
commun icat ion),
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indicates a status somewhat higher thanthat of the ordinary settler at Martin's Hundred.
the fishing crews who made useof the earlier forge. and the household living at Renews.
6.7.2. POTS f requencies
Having gained some understandingcf the status of those who created the assemblage
it is use ful 10 compare it with others in order 10 iden tify the activities that it may represent.
The use(s) to which a particular vessel form was put is identified by its des ignated POTS
category wi th the understanding that vesselform can beequated with thefunction(s) it
served (Beaudry et al. 1983). Comparisonof representative frequencies of panicular
POTS categories from a varietyof sites should reveal information about the practices
relating to food and beverage storage. preparation and consumption followed by those
who prod uced the assemblage (Anderson 1971; Deetz 1977). This analysis employs the
same samples usedby Pope (1986:223-235) in order to allow comparison between this
assemblage (E 143/145). those representing both the earlier forge (U) andlater domestic
fill (l2) from AreaB. the domestic unit at AreaD. as wel l as those from England and
colonial North America (Table 6.6).
Utilising historical documents Pope(1986:215·221) attemptedto distinguishvessel
fonns and the materials out of which they were made. in an effort to identify vessels or
assemblages that mightallow the distinctionof activities from those considered to besea-
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Table 6.6. POTSFrequenciesas PercentagesfromSelected 17ttH:r:ntwy Colonial Sites.
. ~ .~1 ~~ !II c ~ e -5~ ~ "8 ~ ~ ~ !l: 8 ~ ol! 0
Martin's 100 H. ca. 162().1622 23 I 14 16 26 16 4 100
Martin's 100 B. ca. 1620.1640 12 8 12 14 34 13 7 100
Martin's IOO A.ca. 1625·1645 13 4 23 15 22 15 7 I 100
ExeterSites. ca. 1600-1650 13 18 2 \I 16 20 8 10 98
51.Mary's STI-23. ca. 1638- 10 7 21 9 42 7 3 I 100
1660
St. Mary's 511·13. ca. 1667- 13 9 9 I 33 34 I 1 101
1680
HMS Saphire, 1696 17 10 9 14 20 25 5 I 101
Renews. ca. 1640-1670 42 16 1\ 24 7 100
FerrylandAreaB. L3 36 3 18 12 30 99
FCl'T)1andAreaB. L2 26 4 7 13 20 29 I I 101
FerrylandArea B. E 1431145 32 7 3 8 20 30 I 101
FerrylandAreaO. ca. 1675· 1696 38 4 4 10 12 22 3 6 99
Adapted fromPope(1986:2] 5) withRenews figurnfrom Mills (1999:personal
communication) andCrompton(1999:pcrsonalcommunication).
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or land-based, culinary or non-culinary, and crew Of planter. As a result he suggested that
vessel fonns from theforge tit quite wellwiththoseused by fishingcrewsand that those
from the domesti c fill somewhat matched a pattern suggestive of "middle or gentle
culinary functions" (Pope 1986:221). A comparison cf' his figures with those derived from
the occupation of the house shows that this assemblage is most similar to the domestic fill
which overlay it.
Differences between the house (E 143/145) and fill (Ll) assemblages are noticeable in
the frequencies of Kitchen andDairy-related vessels. although these are not dramatic. The
same is true of figuresderived from the Area D assemblage. It is clear that food storage
and preparation activities were emphasized. while dairying appears to have played a
somewhat less imponant role in this panicular household. This may be a m ult of theusc.
perhaps communally, of the nearby1'051-1673cow byre located in Area C from 'which a
large number of milk pans and colanders were recovered. Compared to all other sites this
household assemblage has one of the highest frequencyof storage vessels (320/ , ). placing
fourth after the forge (U) (36%). thehouse at Area 0 (38%) . andthe Renews assemblage
(42%). an apparently average frequency of preparation vessels (1%), and oneof tbe
lowest frequencies of dairying-related wares (3%). Compared to the other threeFerryland
assemblages the high frequency of storage vessels is not OUI of line. but theNewfoundland
examplesaresignificantly different from those recordedelsewhere. The low frequencyof
dairying is comparable only to thai of Exeter' s urban sites (2% ). the bouse al Area 0
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(4%). and those of the forge andRenews, neitherof which produced evidence of dairying
activities.
That dairying was carried out at Fenylandhasbeen confinned in historical documents
through the mention of cattle andarchaeologically by the identification of milk pansin
Area B's domestic fill layer (L2). thehousehold assemblages from Areas B and0
(Crompton 1999:pcrsonal communication), and in excavations of the cow byte at Area C.
Dairying activities are better represented at the Chesapeake sites and Conn a large partof
domestic assemblages from the New England colony of Plymouth which supplied cattle 10
the Massachusetts Bay colony (Deetz:1973:26. 1977:53). It is tempting to suggest that
the low representation of dairying vessels in theFmyland andRenews assemblagesserves
as evidence of either a limited ability to, or a lack of interest in grazing cattle. A reliance
on imported/stored foodstuffs and fats in the form of buner or oils, is clearly indicated by
consistently high frequencies of storage vessels in the Ferrylandand Renews samples
(Pope 1986:240-241). It may also be that dairying activities wen: simply not practiced to
any great extent in the AreaB domestic units represented by Events 143/145 or U. but
instead. elsewhere on site. Moreover. if the categories of storage. preparation and
dairying are combined to produce one larger Kitchen/Dairy category. which plainly masks
some of the finer detail ofc ach of the three. then the five Ncwfoundland assemblages
appear less unusual. albeit they an: still in the upper range of those assemblages compared
(Table 6.7).
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Table 6.7. A Combination of Storage.Prepa.rationand DairyPOTS Freqoeeciesas
Percentages from Selected 17lh-Cennuy Colonial Sites.
KitchenlDairy
Martin 'sIOOH.ca. 1620-1622 38
Martin's 100 B. ce. 1620-1640 32
Martin ' s 100 A. ca. 1625-1645 40
ExeterSites, ca. 1600-1650 33
St. Mary's STI-2l. ca. 1638-1660 38
St. Mary 's STl ·I3. ca, 1661·1680 31
HMSSaphire, 1696 36
Renews . ca. 1640-1670 42
FerrylandArea B. L3 39
Ferry land Area 8 . L2 37
Ferryland AreaB. E 1431145 42
FcrrylandArea D. ca. 1675-1696 46
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Representation of cookingactivities in Events 14) /145 is tow(&tit) compared to those
from Martin's Hundred (14-16% ), HMS Saphire(14%).and the L3 forge (18% ).
Howev er, SL Mary ' s STI -23 (the gentry house of John Lewgar)and urban sites at Exeter
have similar frequenciesof9 and I W.. respectively. Thehouse at Area 0 hasa similarly
low frequency (10%). Such a low frequencyis. therefore. not evidence for a lackof
cooking. but morelikelyis evidencethat cookingmay havetaken place in ironor copper
kettles/cauldrons.fragments of whichhavebeen identified in the household assemblageof
metal artifacts (Section 7.4.3). Whether or not the presence of copper or iron cooking
vessels can beconsidered Indicative of elevatedstatusis an open question.
Representation of food servic e vesse ls in the Eve nt 14) /145 assemblage (20% )
matches that of tbe domestic:fill (2b) and theHMS Saphire, is higherthan thaI of urban
Exeter sites (16%) and slightly below that erMarnn's 100A (22%), a gentry household.
Pope (1986:231)hascharacterized theU forgefrequencyof 12% as "a reflection of the
low socio-economic status of mariners", which suggeststhat a higher representation could
beassumed to be indicative of a somewhat higher social position. It is interesting to note
that the assemblage from Renews contained a frequency of foodservice vessels (11%)
similar to that of the forge. The house at Area D also had a low frequency (12%). That
other vessels, bethey of pewter or wood, were most likelyused for food service within
the house at Area B is indicated by the presenceof only four plates. all of tin-glazed
earthen....are (Table 6.1). The higher frequencyof food servicevessels found at St Mary's
\ 4 \
STt-I J (33%) is reasonably explainN by its function as an "ordi.owy'"or tavern.
The frequency of beverage service vessels in all of lhe Ferryland samples is panicularly
high with the household assemblage (E 1431145), the domestic fill (l2) and the forge (LJ)
having frequencies of 30. 29. and 30% respectively. The frequencies closest to these
come from the English frigate HMS Sapbire (250/1)andSt. Mary' s STI · )) (34%). the
above-mentioned ordinary. Theexplanation for such high frequencies at Ferryland might
be found in the folluwing facts, that~ wasa strong demand for alcohol at
Ncwfo undland. that "mariners were avid consumers ofalcohol" (Pope 1986:15.243). and
that historical documents confinn not only that licences were sold for the operation of
taverns at Ferryland, but that planters' houses served. at least occasionally. as such (Pope
1986:243. 1993b).
The representation of hygiene or health related vessels in thehousehold assemblage (E
143'14 5) is low (1%) and consists of a single tin-glazed earthenware ointment pot. This
figure is the same as that of thel2 domestic fi ll . consisting ofone tin-glazed chamber pot.
and St. Mary' s STI· I3. Similarly low frequencies werefound at Area 0 (3%), St. Mary' s
STI·23 (3%). Martin's 100 H (4%) andon the HMS Saphire (5%). This low frequency
seems 10 confirm.Pope' s suggestion that "Newfoundland populations of the period were
relatively healthyoo likely as a result cf'the retirement ofme elderly to England, therelative
isolation of Ferryland,as well as its moderate climate (Pope1986:242).
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6 8. Discussion
Theceramic analysispresentedin this chapterhas providedan outline of the wares
identified in theassemblage. their fonns andfrequencies. a date of occupation for the
house from ca. 1650 to 1700 . as well as an understanding of the inferences that might be
drawn from the asse mblage in terms of trade . the activiti es. andsoci al status of the
house hold that produ ced it.
It is clear from bothdocumentaryandarchaeological evidence that this prosperous
colonywas directlyconnected by trade10 boththe West Countryandthe Mediterranean.
The same evidenceshows that at least some of its planters wereof sufficient means to
maintain permanent residences,overseesuccessfulfishingoperations.andpurchase
expensive wares (Pope 1986. 1992). Theabundance of Iberiantin-glazed and fancy
Imported eartbenwares excavated in Areas C and F (Gaulton andMathias 1998 ) is a
furthe r indicatio n o f the wealth o f at least some o f Fenyland' s restder as. What remai ns
unclear is the exact natureof socialor classdivisionsamong fishing crews or servants.
planters. and the gentry. It is possible. as Pope(1986:61-62) suggests, that these divisions
slowly collapsed from that ofa clear tripartitesystem of gentry. planter, servant, that
characterized the early yearsof the settlement to a simpler planter-servant distinction in
the later 1600s. However, the ability to clearly defineexactly what type of ceramic
assemblage might characterize eachclassdivisionor lime periodremainstenuous. In this
instance it is likelyeasier to describe an assemblageby what wares and frequencies should
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beexpected as characteristic of either mel of the specuum man to anempt to clearly
demarcate the middle . Whattheresults armis analys is suggest is that this assemblage
does. in fact. fall somewhere between. However, "'-netheror not it representsa finnly
entrenched middling household or a well-to-doplanteron his way upor down is unclear.
Additional comparative workwith Newfoundlandassemblagesfroma varietyof temporal
and social contexts is necessaryto clarify this issue. What the evidencesuggests,
however. is that this household was of reasonable means based on a relatively high
representation of foreignand tin-glazed eerthenwares,that it relied heavily on stored foods
or fats. thai cooking likely took place in copperor iron cauldrons. and that woodenor
more likely pewter vesselswere usedfor food service. A high frequencyof cups. mugs
andjugs suggests thepossibility that the house may also have functioned. on occasion. as
a tavern.
Examination of d ay tobacco pipes. bottle glassandmetalobjects is thefocus of the
folic ....-ing chap ter. Additional information gleaned from theseanalysesshould help to
better define the dale of the house 's occu pation, as wellas the activities andstatus or its
occu pants .
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PIPES GLASS AND METAl ARTIfACTS
7.0. Introdu ction
The previous chapter described the analysis of the ceramic assemblage recovered
from the house at Area B and provided an wx1erstanding of theactivities andsocial status
ofthosc who occupied it. This chapter outlines the results an examination of clay tobacco
pipes. bottle glassand metal artifacts fromthe samehousehold. Tobacco pipesandbottle
glasshavebeen analysed in orderto definemorecloselythe dalesofoccupation for the
house. The analysis of other glass andmetal artifacts is included in an effort 10 provide a
better understanding oflhe activities and social position of the household. This
information complements the conclusions reached through the analysisof the ceramic
assemblage.
7.1. Pipe Dating
Having arrivedat an approximate date for the house's occupation orca. 1650-
1700 based on an analysis of the ceramic assemblage, it is useful tum to other artifact
categories to more closely fix the dale of its construction and demise. The analysis of clay
tobacco pipes recovered from the house itself. as well as layers above andbelow it will
help to clari fy the period of occupation.
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Th e analys is of clay tobacco pipe stems and bowls has been used to date co lonial
sites in North andSouth America. Africa. and Austra lia.,as well as historic sites in
England and on the Continen t Clay pipes began to beproduced in England by the IS80s
following the introduction of tobacco smoking 10 Europe. By the early 17th century pipe
smoking had becom e popu lar andclay pipes became ubiquito us not only in Europe, but in
the exp anding colonies (Deetz 1977:19; N~I Hwne 1970:296). Although the 11th
century also saw clay pipes produced in theNetherlands. France andVirginia. rd at ively
few of thesehave been recovered at Feny land. mosIlikd y as a result of its close ties to
England . The sty le ofclay tobacco pipes varied regiona lly andchronologically. Generally
speaking, early formswerequite small with a constrictedbowl that angledaway from the
smoker. a relatively short stem, and a large-diameter stem bore. As the 17th century
passed bowls becam e large r. less constricted and began to tilt back toward the smoker.
whi le stems became longer andseem bore diameters decreased. The high frequency of
d ay tobacco pipe seems. bow ls andfragments on historic sites is a resul t of nol only the
pipe's populari ty, but also because they were inexpensive and fragile (N~I Hwnc
1970 :296 ).
Clay tobac co pipes can beused in two ways 10 date archaeol ogical sires and stra ta.
One method uses the measuremen t of pipe stem bore diameters to determine the date of a
depo sit (Harrington 1954; Binford 196 1), while the other examines stylistic changes in
pipe bow l shapes and makers ' marksthat differ from region 10 region and through time .
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Each approach has shortcomings..but wben used together they can provide a more
accura te date than that arrived at through ceram ic analysis alone.
The use of pipe stem bore measurements for dating was developed by Harrington
( 1954) and refined by Binford (196 1). It is basedon the recogni tion thai pipe stem bore
diameters undergo a regular reduction in size from roughly 1620 to 1800. Bore
measurements (or each pipe:stem is taken using drill bits grad uated in 64lhs o f a inch with
9 being the largest and 4 the smallest. Thefrequency of occurrenceof each measurement
is then graphed andcompared to Harrington's chart which indicatesmeasurement
frequencies typical of particular time periods(Harrington 1954:64). This method allows
for the identification oflhe panicularperiodof time representedby thesample. Binford
(1961) developed a straight-line regression Cannula that utilizes the frequency occurrence
of stern bore measurements to arrive al a median date for the samp le.
The use of stem bore measurements as a dating techniqueis not without its
problems. Hanington (1954:64) noted that the presenceof Dutch stem fragmentsmay
distort the accuracy of dates becauseof a smaller bore size relative to their chronologically
similar English counterparts. Likewise. pipes produced in different regions of England
have different bore diameters from those produced in the West Country(Belcher and
Jarrett 1971). while pipesof the Chesapeakeregion generally have borediameters larger
than their contemporaneousEnglish cousins. Of thesix events examined bere, comprising
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a total sample of 85 complete or mostlycomplete bawls, only one bowlhas been identified
as DUlCh. ....'hile threefragments of Chesapeake-stylepipes have beenfound. The stem
fragments ofChesa peake redclay pipes ....ere neither measured nor included in the
calculation of frequencies. The stern fragmentsthataccompanied the one Dutch bowl are
likely included in those measuremen ts for Event 143. ho....e ver. ....ith a sample 0( 571 stem s
it is unlikely that the results havebeen influencedsignificantly.
Sam ple size is also a conce rn since too small a sam ple can produce an inaccurate
mean date or dale range. AI the same time it is unclear how large a sampleis necessary 10
produce accurate dates (Harrington 1954:64; Binford 1961:67: Noel Hume 1970:300).
For this reason only relatively large sampl es have been analysed in detail in an attem pt to
arrive at moreaccurate dales. Finally, it is recognizedthat theaccuracyof'tbe meandate
is questionable prior to ca, 1680 with dates fallingconsistently earlier than those provided
b)' other evidence (Noel Hwne 1970:300.301; Hanson1971). For the purposeof the
research presented here, dates arrived at usingeach ofthcsc methodsan: meant to
characterize individual samples and to differentiatethem fromone anotherrather than to
serveas absolutedates for eachevent. The stylisticvariation in pipe bowls and the
identification of makers' marks. whenconsidered in combination with these dates,
provides a clearer understanding of the chronologyof the events fromwhich the samples
are derived.
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Temporal and spatial variations in English pipe bowl styles have been studied
extensively in England and North America(Atkinson andOswald 1969; Noel Hume 1970;
Oswald 1975; Pope 1988; Walker 1977). In many instances type series have been devised
which facilitate the identification of complete and relatively complete pipe bowls. Pope
(1988. 1(92) hasdevelopeda typology of bowls recovered in excavations at Ferryland.
Recent research byGaulton (1997) and Carter (1991) expanded this typology. Pope' s
typology is used here to identify bowl types. Pipe bowls recovered from the house were
analysed and grouped by the event from which they were derived. Appendix B provides a
summary of pipe bowl styles. stem bore measurements, and makers' marksfrom the
events examined. Figure 7.1 illustrates the range of bowi types found in the occupat ion
layers. Events 143 and 145.
The presence of makers' marks on the bowl. heel. or stemof pipes often allows for
the attribution of these pipes to particular makers. Theidentification of makers' marks on
specific bowl types within the typology furtherconfirms the origin and date range
assigned. Those bowls. stems. or heels bearingmakers' markshave been identified, where
possible. and are included with the event from which they were recovered.
The use of pipe bowl fonns and makers' marks to dale archaeological sites is not
wi thout shoncomings. Certain bowl forms were produced in a numberof different
locations while other forms wereproduced for relatively long periodsof time. For
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Figure 7.1. Pipe Bowls Recovered From Occupation Events 143 and 145. Top Row,
Left to Right - Type A, Type B. Type D. Type J. Midd le Row, Left to Right - Type K.
Type P. Type V, Type 'N P. Bottom Row - Dutch Bowl, left, Reuben Sydney Bow l with
makers' mark. right.
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example the Type - P" pipe bowl at Fmytaod canbeattributedwith cenainty to Devon.or
mere precisely to Barnsteple, but has a production dale that spans50 years from 1660-
1710 (Pope 1988. 1992). In this instance. the presenceof this bowlform can confirm
West Country lies. but can indicateeither a last halfoft he I7th- or an early 18th-century
occupation. Likewise. the identification o f makers' marks is generally based. at least
initially, on a pipe bowl 's form which is usedto identify its origin and appro ximate date of
productio n. Widely-produced formswith long production ranges art difficu lt to attribute
....-ith certainty. Recordsof pipe makers andtheir corresponding marksor initialsare
incomplete. panicularly in the early 1600s. Moreover, different pipe mum shared the
same initials and similar marks . These problems notwithstanding, it is possible to attribut e
most bowls to the area in which they were produced and the date range of their
prod uction. basedon the tentative identification of one or more makers. Dales arri ved at
using both bowl types and makers' marksprovide a date range for events andart more
accurate than using stern bore measurements alone.
7.1.1. Pa !ing the Events · Pjpe Stml 80m: Pill( Bowl Typcsand MakCrs' Marks
The analysis of the pipe bore measurements. pipe bowl styles, andmakers ' marks
is detailed in Appendix B. The results are summarized below.
Calculation of a mean pipe bore stem date for Even! 134. a fill layer which covered
both the forge and house in Area B. produceda dale of 1689. When results calculated
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here art combined with those ofCarter(I997:207) for Stratum 2b a mean stem bore dale
of 1682 is produced. Recognizing that mean stem boredales are relatively inaccurate and
provide a date which indicates the approximate middle age of a deposit, it is important to
note that both dates differ significantly fromCarter's original mean stem boredate of
1659. as well from that cf the early 1640's originally noted by Pope (1986:88). The
reason for this variation is unclear although it may indicate that Event I341Stratum 2b is
composed of a variety of materialderived fromdifferent locations on-site. use lOin-fill
Area B over an extended period of time (Pope 1986:204). or a disturbance and
corresponding mixture with the overlying plow zone (Event t37lS tratum I). Even t 134
also contained pipe bowls of mid-18th-ecnrurymanufacture.
BothPope's and Caner's analysesof material from Stratum2b weredirected
toward determining me earliest dale for the deposit. the date at which the forge fell out of
use. Each arrived at different dates. Carter (1997:49) suggests a date in the late 16405or
early 16505. while Pope (1986:91) suggeststhe forge was no longer functioning byca.
1640. Despite this difference. both agreethat Stratum2b1Event 134 is a secondary
deposit or lilllayer laid down following the demise of thc forge (Caner 1997:48; Pope
1986:204). Event 134 wasa continuous layer that also overlay the house indicating that it
was deposited followin g its abandonment and destruction. It will beshown below that the
house itself dated to thesecond half of thc 17th century. Exactly whenthe large-scale in-
filling of Area B occurred remainsin question. However, it is clear that It occurred at
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some lime following thedesrcc uco of the houseitself. likely in theearly 18thcentury.
Analysis o f the pipe bowl styles and makers ' marks from Event 1)4 indicat es a
date range that spans the 1640$ to 1720s . Pope ' s (1988:32 ) ident ification of bowl styles
from the forge's Stratum 2b show s a similar range, while Cart er ( 1997 :52) notes that the
majo rity (71%) o f pipc bowls recove red from Stratum 2b have a dale range o f 1650- 1710.
In this cont ext dat ing of the fill tha i overlay not only the earlier forge. but also the later
house. is less Impo rtan t than fixing thedate of occu patio n o f the house itse lf.
Ana lysis of pipe stems from Event 169. a fill depo sit loca ted wi thin the west end o f
the house. produced a mean stem bore date o f 1680. This event, located above the
occupation layers (Events 143 and 145) and be low Event 134. wasdisturbed duri ng the
cons tructio n o f the waterl ine (Even t 202). This disturbance is proba bly responsible for the
presen ce of two earl ier bowl s (one Type A and one Type D) likely intrusiv e from Event
178 funher belo w. The remai ning bowl types andmake rs' marksda te this de pos it ca,
1650 to 1720. Based on irs stra tigraph ic position and composit ion, this deposit appears 10
represent a part ial in-filling of the house itself shonly after irs destruc tion.
Ana lysis of pipe stems from Event 138 prod uced a mean stem bore dat e o f 1685.
Thi s fill deposit. Joce ted within the easte rn halfofthe house. shared the same strati graphic
posit ion as Event 169 . Event 138 also continued south cf Fea ture 19. but wastrunca ted
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by it. Pipe bowl analysis and makers' marksdate this deposit ca. 1660 to 1720. It seems
likely that Event 138 represents the same in-filling activity as Event 169 to the west.
Whether or not both deposits were laid down simultaneously is uncertain. However. both
date to roughly the same periodand likely represent secondarydeposits derived from
elsewhere on site.
Analysis of pipestems from Events143 and 145. theoccupation levels cf the
house. produced a combined mean stem boredate of 1682. Bowl type frequencies and
make rs' marks have been analysed separa tely by event in Appendix B. but are combined
here to acknowledge the difficultyencountered in clearly separatingone event from the
other. Both events are similar in term s of'the frequency and occurrence of bow l types and
maker 's marks. Dating of makers' marks and bowl types indicates a period of occupation
dating ca. 1650 to 1710, although the relative frequency of bowls and makers' marks
suggests an occupation beginning closer to ca. 1660. This excludes threeType A bowls
(ca.161O-t 630) that are considered intrusive from underlying Events 177 or 178. The
predominance of the West Country in trade with Fenyland is indicated by the frequency
(65%. n=18) of pipe bowls from that region identified in this particular assemblage.
Event 178. an earlier occupation level stratigraphically below Events 143/145.
produced two pipe bowls from the first haif ofthe l7th century dated ca. 1620-1650.
Stem bore analysis of 37 stems produced a mean stem bore date of 1661. This stem bore
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dale is clearly incorrect andis theresult of toe small a sample. Event 178 is
contemporaneous with either the forge to the south or with theconstruetion of the
cobblestone stree t to the north, but pre-dates the construction andoccupa tion of the house
itself.
Dates derived from the ana.Iysis of clay tobacco pipes indicate that the house was
occupied ca.1660-1700. This matches an occupation date of ca. 1650-1700 derived from
the analysiscf the ceramic assemblage. Analysis of thebottle glass fromthe housewas
undertaken to further confirmthese dates.
7.' Boltle Glass ' pa ting the Sample
Bottle glass recovered from the house's occupation levels (Events 143 and 145)
w'as analysed in an effort 00confinn the dale of its occupation. Bottle glass from Events
117 and 118 whichpre-date the house's construction was also examined. Thoseevents
representing the in· filling of the house following its abandonment (Events 138 and 169)
and Area B in general (Event 134and137)wereexamined. but not analysedseparately
becauseof the sizeof these assemblages. It wasdecided mat the interpretation of the
occupationof the house itselfwould not beexpanded by further analysis of these
overlying fill layers. Sufficeit to saythat these layers containeda mixtureof gJassfrom
the 17th and 18thcenturies. In thearea ofthc house theselayerswere disturbed by the
construction of a waterline (Evmt 202) to thewest, and Harper's earlierexcavations
III
(Event 144) to the east.
Boule glass from Events 143. 145. 177and 178 wasfirst separated by individual
event. then grouped by one:metre excavation unit in an effort to find cross-mends and
identify individual vessels. Additional mendsweresought betweenevents. Glass that
co uld represent the remains of glazed windows was separated for further analysi s. Glass
recovered from the disturbe d west end of the house. identified as clearly 18th-eentwy or
later. based on lip and base form, as well as the presence of mould scams, was also
separated. This material was not included in this analysis.
The identification of wineandcase bonle types was aided by the researchof John
Wicks. a graduate student at Memorial. University of Newfoundland studying 17th- and
lSth-century bonleglass from the settlement at Ferryland.
The identification of individualcase andwinebottles wasbased on the separation
of partial and comp lete basesfrom the assemblage . Complete bases we re coun ted as one
vessel. Fragmentary bases that wereclearly from different bonles based on form. size. or
colour were also counted as one. Case and wine bonle necks were identified. but their
count was not included as they could have been from any of the bettles already accounted
for. Neck. shoulder. and body fragmentswere not attributedto individual bottles except
when joined. This procedurebas certainlyunderestimated the total number of bettles
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present in each event. TbeCOWlt arrived at hereis an extremely conservative minimum
vesse l count. It should benoted that no complete bott les were found. In fact. all vessels
identified wert represented by less thanroughly 200/. of their original form. Moreover. it
should be noted thai no evidence for burnin g of the occupation levels. indicated by the
presence o f melted glass. was found in the assemblage . Melted glass indica tive of
destruct ion by fire hasbeen identified in the cowbcuse at Area C (Wicks 1999: personal
communicatio n) and in thehouseat Area D (Cromp ton 1999: personal communica tion).
7." .1 Cas Banles
The dating of case bottles was based on form. method of manufacture. and
metrical att ributes (Table 7.1). Bottle formswere initially identified using type series from
Noe l Hume (19 70) and Dumbrell (1983). Case bott les werediv ided into rwo Types (1
and 2) based on size. form and.potent ially, country o f o rigin. Wicks (1999:pcrsonal
communication) suggests thatcase bottle fragments that are verythin and light-green in
colour were produced in weed-fired furnaces usedby the Dutch until the endo f the 17th
century. while English case bottles produced in coal-fired furnaces are more robust and
darker green. similar to that of wine bott les. N~I Hume (19 70:62) recognizes the Dutch
production of case bottles, but suggests that the English also produced a large number o f
case bottles in the first half of the 17th century. He does not, however . describe hew er if
these bottles differed fromone another . McNulty (l971:101) notes that case bottles were
prod uced by Spanish and Bohemian glassmakers as wet l. Faulkner and Faulkner
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( 19 87:234) andBaker( 1980:60 ) describe case bottl es recovered from 17th century
colonial sites in Maine andRhodeIsland. respectively, butchoose not to attribu te them
v.; th certainty to either England or Holland. Regard less of problem s with geographic:
artribution, it is apparent that case bottle fonn changedonly slightly through the 11th
century.
Earlier case bottles (ca. 1625·1675). Type la, were fairly large with rounded.
slopingshouldersanda shan collared neck that accepted a pewtercap (McNulty
19 71:103· 104; Nof l Hume 1970:69: Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:232) . A variant of this
form. Type 1. hadno pewtertop. but insteada shearedoff and tooledout neck. Type 2
case bottl es hada th icker. short er neck. with an everted lip . After 1650 the sides oflhis
fonn began to taper andthe glass becamethickeranddarker (McNulty 1971:104-105).
Type 2 casebottles began to outnumber (or replace) Type I bottles in Area C following
the Dutch raid of 1673(Wicks 1999:prnonaJcommunication). Type 2 case bottles at
Ferry land have beenass igned a produc tion dale of ca . 1676- 1100. recognizing. ofcoursc.
that Type 2 case bottles continued to beproducedinto the 18th century. The frequency of
each type of case bonle is recorded in Table 7.1. Examples art illustrated in Figure 7.2 .
Although the numberof case bott les identified from occupation events (Events 143
and 145) is smal l (nz l l ). two Type 2 case bottles dat ing ca. 1670- 1700 were found . The
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Figure 7.2. Case Bottles. Type I Bottle Bases- Event 145, 144620, top left , Event 143.
114347. bottom left. Type 2 Bott les - Neck. Event 145. 143677 , top right. Bases. Event
145. 114497. centre, right. Event 143. 111802. bottom right.
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relative abundance: of Typc I case bottles in these eveas points to the house having been
constructed and occupied prior to 1675 at least, andsuggests an occupation that dates
sometime prior to 1670. Case bottles (n= 4) rrom occupation and fill levels that predate
the construction of the house. Events 178 and 177. respectively, are all of the earlier Type
1 variety. This indicates that theselevels could dale to the construction of either the
cobblestone road (Feature 56) to the north or the forge to the south during the early years
of the colony.
7 , ., Wine Bonles
Research by Wicks (1999:personalcommunication)basproduceda typology of
English w'ine bottles from the 17th century. This typology identifies six.types (A-f) based
on formal andmetrical anributes taken fromdated examples in England andNorth
Am erica. This typologybasbeen furthersupplementedby well-dated examples from
Fcrryland. In general. this t>-pology incorporates themcasumnent of certain formal
characteristics that art known to change through the 17th century andis similar to the
research of Jones (1986) on English wine and beerbottles. Early "shaft andglobe" bottles
have noticeably longer. narrower necks andsphericalbodieswhen compared with later
"onion" bottles whose necksbecome shorterand wider, while their bodies become lower
and broader. These characteristics can be measured,compared. and differentiatedto
produce a typologythat identities and quantifies these changes. The advantageof this
typolog)' is that it allows the opportUnityto date wine bottlesthat are representedby only
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their base . A variety of measurements were taken fromwine bottle bases.both complete
and fragmentary. These measurements we re then co mpared to those characteristic o f each
type . These measurements and their corresponding types are showll in Table 7.2.
All win e bon les (n- S) identified in the occupation leve ls of thc house date to the
last quarter of the t7th or first quarter of the 18th century. No dateable wine bottle
fragmentswere recovered from the earlieroccupation and fill events (Events 178 and 177
respectively), Two wine bottle fragments were recovered from these events. Of those
bottles identified in the house's occupation levels. all but one could be identified as Type E
(ca. 1682·1705). Four of thebottles recoveredare definitely Type E. while threeethers
could be either T)'J)C E or F. The one bottle attributed with certainty10 T)'PC F (ca. 1698·
1721) was recovered from outside thehouseandmay representactivities following the
abandonment of the house.
On c wine bottle scal-Slo fs 1699- (Figure 7.3) was recovered during the
excavation cf the house (Wicks 1998). This seal wasfound in a filldeposit (Event 222)
outside and adjacent to Wall Segment ISat the western end of the house. This fill deposit
appears to post-date the abandonment of the house.
The presenceof wine bottles dating to the last quarter of the 17th century
demonstrate tha t the housewas occupied following the Dutch raidof 1673 andat least as
Table 7.2. Wine Bottles From Occupa tion Levels : 1louse at Area B.
Catalogue ~venl Resling Point Pontil Mark B"", Indent Type Vale
Number Diameter (mm) Diamercr tmm) Diameler(mm) Ileight (mm)
14 1854 145 EorF 1682-1721
144347 145 90 50 12 E 1682· 1705
156690 145 90 IJ E 1682·1 705
156845 145 EorF 1682·1 721
158642 145 92 51 125 20 E 1682- 1705
16172 1 145 F 1698-1721
162255 145 EorF 1682-1721
166554 246 ' E 1682-1705
• loose wine bottles represented by bases 100 fragmentary for measurements were typed by form.
I Event 246 represents the clea n {lui of the hean h (Feature 33) associa ted with the occupation of the house.
~
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Figure 7.3. "Slofs 1699" wine boule seal from Evenl222, Area B. Image not to scale.
late as the French attack of 1696. The occurrence of Type 1 case bottles (ca. 1625-1675)
suggests that the house was occupied prior to the Dutch raid. Although the total sample
size is small (0=19), it is interesting that the later Type 2 case bottles are much less
frequent in the samp le than wine bottles which overlap their date of manufacture . Stated
another way. at a later date (ca. 1682), wine bottles are more frequent than case bottles in
this assemb lage. Whether or nor this is a merely a result of the methods used here to
quantify bottles, an indication ofa shift in bottle preference . supply , or consumpt ion. is
unclear .
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1.2 J Pharmaceutical BonJes
Two pharmaceutical bottleswen: recoveredfrom 1Moccupation levels of the
house. One is represe nted by only a fragrnentary bese. This small-d iameter bottle hasa
light blue-green colour. a relatively high conical kick and dates to the second half of the
17th Century (Notl Hume 1970:74). The other bottle is represented by body sherds anda
complete neck and shoulder. This flat-sided, square-shaped bottle is light blue-green in
colour and hasa relatively tall. slightly tooledout neck. This bottle maybe fromFrance.
It appears similar to the Type I flacon identified in excavations at Louisbourg and dates to
the early 18th century (Harris 1979:96.125).
73 Other Glass
In addit ion 10 case and wine bottle glass the remains of ....i nc glasses andprobable
window glass were examined.
1.1 I Wine G lasse S
The remains of at least threewine glasses were identified. Thestem andbaseof
two different lead crystal glasses were found, the former similar in form to Noel Hwnc' s
Invened Baluster. Type [X (ca. 1700(1725) (1970:190). Bowl fragments of another
extremely thin. carefully finished bowl, likely of Venetian origin (Nol l Hwne 1970:186;
Mathias I999:personal communication), account for the third glass. All threewere
located in Event 145. considered here to represent the main floor of thehouse. Their
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presence lends support 10 the notion thatthecons umptio n of alcohol was popu lar at
Ferryland (Section 6.7.2). Theexpenseof such vesselsalso suggeststhat only thoseof
somemeans could affordsuch a small luxury.
7.3.2. Window Glass
In the analysis crtbe glass assemblage recovered from the bousethose fragments
thai cou ld potentially have been identified as window glass were set as ide . The
differentiat ion of ....in dow glass fragmentsfrom thoseo f case bottles was diffic ult because
of their similarity in colour and thickness. Althougha differencein the manufacturing of
case bettles versus window glass should beevident in terms of the direction of air bubbles
within the glass. the fragments examinedwere too small to allow such a distinction. Only
thosefragments that were nat and ofa sufficientthickness !!Q! to becase boule glass were
considered as possible window glass. This hig/lly subjective separation of potential
....indow glass from the assemblage resulted in the identification of only five fragme nts
which showed no panemin either their horizontalor verticaldistribution within the house.
Such a low figure suggests thai the housedid not have glass windows. Theabsence of
any lead cames or turn ed leads that would have held the glass quarries in place further
supports the suggestion that the house lacked glass windows (Noel Hunte 1970:233).
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7.4. Metal Artjfacts
A brief analysis o f the various metalartifacts recovered from the houseis incl uded
here because they aresuggestiveof someof'the activitiescarriedoutby its occupants.
The presence of certain artifacts might also be considered indicative of the social status of
the household. Finally, iron cannon balls found within the houseprovide some evidence
for its demise. likelyas a result of the French snack of 1696.
This analysisis purposefully cursoryfor No"O reasons. The fltSlrelates10problems
with the preservation of metal artifacts, the second to theinterpretation ofan
arc haeologica l assemblage of metal items. In the first case it must be realized thai the
preservationof metal artifacts on historic sites is biased as a resultof variations in burial
environments at bothintra- andinter-site levels. In somecases preservation of metal
arti fac ts is poor or non-existent, whi le in olbers preservatio n is exce llent. Variation in
metal preservation aside. it should also be recognized that~ age and functionof a
panicular site, the activities carried out there . themetal-working abilities of a site' s
occupants and the construction tecbniques used for building will also result in variations in
the metal assemblage usedet a site. For example. comparison of metal artifacts recovered
from an urban versus a rural context, or the house of a boat-builder or cooper with those
of a middling planter would probably show some differences, just as an assemblage
derived from an area where houseswere commonlyconstructed ofwood. as opposed to
stone or brick. would also likely differ. As a result. intra- or inter-site comparisons of
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household assemblages can bemisleadingbecause certainmetal artifacts may have. on the
one hand. not been used in either household originally, or on the other. nOIha....e been
preserved in the burial environment. No such comparison is made in this analysis.
However, it should benoted that the qualityof preservationof metal artifacts from
excavations at Ferryland is good with the house and forge at Area B displaying relatively
better preservation than other areasof the site (Mathias 1998. 1996). This offers potential
for the comparative analysis of a varietyof household assemblages from thesame site at
some time in the future .
The second difficulty in interpreting an:haeologically-derived metal assemblages is
a direct resu lt of the nature of the metal artifacts themselves. Metal art ifacts, be they
complete. worn. repaired or broken prior to their deposition. will corrode in any burial
environment. The degree to which an artifac t hasdeteriorated during burial directly
affects the ability to identify it positivelyuponexcavation. In many instant" corrosion
products make it difficult to identify these anifaets. X-nd iography of iron artifacts allows
the identification of some items.as docsthe chemical or mechanical removalof corrosion
products. However. a majority of the ironartifacts recovered fromthe house remain
unidentified. Iron artifacts as well as relatively softer copper, lead. and pewter items can
also become deformed in the burial environment. It is panicularlydifficult10 identify
accurately all bent or flattened leadand copper items. This analysisincludesonly those
metal artifacts that were readily identifiable. Iron nails andspikes, whichnumerically
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account for the vast majority oCtile iron artifactsrecovered from the house. are not
included.
The results of thisanalysis are presented in Table 7.3. Identified metal artifacts
have been groupedinto functional categor ies(Weaponry. Fishing. Hardware: and Tools.
and Domestic) by material type . This table provides evidence for a rangeof activities that
occurred either within the house itself or in which members of the household participated.
Artifacts are discussed in more detail belowby materia! type and functionalcategory.
7 4 J. Iron Artifac ls
Excluding lead gunballs and shot. ironarti facts account for thelargest proportion
of identified metal artifacts recovered from thehouse(560/0. 0:40). Unidentified iron
artifacts such as ma p iron. hinges and staples would likely increase representation in the
hardware and tools category while unidentified iron fragments. most likely from iron
kettles. could similarly Increase representationin the domestic category. A list of those
artifacts discussed here is included in Table 7.4.
Three cannon balls were identified. Their presence is suggestive of at least a
partial destruction of the house by the French in 1696. Two of these were found in Event
143. which may represent the remains of the loft over the eastern end of the house.
indicating. perhaps. that the roof of thc house was"holed" by the French.
Tohle 7.3. Metal Artifacts hy Material Type and Functional Category from the Housc ar Area B, Events 143 and 145.
Function Iron L."" Copper
3 cannon bulls 32 gun balls"
1 gun plOIC 3,097shotU
Weaponry 1 gun harrcl? 5 sprue
I gun hammer
I sword hilt
6 fish hooks 2 weights
Fishing t I lshprong
1 splilling knife
J hinges 2 strap iron 5 sheet lead 3 rivets
Hardware I pintlc4 rings 2 sheet lead off-cuts 1 nail
andTools 1 handle 1 chisel
2 locks I cooper's axe
1 staple I dividers
5 knives lIid 10 kett le/cauldron fragments
2 scisso rs 2 buttons
Domestic 1 lamp 2 buckles
I bulb/pendant
2 coins
• Lead gun ban count includes 28 from E 143 and4 from E 145.
•• Lead shot count includes 2.720 from E 143.377 from E 145.
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Table7.4. Identified IronArtifacts from AreaB.Events14) and14S.
Object Catalogue Event Excavation
Number Unit
Cannon Ball 109008 143 N4E1
Cannon Ball 117081 143 N7E2
Cannon Ball 139302 14) N6W4
Gun Plate 137221 145 N9EI
GunBarrel? 109399 143 N7 EI
GunHammer 160011 145 N9W\
Sword Hilt 117970 184 N7E3
FishHook 109010 143 N6 EO
Fish Hook 109012 143 N6EO
FishHook 112108 143 N6WI
FishHook 112813 14) N)EO
FishHook 142734 14) N9WI
FishHook 160008 145 N9WI
Fish Prong 117845 14) N4 E3
SpliningKnife 109871 143 N7E2
Hinge 109614 14) N7 Wl
Hinge 112077 143 N7E I
Hinge 142744 14) N8 EO
Pintle 163379 14) N6E4
Handle 163709 14) N9 WI
Ball Lock 109619 145 N7 WI
Padlock 112111 143 N6EI
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Table 7.4. ldentified[ron Artifacts from Area B. Events 143 and 1 4~ . continued
Object Catalogue Event Excavation
Number Unit
Staple 117846 145 NSE3
Strap Iron 106927 143 NS E3
Strap Iron 109343 143 N7 EI
Ring 109617 143 N6 EI
Ring 115236 143 NS WI
Ring 117344 145 N5E2
Ring 117958 143 N7 E2
Chisel'? 115213 145 N6 WI
Cooper'sAxe 157793 145 N9WI
Dividers \57311 145 N9 EI
Knife Handle 97882 143 N7E2
Knife Blade 97885 143 N4E2
Knife Tang 109782 145 N7Wl
Knife Blade 142731 145 N8EI
Knife orStraight Razor 160119 145 N6E 4
Handle
Scissors 117434 145 N6 EO
Scissors 142052 145 N3 W4
Lamp 112100 143 N6EO
17.
Since evidence for the rapid destructionofme houseis lacking in theConn ofbumt
structural remains. fire-reddenedsoil. relatin lycompletevessels. and burntor melted
ceramics or glass.,it is possible that the Frenchdamagedthis houseonly to the extent that
it wasbeyond easyrepair. Thetemporaryabandonment of tile settlement in the winter of
1696-1697. following the Frenchattack,likely led to the furtherdemiseof the structure.
Two cannonballs are illustrated in Figure7.4.
Threegun-related parts. a gun plate. a possible gun barrel. and gun cock can be
taken as evidenceof either hunting carriedout by the household or of defense. The style
of gun plate has not been determinedbecauseofits degreeof deterioration (Figure 7.S).
However. the presence of a guncock, as wellas 16gun flints indicates that flintlock
mechanisms werecommon on firearmsused by the household. Thepresenceof Englishor
dog lock firearms at Fmyland hasbeennoted in the anaJ)-sis of materialsfrom the earlier
forge (Carter 1997:98). The section of a possible small-boregwt barrel(Figure 7.S)has
been heavily damagedby crushing at oneend. It seems likely that this damageoccurred
prior to deposition, butjust how remainsunclear. The lengthof Ibispossible barrel
suggests that it mayhave been a section from a longer piece since its present length is
apparently too long for a pistol. The presence of a large amount of lead shot (Section
7.4.2) Cor fowlor gamesuggeststhat hunting may have been the prime use of firearms in
the household. The lowrepresentationof lead gunballscould be taken as evidence for
either the hunting of larger gameor of defensive purpose$.
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Figure 7.4. Iron Artifacts: Ball Locks and Cannon Balls. Ball Lock from Area C. top left.
Ball Lock. Area B. Event 145, 109619, top right. Cannon Balls from Area B. Event 143,
117081, bottom left. Event 143. 109008 bottom right. Ball Locks require furthe r
mechanica l treatment .
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Figure 7.5. Iron Artifac ts: Gun Plate. Sword Hilt. andGun Barrel. Gun Plate. Event
Event 145. 157221. top left. Sword or Dagger Hilt. Event 184. 117970. top right.
Possible Gun Barrel . Event 143, 109399, bonom . Gun Plate before treatment. Sword Wit
after treatment . Gun Barrel after chemical treatm ent -require s further mechanical
treatment.
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One iron hilt from a sword or dagger(Figure 7.' >wasfound in front of the hearth
in association with a deposit related to the house's occupation. This item may have SCrYN
as either a defensive weaponor as a symbolof social position.
Fishing activities are represented in the iron assemblage by the presence of at least
six fish hooks. one fish prong and a splin ing knife (Figure 7.6). Fish hooks were
distributedequally between Events 143 and \45 and were located in the middle of the
house. whilethe fish prongwasrecovered fromthesoutheast comerof rhehouse in Event
145 and the splining knife found in the centre cf' the house. west of ihe hearth in Event
1~3 . This distribution suggests that no specific location was used to store such equipment
in the house. Moreover. items art indicative of thcoccupation of at least some in the
househol d.
Thecategory of HardwareandTools is the best-represented of all identified iron
artifacts, This category incllMksthose items used in either theconstruction or
maintenance of the house itselfand of boatsor other snucrures. Artifactsthat likely relate
to the construction of the house include: threehinges. one pintle. one handle and two
locks, one a ball lock. the other a padlock. Most of these items are illustrated in Figures
7.4.7 .7 and 7.8. The occurrence of these objects indicatesthe presenceof doors and
windowvs, although their distribution wi thin the house does nol clearly indicate the location
of these openings. Therecovery of two locks suggests a needto protect the house and/or
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Figure 7.6. Iron Art ifacts: Splitting Knife and Fish Hooks. Splitting Knife, Event 143.
109871, top. Fish Hooks from Event 143. 109010, bottom left. 1090 12, bottom centre ,
112 108. bottom right .
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Figure 7.7. Iron Artifacts: Padlock and Hinges. Padlock, Event 143, 112111, top.
Hinge. Event 145, 109614. centre. Hinge, Event 145. 142744. bottom.
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Figure 7.8. Iron Artifacts: Iron Rings. Staple and Handle . Iron Ring. Event 143. 115236.
lop left. Iron Ring. Event 145. 117344. top centre. Iron Ring. Event 143. 109617. top
right. Staple. Event 145. 117846, bottom left. Handle. Event 145. 163709. bottom right.
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its co ntents from destruc tion or theft. Theinterior mechanism of the bal l lock has been
lost to corrosion. although the lock's key hasapparently corroded in place. X·
radiography shows Uteinterior mechanismof thepadlock(Figure 7.9).
Themaintenanceandrepair of structures or boats is represented by hardware and
tools. One staple. two pieces of strap iron.andfour iron rings are likely indicative of
some sort of repair activities. while the presence of a chisel. a cooper's axe and dividers
suggests a certain amount of woodworking. Some of these items are illustrated in Figures
7.8 and 7.10. The distribution of theseobjects within the house. althoughconfined to the
ce ntral and eas tern port ions. does not show any dist inct patterni ng. However . the strap
iron and three of foueiron rings were foW1d in Event 143. while thewoodworking tools
cam e from Even t 145. If Event 14) does represen t a loft chamber or storage area.this
suggests tha t so me hardware-relatedmaterials were purposely stored upstairs. while
wood work ing too ls were kept on themain floor.
The categoryof Domestic function is represented by five knives. two pair of
scissors of mid-17th-cenrury form (No!l Hume 1970:268) and one iron lamp (Figures7.10
and 7.11). Knives were found most frequently in the eastern halfor hearth end of the
house with three from Event 143 and the other two from Event 145. Both pair of scissors
were found in Event 145. one from the southwest comer and the other in the middle of the
house. The iron lamp wasfound in the centreofthc house in Event 143. The distribution
Figure 7.9. x- rcdiogreph of iron padlock interior ( 112111). Image not 10scale.
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Figure 7.10. Iron Artifacts: Dividers. Knife Tang. Scissors. and Knife/Straight Razor
Handle . Dividers. Event 145. 157311. top left. Knife Tang. Event 145. 109782. top
right. Sci ssors. Even t 145. 117434, bottom left. Knife/Stra ight Razor Hand le. Event 145.
160 119. bottom right. Dividers and Knife Tang afte r trea tment . Scissors and
Knife /Straigh t Razo r Handle req uire furthe r mechan ical treatment.
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Figure 7. 11. Iron Lamps. Area B. Event 143. 1J2100.!eft. Area B. 139028. Northern
Section . right. Bothlamps are fragile and require furthe r mechanical treatment and
restoration .
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cf knives andscissors does not appearmeaningful. Thepositionof the iron lampin the
centreof whatmight have beena loftwhichpotentiallyserved for both accommodation
and storage would have provided iIIwnination and some heat in such an enclosed space.
7 4 2 Lead Artifacts
Identified lead items accountfor 14%(n=10) of the assemblage of metal artifacts.
excluding gun balls and shot. Counts for leadshot (0"3 .097) and gun balls (0=28) have
not been inc luded in the calculation of percentag es because o f the large amounts of eac h
found duringexcavation of the house. Leadartifacts, excludingshotand gun ballsare
listed in Table 7.5.
Ammunition and sprue (Figure 7.12) have beeninc luded in the functional ca tegory
of Weaponry in order to iIIustnl.te on the one hand.that gun ba lls and shot were found in
the house in reletively large quantities. andon the other that at least some shot waslikely
manufactured. as necessary, by theoccupants of the house as evidenced by the presence of
sprue. as well as sheet lead. The distribution of shot and gunballs by event within the
house suggests that the vast majoritywas stored in the proposedupper loftor chamber.
represented by Event 143. Shot and gun balls from both events wereconcentrated in the
centre of the house. A lotal of3 .097 pieces of lead shot were found with88% (0- 2.720)
recovered from Event 143. The patternis the same for gunballs with 88% (0=28)of the
total (0=32) found in EVCRt 143. Thepredominance of lead shot suggests that hunting,
Table 7.5. Lead Ani£aetsfromAreaB. Events143 and 145.
Catalogue Event Excavation
Number Unit
Sprue 112\14 143 N6EI
Sprue 115225 145 N5EI
Sprue 117070 143 N7E3
Sprue II?071 145 N6 EO
Sprue 157038 145 N9EO
FishingWeight 107847 143 N5E I
FishingWeight 115224 145 N5EI
Sheet Lead 109624 143 N6 E3
Sheetl ead 142702 145 N8 WI
Sheetlead 157024 145 N9 EO
Sheetlead 157679 145 N7 E4
Sheetlead 157680 Feature33 N7E4
Orr-Cul \17350 145 N5WI
o tr-Cut 15n73 145 N9 EI
lid 109625 143 N6 EI
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Figure 7.12. Lead Artifacts: Gun Balls. Shot and Sprue . Gun Balls from Event 143.
979 52.97204 .97950. top. Lead Shot from Event 143. 1091 70 and 109169. centre.
Sprue . Event 145. 117071. bottom left. Event 143. 117070. bottom centre . Event 143.
112114, bottom right.
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rather than de fense. was the main pwpose which ammun ition andfirearms served in the
household.
The distribution of sprue, whichmight beconsideredindicativeof a location where
shot was manufactured indoors. shows noclear penem. The majority is concentrated in
the cen tre cf the house. with threeof five pieces recovered from Event 145. Thi s may
indicate that the manufacture of leadshot look place on themain floorof thehousewhere
the hearth would have been access ible.
Fishingactivities arc represented by the presence of two leadweights.one of
which is clearly a netsinker(Figure7.13).
Repairor maintenance of boats or buildings is represented by the presenceof'flve
pieces of sheet lead andmot) off-cuts (Figures 7.13 and7.14). Sheet lead could easily be
usedfor the patchi ng o f holes andother short-term repairs. as well as the manufacture of
fishing weights or ammunition. Foldedor perforated sheet leadandoff-cuts occurred
most often in Event 145. the main floorof thehouse but show nocleardistribution. Two
pieces of sheet lead were. however. recoveredimmediatelywest of the hearth, whichmay
indicate their use for the production of ammunition. This suggests that the hearth may
have beenusedto melt sh«t lead off-cuts for the production of ammunition or fishing
weights.
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Figure 7.13. Lead Artifacts: Sheet Lead Off-Curs. Fishing Weights and Lid. Sheet Lead
Off-Cuts from Event 145, 117350 and 157273. top left and centre. Fishing Weights.
Event 143. 107847. top right. Event 145, 115224. bottom right. Lid. Event 143. 109625.
bottomleft.
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Figure 1.14. Lead Artifacts: Sheet Lead. Folded Sheet Lead. Event 143. 109624. top
left. Sheet Lead, Event 145. 157204, top right. Folded Sheet Lead. Event 145, 157679.
bottom left. Perforated Sheet lead. Feature 33, 157680, bottom right.
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Domestic function is representedby a single flattened lid foundin the centre oflhe
house which likely served 10 cap a case bonk (Figure 7.13).
7.4 3 Copper Anjfacts
Copper artifacts account for 30% (n=21) of'tbe metal assemblage. Identified
copper artifacts are listed in Table 7.6. A total of 19 unidentified copper fragments were
recovered wh ich may represent either copper cauldron fragmentsor sh«t copperused for
patching and repair. No items wereidentified in the Weaponryor Fishing categories.
The Hardwareand Tools category is represented by threerivets and one nail.
These rivets may be pansof deteriorated copper cauldrons or may represent spare rivets
reserved for repair purposes. The nail is represented by only a portion of its taperedshaft
and point . lis function hasnot been determined. Noclear paneming isevident in the
distribution oflhcse items.
The DomesticfunctionaJcategoryis the best-represented. Ten copper cauldron
fragments were identified including rim and bail sections, as well as longer riveted seams
that correspond to the sides of these vessels (Figure 1.15). Based on differences in rim
form and quality of construction. it is apparent that at least two different vessels are
represented. Fragmentstend to cluster along the approximate east-west mid-line of the
house. with six of the ten fragments recovered from Event 145. However. beyond this no
Table 7.6. Copper Artifacts fromArea B. Events143and145.
Catalogue Event Excavation
Number Unit
Rivet 1097S3 143 N7 EI
Rivet 109818 14S N7 EO
Rivet 157806 14S N9WI
Nail 157269 14S N9E I
Kettle/Cauldron Fragment 109162 143 N7E O
Kettle/Cauldron Fragment 109521 143 N7E2
Kettle/Cauldron Fragment 109754 14S N7WI
Kettle/CauldronFragment 1097S8 14S N7 WI
Kettle/Cauldron Fragment 109761 143 N7E I
Kettle/CauldronFragment 109762 143 N7 E3
Kettle/Cauldron Fragment 112248 14S N6 WI
Kettle/Cauldron Fragment 145386 14S N8 E3
Kettle/Cauldron Fragment ISn59 14S N9 EI
Kenle/Cauldron Fragment 157678 14S N7 E4
Button 107620 143 NS WI
Button 1S7l08 14S N9EO
Buckle 142193 14S NSW I
Buckle 14S219 14S N2 WS
BulblPendant 107615 143 NS EI
Coin. English 160303 14S N9E I
Coin. French? 109141 143 NSEO
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Figure 7.15. Copper Art ifacts: Cauldron Fragment s. Rim and Bail Sec tions. Event 145.
157259 , 157678 . 109758. top. Seam Fragments . Event 143. 109762. centre left. E\ 'ent
145. 109754, bottom left. Event 143. 109162. bottom centre . Event 143, 109521. bott om
right.
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pattern is evident in their distribution. Thepreseeceof coppercauldronf'ragmmlS in the
house makes it clear lhat the use of such vessels can account for the low proponion of
ceramic cooking vessels observed in the ceramic assemblage.
Copper items relating to the clothing or adornment of those who occupied the
house include two ball-shaped copper buttons. rwc buckles. one a shoe buckle. and one
hollow bulb or pendant (Figure 7.16). Thepresence of theseobjects suggests thai some in
the household were of sufficient means 10 afford atleast a few of thesemore expensive
items. Not! Hume (1970:86) suggests that copper shoe buckles were commonly '"..om by
those - e n the next rung down the ladder" from the gentry.
Two copper coins. onean English William111 Sixpence (dated 1694-1702). the
other possibly French basedon its similarity in size to a 2 Denier. were found. Thc
presence of the dated English coin confums that thehouse was occupied at [east as late as
1694. Thepossible French coin cookSeasily have been lost during theattack of 1696.
7 4.4 Pc·...,er Aa ifacts
One pewter artifact. possibly a lid from a Westerwald mug. was recovered from
Event 145 at the western end of the house. This item was fragmentary and heavily
deteriorated. The nature of its corrosion wassimilar to thatof a large pewter plate
excavated outside the house from a fill layer that covered the forge. TIleoccurrence of
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Figure 7.16. Coppe r Artifacts: BulbIPendant, Buckles and Button . 110110", Bulb or
Pendan t. Event 143, 107615. top left. Buckle . Event 145. 142913. top right. Ball-S haped
Button. Event 143. 107620. bottom left . Shoe Buckle, Event 145, 1452 19, bottom right.
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one pe....ter art ifact from within thehouseindicateslhal suchitems wereusedby its
occupants, however, thenature o f the bwial environment in Area B hasd ictated against
their survival (Math ias 1999:pcnonal communication ). It may also bethecase that
pewter objects, being valuab le. readily portable. and easi ly recycledwere removed from
the houseby either Frenchlooting or by its foemer cccupenrsprior to their forced
departure.
This briefsummaryof the metalartifacts recoveredfrom the househas identified a
variety of different items andsuggested activities that might beinferredby their presence.
Cannon balls foundwithin the houseindicate that at least some damage to the MUS<' Yo-as
causedby the Frenchattack of 1696. Thepresenceof firearmsandammunition show that
hun ting was carried out by some in thehouseho ld. Theseitems also hint at the possibili ty
that defense was of some concern. Thepresence of fishing gear is not surpri sing given the
fishery-focused orientation of the majority of Fmyland' s residents . Thevariety of
hard....are and toolsofi ron. lead and copper indicatesthai a range of building or
maintenance tasks were carried out by occupants of tile house. The product ion of lead
shot . suggested by the presence of sprue and sheet lead. may have taken place indoors.
The location of some activities and the storage of certain materials is further suggested by
the d istribu tion of art ifacts within thehouse . Domestic activities are reasonabl y well -
represen ted by knives, scis sors. kettle or cauldron fragmen ts, anda lamp. Ceramic
vessels, desc ribed in the previous chapter, clear ly played a significan t role in the domestic
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activities of the house hold. Copperbuttons.buckles.a bulbor pendant. as well as an iron
sword or dagger hilt could be interpreted as indicativeof a householdof some means.
This chapter hasprovided an anaJysis of clay tobacco pipes and boule glass in
order to determine the dales for theconstructionand destruction of tbe house. Clay pipe
dates indicate an occupation commencing ca. 1660 andcontinuing into the 16905. Bottle
glassevidence tends to confinn thesedates. Thepresence of an English copper coin
confi rms that the house stood at least as late as 1694. Theanalysis of metal artifacts
include d here has provided a broader understand ing of the activities and status of the
household. This analysis complements those conclusions reachedthroughthe analysis of
the ceramic assemblage in Chapter 6.
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QiAilllU
CONCL USION
Th is thes is haspresented the results of the examination a domest ic structure
located in Area B. its structural remains and its associated artifact assemblages. This
research was undertaken in an effort not only 10 identify the dales of its construction. its
demise. and the chronologicaldevelopment of this oncareaof excavation but also to learn
mort about the activities and social position of its occupants within the largercontext of
the settlement at Ferrylend, as well as in co lonial Nonh America .
The descript ion andpreliminary interpretat ion of thestratigraphy and features
found during excavationsat Am B. presen ted in Chapten 2 andJ. illustratesthe
chro nological devel opment o f tlUsarea. The lo\\ont levels of original beachindicated the
presence of BeothukIndians,as wellas migratory Europcan fishers of the 16thcentury.
Overlying this was a cobble platfonn likely constructed by English fishers in the later
1500s. With the establishment of Sir George Calvert' s Colony of Avalon in 1621.lhe
slope to the south of Area B was cut back to accommodatelhe early forge and provide fill
that was likely thrownnorthward to provide easy access00the newly-built forge. as well
as level groundfor theconstruction of Caplain Wynne's cobblestone street. The forge
ceased operations at some time in the 1650$. Followingthis layersof fill wereadded in
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the north hal f of Area B to provide levelgroundfor the dry-laid stone footings that
suppo rted a timber-framed house . Oates derived from the analys is of the ceramic . glass.
and clay tobacco pipes suggest a construction date ca. 1660. Historical documents record
the French destruction of the settlement at Ferryland in the fall of 1696. as well as the
forced departure or its residents. While evidence for the destructionof the houseby fire is
lacking. the presence of threecannon balls within theoccupation layers of the house point
to its partial destruction. Followingthe return of Fmyland 's former residents. it appears
that a pon ion of the stone footings of thehousewere scavenged for use as building
materials. Area B was filled in and leveled at some time near the tum of the century.
The analysis of the structural remains of the house. presented in Chapter 5. has
provided an understanding of the building techniques used in its construction.as well as an
impression of how the interior space within the house may have been used. 'The
construction. outlining andlayoutof the housepoint to a continued WestCountry
influence at Ferrylandandsuggeststhat its residents wen: of a middlingson. In t7th-
century England and colonial Nonh America,the usc of tile main flooras an area for a
varteryof activities was not uncommon,nor wastheuse of upperstories for
accommodation or storage.
The detailed analysis of theceramicassemblagein Chapter 6 allowed assignation
of a tentative date for houseoccupation ofca. 1650-1700. Theexaminationof'ware
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frequencies illustratesmore than the rangeof tradein Newfoundland fish. The relatively
high frequency of foreign wares also indicates that this household not only had access to
this marketbut wasof sufficient meansto beable to acquiresomeof the moreexpensive
items, The study of vessel typefrequencies illustrates thecontinued reliance of
Fcnyland's residents on imported fats and oils. as evidenced by the high frequency of food
storage and preparation vessels, as well as an apparent lack of dairying . The relatively low
frequency of ceramic cooking vessels suggests that vessels of other materials must have
beenused for cooking. The presenceof copperkettle fragmentsin the metal assemblage
showsthat this was. in fact, thecase. An average representation of food service vessels
could be interpreted as either the middling status afthe household but may also be
indicativeof the use of either woodenor pewtervesselsfor this purpose, neither of which
has been preserved. The high frequency of beverage servicevessels servesnot only as
evidence for a continued highdemand foralcoholbutalso hints at the house's occasional
use as a tavern. A low frequencyof hygiene-relatedceramic vessels may beconsidered
evidence for a relativelyhealthyhousehold.
The analysisof clay tobacco pipes and bottle glass in Chapter7 servedto date
more accurately the occupation of the houseto ca. 1660-16%. The highrepresentationof
claytobacco pipes of West Country origin identifiedinthe assemblageemphasizes its
dominance in trade with the settlement. The relativeabsence of window glasssuggests
the house lacked glazedwindows common in homesof the gentry. However, the presence
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of wine glasses hints that thehousehold may have hadaspirations to a more elevated
position.
The study of me metalartifacts. also in Chapter 7, revealed not only thai a variety
of activities were carried OUI by thehousehold,fromhunting andfishing to. potentially,
the manufacture of lead shot Thedistribution of some of these artifacts within the house
is also suggestive of how interior space ....'as utilized. Moreover, some of lhese artifac ts.
an iron sword or dagger hilt andcopperbucklesandbuttons, are furtherindications that
someof theoccupants ar mis housewereof somemeans.
8 1 Conclusion
The researchpresentedhere haspresentedan interpretation of the lifestyle and
activ..ities of one resident household at thelocation of Sir GeorgeCalvert's original Colony
of Avalon. What seemsclear is that thishouseholdoccupied a timber-framed structure
that was built ca. 1660 andabandoned in 1696. It is hkely that this household ....as of thc
middling son and participated in the lucrative cod-fishery. Theseplanters may well have
owned a couple of smallfishing boatsanda stage. and employed fishing crewswhich
traveled to Ferrylandon a seasonal basis. They werealso likely involved in the raising of
crops and livestock.as well as hunting.
Whether or not this particular household canbeconsidered representative of the
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middle class at Fenyland remains an open questio n. To date. only one otherdomestic
structure. the house at Area D. hasbeencompletelyexcavated. The excavation of what
may to bea house of the gentry class in AreaF. basedon the frequencyof expensive and
rare imported ceramic wares, continues. Theceramic assemblage recovered from the
forge is considered to represent thoseof the lower class, the fishing crews. and thereare
some obvious differences between this assemblageand thai recovered from the house at
Area B. Likewi se, comparison with thesmallerhouseof a Renews fishermansbcws some
clear differences. However. it should beeoted that the settlement at Ferryland ....as one o f
the largest on the Avalon Peninsula.. Becauseof its involvement in the fishery, its residents
had access to wide-rang ing trade links. Moreover, when the fishery was success ful. those
involved profited handsomely. Therefore, the comparison of ceramic frequencies with
sites located elsewhere in England and colonial North America.whose economies and
trade ties differed. can lead to interpretationsthat can bemisleading.
8.2 Directions for fuw RQW'Ch
If the research preseraed herecan beconsidered as a contributiontoward the
analysis of the correspondence between thehistorical documentation of English settlement
on the Avalon Peninsula and the material evidence uncovered througharchaeological
excavations. then it would beusefulandinformative to compare this assemblage not only
with other assemblages from Fmyland itself but also with local sites of the same time
frame and orientation. Such researchcould identify differencesandsimilarities in the
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activities and status of those who wereroughly contemporaries. Moreover .jbe
comparison of materials from Fmyland with thoseof JohnGuy's 1610plantation at
Cupids. Conception Bay, or WilliamVaughan's 1617 plantationat Renews or Aquaforte
would be crucial in identifyingthe materialchangeslikely 10befoundin the transition
between these earlier planters and those who arrived on the EnglishShore in the mid-17lh
century.
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APPEN DIX A' CERAMIC CATALOGUE FROM AN ANALYSIS OF mE HOUSE
AT AREA B EVENTS 14] AND 145
Coarse Earthe nware s
NoM [)evo n Gra ve;!HOOper
l. Flesh Pot NO Gravel rimdia. -2 5cm 1450-1750
144584. 162761, 143755
N8 EI.N 9 WI
E 145
Co mments : deteriorated yellow green lead glaze interior. burnt
Cooking
2. Flesh Pot NO Gravel rimd ia.-2Scm 1450-1750
158756+156837, 146658.1 44565
N9 E2+N9 £3. NI E2.N8 E3
E 145
Comments: deterioratedorange brown lead glaze interior.
rim burnt. base Cooking
3. Pipkin NO Gravel rimdi a. -2Ocm 1450-1150
161652. 161037.162834 .16410 3.162759.159138.14398 1
N9 WI. NIOWI. N9 WI. N9 WI, N9 WI. N9 WI. N8 E3
E 145
Comments: dark green leadglaze interior. burnt rim.,base Cooking
4. Pipkin NO Gravel rimd ia. -2Ocm 1450-1750
119238+114084+284+6038. 122252. 114085. 116323
N7 E3 (E 143)+N7 EJ.Nt W2(LJ)+SI WI (LJ). N6 EJ. N7 EJ.
N7 WI
E 143. E 145. LJ
Comments: dark brown lead glaze interior. burnt,Grant (1983)
Type 16. Fairclough(1979) #322. Illustratedin FigureA.1. Cooking
5. Pipkin NO Gravel
144673
N8E I
E 145
Comments: dark green lead glaze interior. burnt
1450-1750
Cooking
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Figure A. I . North Devon Coarse Earthenware Vessels . North Devon Gravel Temper Lid
Fragments. Vessel 19. top left, vessel zz, bottom left. North Devon Smooth Temper Tall
Pot Rim and Base. Vessel 44, top right. North Devon Gravel Tempe r Pipkin Handle and
Fragmentary Rim. Vessel 4. bottom right.
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6. Pipkin NOGravel basedia.-2Oc m 1450-1150
158640, 162215, 119764. 114864. 158352, 119124, 111292,144585,
114932, 159770, 156634, 144520, 158831, 159509, 111615
N9 EI (E 134~ N9 EO,N7EO(E 143),N7 EJ (E 143~ N9 E2,
N4 E2 (E 143), N7 EI (E 143), N8 EI, N6 E2 (E 143), N9 EI,
N9 EO, N8 EO, N9 EO, N9 WI. N7 EI (E 143)
E 134. E 145. E 143
Comments:deteriorated green leadglaze interior, a numberof
sherds matchedwithbase. no rim, burnt. foot attachment
Cooking
7. Pipkin NO Gravel mid.dia. - 23cm 1450-1750
122247
N6E3
E 145
Comments: deteriorated orange brownleadglaze interior.
body fragment,nearhandle Cooking
8. Pipkin NO Gravel rimdia. - 2Icm 1450- 1750
116013
N6 El
E 14]
Comments:deteriorated leadglaze interior. rimfragment, burnt
Cooking
9. Pipkin NO Gravel 1450-1750
111633, 113017, 113946, 111285
NS WI, N6 EI, NS EJ. N7 EI
E 143
Comments: deteriorated honey brown leadglazeinterior. basesberds,
one with fool auachment, burnt Cooking
\0. Pan NO Gravel 1450-1750
144565a,9 8864. 146562,ll624S, 114484, 114572. 144656,
156830,15 6991.146740
N8 E3, NS E2, N8 E2. NS EI, N4 EI. NS EI, N8 EI. N9 E3, N9 E2, N8 E2
E 145
Comments:deteriorated orange brownlead glaze interior, a verygravely texture.
exfoliated. burnt, handle anachment Cooking
I I. Pan NO Gravel 145Q..1750
121635
N6 WI
E 14)
Comments: strap handle. burnt Cooking
12. Oven NO Gravel 1630-1900
156434.164 105
N9 EO. N9 WI
E 145
Comments: clayoven fragments. Grant (1983) Fig. 17a.b Cooking
13. Pot NOOravel bese dia -2 Ocm 1450·1750
159201, 113092. 141856+141867+141771
N1 E4, N6 EO. N6 W4+N6 W4+N3 W4
E 145
Comments: deteriorated yellow green lead glaze interior.
rim sherds burnt KilchenIDairy
14. Pot NO Gravel basedia. -2Ocm 1450-1750
158092. 156852
N9 E2. N9 E)
E 145
Comments: deterioratedgreenleadglazeinter ior, baseburnt
KilchenlOairy
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15. Pot NO Gravel mid. dia. -Dcm
158320+158928+I58054
N9 E2+N9 E2+N9 EI (E 138)
E 145. E 138
Comments: deteriorated light green lead glaze interior
1450-1750
KitchcnIDairy
16. Pot NO Gravel 1450.1750
146247
NBE2
E 145
Comments: deteriorated greenlead glaze interior. body sherd
KitchenIDairy
11. Pot NDGravel 1450-1750
162670
N9Wl
E 145
Comments: deterioratedgreenlead glaze interior. body shcrd
KitehcnlDairy
18. Tall Pot NO Gravel rimd ia - 2l cm ISSD-l n O
116353.156989.12 1213.1 44288. 121582. 158091. 111602. 144455
159638. 156990
N7 WI. N9 E2. N4 E2 (E 143), N8 EI. N4 El . N9 E2. N7 EI (E 143),
N8 EO. N9 E2. N9 E2
E 145. E 143
Comments: deteriorated dark green lead glaze interior. one rim fragment. a
grouping of similar shcrds KitchelV'Dairy
19. Lid NO Gravel rim dia-t8cm 14S().1750
164090
N9WI
E 145
Comments: rimandbody, handle missing. Illustrated in FigureA. t.
KitcbenlDairy
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20. Lid NO Gravel rim dia. -14cm
158314,158926 .15 8634
N9 E2. N9 E2.N9 EI
E 145
Comments: rim andbodysberds
21. Lid NDGra vcl rim dia.-IJ cm
141760.1 56992.158107.141513
N3 W4. N9 E2. N9 E2. N7 W4 (E 137)
E 145. E 137
Comments: rim and bodysherds
1450.1750
IGtehenlDairy
1450-1750
IGtehenlDairy
22. Lid NO Gravel rim dia. - 16cm 1450. 1750
146324, 100938, 152724+ 154003+ 154010
N8 El. NOE3 (E 134), N9 WS (E 137)+N9 WS(E 137)+
N9WS (EI31)
E 145. E 134. E 137
Comments: deterio rated honeybrownlead glaze interior, rim
and body fragments. Illustrated in FigureA.I . KilchenlOairy
23. lid NOGravel 14S0·1 7S0
143845
N8W3
E 145
Co mments : rim fragment Kitehe nlDai ry
24. Bowl NO Gravel 1450-1750
143791. 146584
N2 W4.N2 WS
E 14S
Co mments : deterio rated light green lead glaze interior. base:fragment,
bodysherd KitchenlDairy
25. Bowl NO Gravel 1450.1750
1216 13
N4 E3
E 14S
Comments: deteriorated yellow greenlead glaze interior. body sherd
KitchenlOairy
26. Bowl NO Gravel basc dia. -17cm 1450.1750
98297. 98350. 1199 18
NS El. NS El, N7 El
E 143
Comments: monied greenleadglaze interior, spilt exterior.
base and body sherds KitchenIDairy
27. Milk Pan NO Gravel rim dia, -J 8cm 1450·1750
I S844S
N9E I
E 14S
Comme nts: dark green lead glaze interior. fragmenwy rim KilchenlDairy
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28. MHk Pan NOGravel rimdia.+4Ocm
146697, 146715, 159839, 144586
N8 E2, N8 E2, N9 EI, N8 EI
E 145
Comments: rimandbody sherds
No a h Devon Smooth Trn!per
1450- 1750
KirchmlDairy
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29. Pot ND Smooth rimd ia - 18cm tSSG-ln a
143468
N3 W4
E 145
Comments: deteriorated leadglazeinterior, burnt. rimfragment
Kitchen/Dairy
30. Pot ND Smooth 1550·1120
121255. 113099. 116326. 111505. 114348. 122969. 114208, t 11295,
116563, 114222. 114645
N6 WI , N6EO, N7 WI, N6 EI (E 143), N7E1(E 143, N6 EO(E 143),
N7 EO(E 143), N7 EI (E 143), N6 WI, N6 EO,N6 WI
E 145. E 143
Comments: deteriorated monied green leadglaze interior.
a groupingof body sherds KitchenlDairy
31. Pot ND Smooth rimdia -17cm no dale
';98+147162+141523+146533+152701. 1876+152701.
151535+1S2701b+141764. 15S044b+IS2701c:+143070. 143067.
152862. 146741. 143112., 144277. 143564.1 43675.14 1775.
144270. 144276, 143705,1 43794,1 41203, 143511, 151494.
141153.1 41253. 138731+14 1981+144276. 143675+1876.
NI WI+N5 W5 (E 134)+N7 W4(E I31)+N3 W5 (E 134)+
N5 W4 (E 1 34,W~115). N3 W3 (l1)+N5 W4 (E 134, W~1 1 5),
N3 W4 (f.1Iin)+N5 W4 (E 134,W~11 5)+N4 W4, N54 W5 (E 134)+
N5 W4 (E 134, W~I 15)+N8 W4 (E 131), NI W3 (E 202),
NW W5 (E 222), N4 W5 (E 134), N8 W4 (E 137), N3 W4, N4 W4,
m~N3 ~. N3 ~m~m~m~m~. N3 ~
N3 W4 (fall in), N2 W3 (E 134), N2 W3 (E 134), N3 W3 (E 131)+
N2 W4+N3 W4, N3 W4+N3 W3 (Ll)
E 145, E 134, E 137, E 202, E 222, fall in. LI
Comments: applied'"piecrust"rimdetail, joins form4 largebodyfragments,
body sherds. provenance: JohnAllan(pen. comm., April 1998) KitcbenlDairy
32. Pot NO Smooth rimdia. - 25a n ISS~1720
116144, 119125. 113503. 121944. 123351. 1104 10.11 9 124. 113964.
116731.1 00505. 121944. 116831. 111502, 116524, 113948. 111808
~~~umWI.m ~m~~El. ~UNS EI.NS 8.
N7 E2. N7 E2. N4 8 . N6 EI. N6 E2, N5 E3. N6 EI
E 143
Comments: deteriorated honey brownleadglazeinterior.body sherds
Kitchen/Dairy
33. Pot? NDS mooth basedia. -9<:m 1550-1720
161125.1 21505. 113659
NIOEI. N6 E3. N7E0(E 143)
E 145. E 143
Comments: deteriorated monied green leadglazeinterior KitchenIDairy
34. TaUPo! NO Smooth basedia.-1Ocm 1550-1720
144650+144651. 164425
N8 WI+N8 WI. N8 E4
E 145
Comments:deteriorateddarkgreenleadglazeinterior.base
KitchenlDairy
35. TallPot NO Smooth rimdia.-12cm 1550-1120
122499. 116242. 111577. 121918. 144456. 114567
N6 E3. N5 EI. N7 WI (E 143~ N5 8 . N8 EO.N5 EI
E145. E 143
Comments: deteriorated honeybrown leadglazeinterior IGtchenlDairy
36. Tall Pot NO Smooth mid.dia.-1 4cm 15S0-1no
111620. 122119. 156988, 144554. 159638. 116596. 114473
N7 EI (E 143). N7 E2 (E 143). N9 E2. N8 8 . N9 E2. N6 WI. N5 EI
E 145, 143
Comments: deteriorated greenleadglazeinterior KilchenIDairy
37. Tall Pot NO Smooth 1550·1720
143753,14 1713. 144345, 113955. 116242.141205 . 158346
N8 WI. N2 W4. N8 WI. N7 E2IE 143). N5 EI. N4 W4, N9 E2
E 145, 143
Comments: deteriorated light greenleadglazeinterior. body sberds
KitchenIDairy
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38. Tall Pot NO Smooth 1550. 1720
113593.144238. 119610, \19100
N1 EJ. N8 E3, N5 EJ, N5 EJ
E 145
Comments: darkgreenleadglaze interior. spiltexterior, rimfragmentary
KitchmlDairy
39. Tall Pot ND Smooth basedia. -lOcm 1550-1720
121850 a+b
N5 E3
E 145
Comments: mottled green leadglazeinterior. partialbaseandbody
Kiu:henIDairy
40. Tall Pot NO Smooth rimdia.-1 3cm ISSQ.. lno
158051, 144098. 143914, 140624. 116333. 162108
N9 E2. N6 W4. N8 E3, N6 W4.N1 WI. N9 WI
E 145
Comments: mottledgreen leadglazeinterior. bodyand baseshcrds
KitchenIDairy
41. Tall Pot ND Smooth rimdia. - 12c:m.,middia.- I4cm 1550- 1720
116839. 141863.1 14335,1 16840.1 44618. 144463,1 14483, 121803,
114463.1 56638. 146113, 113101. 159196. '59021, 113116
N6 WI, N1 W3. N1 EO. N6 WI, N8 EI, N8 WI. N8 E3, N1 EO, N5 EI. N9 E3,
N8 E2. N6 EO. F 33. F 33. N6 EO
E 145.F33
Comments: deteriorated green leadglazeinterior. spiltexterior
KitchenIDairy
42. Tall Pot NO Smooth mid dia. - 9cm 1550.1720
146656+146603+146529.113 110,119111.144615.\16595
N8 E2+N8 E2+N8 E2, N1 EJ (E 143). N1 E2(E 143). N8 EI. N6 WI
E 145, EI43
Comments: deterioratedbrown lead glaze interior,spiltexterior
KitchenIDairy
43. Tall Pot NO Smooth mid dia. - 9cm
156838,146413
N9E 3. N8E2
E 145
Comments: deteriorated lead glaze interior
1550-\720
KitcberVDairy
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44. Tall Pot NDSmooth middia. - IOcm,rim dia. -lIcm 1550-1120
141144, 14650 1. 121989. 144296. 143968
N6 W4. N8 £2. N6 E3. NJ W4,N8 EJ
E 145
Comments: mottled green lead glaze interior, partial base and body, with body
sherds and rim. Illustrated in Figure A.I . KilcherVDair)'
-IS. Tall Pot NO SmOOlh mid dia. - 'km 1550-1720
121506. 121850. 121583. 119463+121614
N6 E3. N5 El . N4 EJ . N4 E3+N4EJ
E 145. E 143
Comments: monied green leadglaze interior. body sherds KitchenfDairy
46. Tall Pot NOSmooth bascdia -9c m 1550-1720
158643.15 8929. 146520. 144621. 146416. :16950. 121803
N9 EI. N9 E2. N8 E2.N8 EI.N8 E2. N6 E2 (E 143). N7 EO
E 145. E 143
Comments: green lead glaze interior. base. body sherds KitehenIDairy
47, TaU POI NO Smooth basedia.-IOcm 1550·1720
121604. 122246+122241+121988+122258+122251. 114219
All N6 E3. 114219 fromN6 E2
E 145
Comments: mottled light greenlead glazeinterior. partial base.
body sherds KitchenlDaity
48. Tall Pot NO Smooth rim andbasedia. - IOcm 1550-1no
121917+121850. 122500. 122226.1 21383.16 2789. 111395. 123546.
111313. 111315.111314
N5 E3+N5E3. N6 E3, N6 EJ. N6 8 . N6 ES.N7 E2(E 143).
N7 E2(E 143). N5 E2.N5 E2.N5 E2
E 14S.E 143
Comments: mottled light greenlead glazeinterior. baseand body sberds
KilChenIDaUy
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49. TaUPot NDSmooth rimdia.e-llcm. basedie.e-scm 1550-1720
158413, 146611+146744, 111713.114332. 114848.144594, 122853.
121938,15 9760,146561,1\ 4583,158354,146739, 158351, 159512,
114480,1 64036, 144630,144621
N9 EI, N8 E2+N8 E2, N5 EI (E 143), N7 EO, N6 EO, N8 EO, N6 EO(E 143),
N3 WI, N9 EI , N8 E2, N6 WI , N9 E2, N8 E2, N9 EI , N9 EI, N6 E2, N9 W2,
N8 EI, N8 EI
E 145, E 143
Comments: deteriorated lead glaze interior. rim. baseandbody sherds
KitchenIDairy
50. TaH Pot NO Smooth 1550-1720
121254, 143976, 159774
N6 WI, N8 E3. N9 EI
E 145
Comments: rim fragments Kitchen/Da iry
51. Tall Pot NO Smooth rimdia.-I lcm 1550-1720
144468+144598
N8 EO
E 145
Comments: deteriorated leadglazeinterior KitchenIDairy
52. Tall Pot NO Smooth rimdia. - 12cm 1550-1720
143006
N2W4
E 145
Comments: fragmentaryrim KitchenIDairy
53. Tall Pot NOSmooth rimdia.-I4cm,middia. -llcm 1550-1720
14163 1. 116594, 144464, 1\ 4 193,156986, 111303. 1\ 6349+ 1\ 4734
N2 W4, N6 WI, N8 WI , N7 EI (E 143), N9 E2, N7 EI (E 143).
N7 EI (E 143)+N7 WI
E 145,E 143
Comments: deteriorateddarkbrown leadglazeinterior, rimand
body sherds KitchenlDairy
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54. Tall Pot NDSmooth rimdia - l2cm 1550-1120
114924. 111637. 111I6Oa,b.1I3500a-<.123348. 114206. 111298.
113957
.umm~mm~~mmmma~ u
E 143
Comments: monied browngreenlead glaze interior. rim and
body sherds KitehenlDairy
55. Tall Pot NO Smooth dia. - IJcm
98839a,b+98854. 111798a.b
N5 E2+N5 E2. N6 EO
E 143
Comments: rim fragments
1550-1720
KitchenIDairy
56. Tall Pot NDS mooth rimdia . -I Scm
156828a. 162807. 161869a
N9 EOIE 143). N9 WI. N9 EO
E \4 ] . E 145
Comments: light green lead glaze interior. rim sherds
1550-1720
KitchmIDairy
1550-1720NO Smooth rim dia. - IJcmTall Pot
111373
N5 WI
E 143
Comments: deterioratedhoneybrown lead glazeinterior. rim
fragment KitchenlOairy
57.
58. Ta llPet ND Smooth rim dia.-IScm.basedia..-IOcm 1550-1120
156987.156717. 144159. 156633
N9 U . N9 U . N5 W4. N9 E3
E 145
Comments: deteriorated honey brown lead glaze interior. spilt
exterior, base and bodysherds KitchenIDairy
59. Tall Pot NO Smooth 1550·t720
162276. 121851
N6 E4.N5 E3
E 145
Comments: deteriorated blackbrown lead glaze interior.
body sherds KitchentDairy
60. TaUPot ND Smooth rim dia.e-lScm
116583
N6Wl
E 145
Comments : rim sherd
61. Lid NO Smooth dia. - 16cm
111157
N6EO
E 143
Comments: rim fragment
1550-1720
KitchenIDairy
1550-1720
KitchenIDairy
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62. Porringe r NO Smooth 1600· 1720
111697. 102012
N3 WI. N4 EO(E I57)
E 145. E 157
Comments: deteriorated lead glaze interior. while-slipped incised horizontal lines
exterior FoodService
63. Porringer NO Smooth
1~ 1 80
N3 W4
E 145
Comments: wbite slip interior andexterior
1600-1720
64. Porringer NDS mooth base dia.-6cm 1600-1720
111161
N6 EO
E 143
Comments: deteriorated yellow brown 1~ glaze interior.
deteriorated slip exterior. baseandbody fragment Food Service
65. Dish NO Smooth 164Q..1700
140631
N6W4
E 145
Comments: deteriorated slip interior and exterior. rim Food Service
66. Dish NDSmooth.,sgraffito rimdia.-25cm 1640-1700
144482. 144741. 146309.158927. 164479
N8 D . N8 EI. N8 E2. N9 E2.N6 El
E 145
Comments: incised white slip under yellow lead g1azcinterior .
pouring guner, rimandbase sberds FoodService
61. Dish NO Smooth, sgraffito 1640-1700
144484.159164.144622. 144575. l46n4. 146329. 111216
N8 E3. N9 EO. N8 EI. N8 EI . N8 E2. N8 D . N7 E2 (E 143)
E 145.E 143
Comments: incised while slip underyellow lead glaze interior.
white slip and lead glaze spilt exterior, rim and basesherds. Illustrated in
Figure A.2. Food Service
68. Dish NO Smooth. sgraffltc 1640-1700
158757. 159525.156620.11 4126
N9 E2. N9 EI. N9 EO. N7 E3
E 145
Comments: incised white slip underyellow lead glaze interior. rim andbody
sherds. wavy combed lines on one sberd, pie-crustedge Food Service
69. Dish NO Smooth sgraffil0 1640-1700
111665
N6E O
E 143
Comments : while slip with deteriora ted yello w brownlead glaze
interior. trai led slip with spilt lead glaze exterior. bodysheTd
FoodServi ce
70. Cup NO Smooth no date
158106+1583448
N9 E2
E 145
Comments: green brownlead glazeinterior, off-white slip exterior.
body fragment Beverage Service
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Figure A.2. North Devon Sgraffito and Bristol Slipware . North Devon Smooth Temper
Sgraffito Dish. Vessel 67,left. Bristol Slipware Cup, Vessel 100. right.
71. Cup ND Smooth 1650-1100
143734
N8 EO
E 145
Comments: deteriorated yellow brownlead glaze interior and exterior.
Illustrated in Figure A.3. Beverage Service
72. Cup/Jug NO Smooth.,sgraffito 1600-1720
144683.138637+134421.1 58613
N8 E1. N4 W3 (E 134,..N7 W2 (E 169). N9 E2
E 145. E 169. E 134
Comments: deteriorated lead glaze interior andexterio r. incised
and puncta ted white slip exterior, handle and body sberds.
Grant (1983) Plates 24, 25. Illustrated in Figure A.3. Beverage Service
73. Jug NO Smooth base dia. -IOcm. midd ia.-I4cm 164()..17SO
16 1038. 140634
N8 £4. N6 W4
E 145
Comments: light green lead glazeinterior. rim fragmentary
BeverageService
74. Jug? NO Smooth 1640-1750
140642. 146583
N6W 4.N 2 W5
E 145
Comments: deteriorated greenbrownlead glaze interior. body sherds
BeverageService
75. Jug? ND Smooth sgraffilo 1600-1720
114830
N4EO
E 143
Comments: white slip interior and exterior, deteriorated yellow
gold lead glaze. rim sherd Beverage Service
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Figure A.3. Coarse Earthenwar e Cups . South Somerset Cup , Vessel 90, top left. South
Somerset Sgraffito Cup , Vessel 93. top right. North Devon Smooth Temper Cup, Vesse l
71, bottom left. North Devon Smooth Temper Sgraffito Cup/Jug, Vessel 72, bottom
right.
North Devon CalcareoUSTrmpcr
76. Tall Pot NO Calcareous 15.50-1720
146516. 146585. 100165
N8 E2. N8 E2. N7 E2 (E 143)
E 145.£ 143
Comments: light green lead glaze interior. body sherds KitchenlDairy
77. Tall Pot NO Calcareous rimdia. -12cm 1550-1720
123349+121919. 119449+98827
N5 E3+NS £3. NS E3+NS £2
E \45
Comments: light green lead glaze interior, rim. bodysherdsKitchenlDairy
78. Bowl NO Calcareous rim dia. -2Ocm 1450-1750
141875. 158414
N2 W4, N9W2
E 145
Comments: deteriorated green brown lead glaze interior. body
fragments KitchcnlDairy
SQuth Somerset
79. Bowl S. Somerset 1600-1650
159832+144234, 144628. 146894. 159838. IS6639+IS60U 4
N9 EI+N8 E3. N8 EI. N8 E2. N9 EI. N9 E2 (E I38)+N9 E3 (E 138)
E 145. E 118
Comments: traces of deteriorated lead glaze interior. exterior
exfoliated. Celeman-Smith and Pearson (1988) 12138 KitchenlDairy
80. Bowl ScSomerset midd ia. -2 Icm t600-1700
164878+164792
N7 E5 IE 246)+N6E5
E 246. E 145
Comments: yellow green lead glaze interior, spilt exterior KitchenIDairy
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81. Bowl S.Somerset base dia. -IScm 16CX).1700
141197+140643 . 14 1199
NS W4+N6 W4, N5 W4
E 145
Comments: deterioratedyellow greenI~ glaze interior.
base fragmen ts KitchenlDaity
82. Bowl S. Somerse t 16OQ..1700
162803
N7E4
E 145
Comments: deterioratedyellow orangeleadglaze interior.
body sherd KitchenIDairy
83. Bowl S. Somerset 1600-1700
111634
N7 E2
E 143
Comments: yellow green leadglaze interior. rimsherd KitchenlDairy
8~ . Bowl S. Somerset 1600- 1700
119242
N5 WI
E 143
Comments : deteriorated light greenleed glaze interior. basefragmcot
KitchcnlDairy
85. Bowl? S. Somerset midd ia. - 24cm 1600-1700
156844+111342.1117% . 1552n. 162650. 156 13 1. 156 132
N9 EO+N7 EI (E 143). N6 EO(E 143). N9 W3 (E 137. waterline),
N9 W I. N9 W2 {top of F 56), NI0 W2 (top ofF 56)
E 145. E 143. E 137. top of F S6
Comments: gritty pink fabric, mottled light green lead glaze
interior KitchenIDairy
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86. Milk Pan S. Somerset rim dia. -4Ocm 1500-1700
143564. 143680. 143512, 144279. 14178Ob. 14 1766 . 14300J . 144269b.t .
143861.1 16348.13 8502.1383 62. 156640. 138736a.b. 141240
N3~m ~N3 ~~~.m ~.m ~.m ~. m n
N2 W4. N7 WI. N3 W3 (E 134). N2 W3(E 134). N9 E2 (E 138).
N3 W3 (E 137).N2 W3 (E 134)
E 145,E 138. E 134. E 137
Comments : deteriorated orange yellow lead glaze interior. Illustrated in
Figure AA . KilchenlDairy
87. Pan? S. Somerset 1600-1700
116342+125143+116532
N7 WI+N6 WI+N6 WI
E 145
Comments: lughandle. Coleman-Smith and Pearson(1988)12139
KilchenIDairy
88. Porringer S. Somerset 1600-1750
114854.1 58856.114866 .1 13655+113040.113762. 114200.144611.
121804
N6 EO(E 143). N9 EO. N6 WI. N7 EO+N7 EO. N6 E2. N7 EO(E 143).
N8 EI. N7 EO
E 145. E143
Comments: deteriorated yellow lead glaze interior Food Service
89. Porringe r S. Some rset 1600-1700
161870.1 6 1869
N9 WI. N9E O
E 145
Comments: orange green leadglaze interior, rim fragment and
body sherd food Service
90. Cup S. Somerset rimdia. -jcm, base dia. -ac m 1550-1700
116387+111770+122460+119078
N6 WI+N6 WI (E 143)+N5 WI (E 143)+N5 WO(EI37)
E 145. E 143. E 137
Comments: deteriorated yellow leadglaze interior and rim exterior.
white slip brusheddecoration exterior. side-handled, provenance:
John Allan (pe l'S. comm.• ApriI 1998). Illustrated in Figure A.3.
BeverageService
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Figure A.4. South Somerset and Merida Coarse Earthenware Vessel s. South Somerset
CoarseEarthenware Milk Pan, Rim andBody Fragmen ts, Vessel 86. left. Merida Coarse
Earthenware Bottle. Vessel 120. right.
91. Cup S. Somerset 1550·1100
162126a. 144560
N9 W I.N8EI
E 145
Comments: deterioratedlead glazeoverwhite slip interiorand exterior.
body sherd Beverage Service
92. Cup S. Somerset 1550-1700
122643. 122117.1 22245. 113959, 143983, 158713
N7 E2. N7 E2. N6 E3 (E 145). N5 E2. N8 E3 (E 145). N9 E2 (E 145)
E 143. E 145
Comments: light orange green lead glaze interior. body sherds
BeverageService
93. Cup S. Somerset. sgraffito rimdia . -12cm no date
110387+108486. 118179. 134421. 114832.1 26599
N6 WI (E 143)+N6 WI (E 143). N6 WI (E 143), N7 W2 (E 169).
N5 E2. N7 EO (fall in)
E 143. E 145. E 169. fall in
Comments: thin slip with greenyellow lead glaze interior and
exterior. slip incised exterior. rim and body sherds, provenance:
John Allan (pers. comm., April 1998). Illustratedin FigureA.3.
Beverage Service
94. Cup S. Somerset rim dia. - Iucm. base dia. -4cm 1550· \700
113333.1 11613+144467,132669
N5 EI (E 143), N7 EI (E 143)+N8 EO(E 145), N6 W2 (E 169)
E 143. E 145. E 169
Comments: white slip interiorandexterior, lightapple green
lead glaze interior and exterior, base fragment. handle and rim
sherd Be.....erage Service
95. Pipkin Tomes 1640·1670
158932.1 56854+156855,1581 59,125142
N9 E2. N9 E3+N9 EJ. N9 E2. N6 Wl
E 145
Comments: light brown greenlead glaze interior. spilt exterior.
body sherds and handle fragment Cooking
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96. Pot Totnes base dia.-9cm 164{)..1670
144015+144016+114863+111974+140295. 144617. 144n7
N8 8 +N8 EJ+N7 E3 (E 14J)+N7 E3+faIl in, NI e i, HI El
E 145. E 143
Comments: greenbrown lead glaze interior. spilt exterior KitchenlDairy
97. Jug? Tornes 164Q.1670
141003+141004+144346+14428101. 143965+135922+137004
N8 W2 (E 169)+N8 W2 (E 169)+N8 WI+NJ W4, N8 WI+N1 W2 (E 169)+
N7 W2 (E 169)
E 169, E \45
Comments: deteriorated greenbrownleadglaze interior. spilt exterior.
body fragments BeverageService
98. Pipkin Border Ware rim dia. -dScm 16O(}.1700
98853+122546. 119604. 149489
N5 E2+N5 EJ. NS £3. NI W4
E \45
Comments: yellow greenleed glaze interior. spilt exterior,
rim fragment, handle and body sberds, Pearce (1992) Fig. 8.
Cooking
Midlands Purple
99. Jug Midlands Purple base dia. -9cm 1600-1750
I 196n. 114554+159204. 161848
N5 EJ, N5 EI+N1 E4 (F 21), N9 WI (F 56)
E 14S.F21. FS6
Comments: thick purple black lead glaze interior andexterior,
base and body shcrds Beverage Service
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Bristol SHpwjlTe
100. Cup Bristcl Slipware rimd ia -&cm, basedi a.- 7cm 1670..1720
116355+143847+134062+141355+111775+111714+134332+143759+141054.
137588+ l34444a+126590, 144327+146750. 152 100. 116523
N7 WI+N8 WI+N7 W2 (E 169)+N8 W2 (E 169)+N6 EO(E 143)+
N7 WI (E 143)+N7 W2(E 169)+N8 E3+N8 W2 (E 169)+N7 W2 (E 169)+
N7 W2 (E 169)+N7EO(fall in), NS W4+N4 WS (E 134), NS W4 (E 137),
N6 E2 (E 143)
E 145. E 169. E 137. E 143. E 134. fall in
Comments: fullprofile. height - 8.Scm.Allan 1984b: #2905. Celoria andKelly
1973 1#161. Illustrated in FigureA.2.
Beverage Service
101. Cup Bristol Slipware rimdia-7 cm 1670.1720
146326+118369 . 119 195.1 43762. 104985. 141054
N8 E2+N6 E3(E 134), N6 EI (E 134 below nO ). N8 wi.
N7 E3 (E 134), N8 W2 (E 169)
E 145. E 134. E 169
Comments: body and rim sherds Beverage Service
102. Cup Bristol Slipware rimdia-7cm 1670·1720
IS8277, 162661, 121626, 14062S+IS9769
N8 E4(E 138), N9 WI. NS WI (E 143), N6 W4+N9 El
E 138, E 14S, E 143
Comments: rimandbody sherds Beverage Service
103. Jug Bristol Slip....'UC basedia.-7e m 167()..1720
ISS9SS+132308+15924Oa,b. IS8046+IS8094a.b,c. 143007+146210.
146S41, 141967, ISS029a,b, 146780, 146214, 146727.
N9 W2 (E 134)+N7 W2 (E 134)+N9 EI. N9 EI (E 138)+N9 E2,
N7 W4 (E 169)+N3 ws(E 134~ N4 WS (E 134), N2 W4,
NS4 WS (E 134), N4 WS (E 134), N3 ws(E 134~ N4 ws(E 134)
E 134, E 14S, E 138, E 169
Comments: base. body and rim sherds Beverage Service
104 . Jug BristolSlipware 1670-1720
159772. 158848. 158367,1 58847, IS8772+13n42
N9 EI, N9 E4 (E 137), N9 EI, N9 EO, N9 El+N4 W3 (E 134)
E 145. E 137. E 134
Comments: bodyshc:rdsandhandle fragment BeverageService
105. Milk Pan Saintonge 1650-1150
140987. 116744. 113499. 161654.1 44632. 158420
N8 W2 (E 169). N7 EI (E 143~ N7 EI (E 143). NIOWI. N8 EI. N9 W2
E 169. E 143. E 145
Comments: deteriorated light greenlead glaze interior. spilt exterior.
base . bodyandrim sherds KitchenlDairy
Nort h ItaUan Slipwares
106. Dish N. ltalian Slipwarc. sgraffitc 1625·1650
to0106. 116747. 152859, 146198
N7 E2. N7 H . N4 W5(E 222). N3 W5(E 134)
E 143. E 222. E 134
Comments: incised yellow white slip with splashedgreeninterior,
yellow white slip with green band exterior. rim andbody sberds,
Hurst et a!. (1986) Fig. 13.25. Food Service
\07. Dish Niltali an Stipware, sgraffito rim dia. -3 Ocm 1625-1650
158365. 116777.11 3962.9 8337.111769. 158850.1 00028.
114986. 104954.131087
N9 s i.N7 H (E 143).N6 EJ (E 1 43~ NI EI (E 136~ N3 WI (E 135).
N9 E2 (E 138). N3 EO(E 134. below F19~ N4 WI (E 138~
N2 WI (E 134). N2 W2 (E 169)
E 143. E 145. E136.E 135. E 138. E 134. E 169
Comments: incised yello w wh ite slip with sp lashed greeninterior .
rim and body sberds. Illustrated in Figure A.S. Food Service
108. Bowl N. Italian Stipware, sgraffito 1625· 1650
146323
N8E2
E 145
Comments: incised cream white slip interior, clear lead glaze.
body sherd FoodService
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Figure A. S. North Italian Slipware Dish. North Italian Coarse Earthenware Slipware
Dish with Sgraffito decoration, Vessel 107.
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109. Bowl N.ltalian MarbledSlipware 1600-1650
144731.122262
N8 EI. N6 EJ
E 145
Comments: while marbled slip interior. d earleadglaze.
Hurstet at (1986:33) FoodService
110. Jug/Bonle N. Italian MarbledSlipware 1600-1650
144566. 96624
N8 EI. N5 E2 (E 143)
E 145. E 143
Comments: marbled whiteslip exterior, body sherds,
Hurst et aJ. (1986) Fig. 14.31 Beverage Service
~
I I i. Bowl Merida 1300·1800
156390.11 1662. 141915
N9 EO. N6 EO(E 143). N7 W3
E 145. E 143
Comments: KilChenIllaUy
112. J" Merida 13()().18oo
121385,11 9470.146180.1'; 3964. 162763
N6 E3. N5 E3. N6 E2. N8 WI. N9 WI
E 145
Comments: deteriorated interiorglaze. off-white slipped
exterior. body sherds KitchcnlDairy
J13. Jar Merida 1600-1700
146-123. 144599+144655. 162231><-156688. 161655. 158440. 144460.
159553.1 59994. 159442. 158954, 111297, 111284. 11454 1. 114 104.
1\4093.1\6521
N8 E2. N8 EI+N8 EO. N9 EI><-N9 EO(E 138). NIOWI. N9 EI. N8 E3.
N9 EI. N9 EO. N7 E4 (EI38). N6 E4 (E 138). N7 EI (E 143).
N7 EI (E 143), N7 EI (E 143), N7 E2(E 143~ N7 E2 (E 143),
N6 EI (E 143)
E 145, E 143, E 138
Comments: deteriorated lightgreen glazeinterior. body sherds
Hurst et aI. (1986:66) andFig. 29.80 KitcbenlDairy
114. Jar Merida 1300-1800
114735, 114744, 116736. 113118. 159631. 116576
N6 E2 (E 143), N6 E2(E 143~ N4 E3(E 143), N6 E2, N1 E4, N6 WI
E 14S, E 143
Comments: burnished exterior. body sherds KitchenlDairy
115. Jar Merida 1300-1800
156853+156636+100118, 156993. 158160. 156848
N9 E3+N9 EJ+ N6 E2(E 137), N9 £2. N9 £2. N9 E3
E 14S, E 131
Comments: white-slipped horizontal bands exterior . burnished
Kilchen/Dairy
116. Jar Merida midd ia. -2Ocm 1300-1800
144514+154860. 143001. 141162, 138503. 122669. 121257a.
114865. 114333.114220.111790. 159139
N2 W4+NS" WS(E 134~ N2 W4, N2 W3(E 134~ N3 W3(E 134),
N6 EO(E 131), N6 WI. N6 WI, N1 EO, N6 EO, NSEI (E 143), N9 WI
E 145. E 134. E 137. E 143
Comments: white slip exterior KilchenIDairy
117. Jar Merida 13()()' I800
100101,111486, 114481.1 19306. 122104.1 22113. t 11345. 95661
N1 E2. N1 E2. N6 EO, NSE3, N1 E2, N7 E2, N7 EI, NOE2(E 13S)
E 143. E 135
Comments: eeces of while slip exterior. body shcTds KitchenIDairy
l IS. Jar Merida mid dia. -19cm 13(lO.18oo
144271. 16274 1. 162133
NJ W4. N9 WI. N9 WI
E 145
Comme nts: deteriorated maroon lead glaze interior. slipped exterior.
body sherds KitchenIDairy
24S
119. Bonle (Costrtl?) Merida middia.-2Ocm 13(10.1800
143615+ 143689+ 146640+ 154516+146605, 144270. 144527.
152853+ 14m 6. 146487. 14 1982
N2 W4+N3 W4'N3 W5 (E 1l 4)+N3 W5 (E 1l4 )+N2 W5.
N3 W4. N4 W5 (E 222~ N3 W5 (E 1l4 )+N I W5 (E 1 69~
N3 W5 (E 1l 4). N2 W4 (E 1l 4)
E 145. E 1l4. E 222. E 169
Comments: twobody fragments. bodysberds KitchenlDairy
120. Bottle Merida 13QO.. I 800
104228+5352+110560+121057+113590+158062+114360, 114871.
116966.165 107, 122852, I 1l023+1 I 1703. 113115, 114361. 143564
54 EO(E I54)+53 W3 (Ll b)+56 EO(E 154)+54 EI (EI 54)+N7 E3+
N9 E2'N7 EO(E 143). N6 WI , N7 EI (E 143) N8 E4 (E 1l8).
N6 EO(E 143). N7 EO(E 143)+N6 EO(E I43). N7 EO, N7 EO(E 143).
N3 W4
E 154, 3b. E 143. E 138. E 145
Comments: white slip exterior. mamifonn. lllas trated in FigureA.4.
KitehenlDairy
121. Bottle Merida 1600-1700
144085.144599. 158366. 15987l. 156725. 143859b.121809. 12 1644.
111617 .114121.114855. 1165 15.122647. 111065. 111265. 111326 . 1I1l65.
111601. 111656
N8 EO. N8 EI . N9 EI. N9 EI. N9 EO.N8 El (E 138). N7 EI (E 143).
N7 EO(E 143). N7 EI (E 143~ N7 E2 (E 143). N6 EO(E 143).
N6 E2 (E 143). N7 E2 (E 143~ N6 EI (E 143). N7 E2 (E 143).
N7E1 (E 143). N6 W I (E 143). N7 EI (E 143). N6 EO(E 143)
E 145. E 138. E 143
Comments: yellow leadglazeinterior, spiltexterior. Hurst et al.
(1986:66) and Fig. 29.80 KitchenlDairy
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122. Bonle Merida
113323.1 14356
N7E2.N7E 1
E 143
Comments: body sherds
1300-1800
KitchenIDairy
123. Bottle Merida 1300-1800
111555. t11376,111894+121295
N6 EO(E 143), N6 WI (E 143), N4 E3 (E 134)+N6 EI (E 134)
E 143. E 134
Comments: traces of slip exterior. neckandbody sherds KitchenIDairy
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124. Bottle: Merida
14 1759+14 1143. 143678
N4 W4+N3 W4. N3 W4
E 145
Comments: handle fragment and handle take-off
125. Bottle? Merida
98858. 159025. 114103
N5 E2. N9 EI. N7 E2 (E 143)
E 145. E 143
Comments: exterior burnished
1300-1800
KitchenIDairy
1300-1800
KitchenIDairy
126. Jar Momelupo 1700-1900
158411.1235 47
N9 W2. N7 E2 (E 143)
E 145. E 14)
Comments: deteriorated fightgreen leadglaze interior. very thick body
sherds. provenance: John Allan (pers. comm.. April 1998) KitchenIDairy
127. Jar Spanish Heavy 1500-1800
141285
N6W4
E 145
Comments: deteriorated olive green lead glaze interior. body sherd
KitchenIDairy
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128. Jar Spanish Heavy 1500- 1800
141140
N4W4
E 145
Comments: bright light green lead glaze interior. one small body sherd
Kitth enIDairy
Un ident ified Coarse Eanbeowares
no dateunidentifiedCEWPotlBowl
116564
N6WI
E 145
Comments: griny orange brownmicaceousfabric. body sberd
KitchenlDairy
129.
130. Porringer unidcntificd CEW basedia. - 7crn no date
159991+158833+15.5482+132610. 111074, 162895
N9 EO+N9 EO+N9 W3{E 137. walerline)+NS W2 (E 137),
N7 E2 (E 143). N9 WI
E 145. E 137. E 143
Comments: smooth greyorange fabric with small black inclusions.
.....hiteslip with deteriorated lead glaze interior. basefragment and
body sherds Food Service
131. Bowl unidentified CEW no date
122648. 100198. 100163. 114091. 114092. 11674 1. 144657
mumnmnmnmnmUm 8 ~~
E 143. E 145
Comments: smooth darkbeige fabric with small redinclusions,
slight ly micaceous, traces of deteriorated lead glaze interior,
body sherds Food Service
132. Bowl? unidentified CEW no date
16 1040
N9EO
E 145
Comments: smooth greyorange fabric. slipped interior with
deteriorated lead glaze. basefragment Food Service
133. Cup Unidentified CEW bascd ia. - Scm no datc
98831
N5 E2
E 145
Comments: smooth orangebecwn fabr icwithquartz? inclusions.
cup base Beverage Service
134. Jug? unidcntifiedCEW rimdia. -9cm no date
11I7_ 1IJ954. 111141
N5 E3 (E 143)+N5 EI (E 143). N5 E2 (E 143)
E 143
Comments: smooth orange grey fabric. mon ied orange green
lead glaze interior and exterior, incised horizontal lines below rim.
rim fragments Beverage Service
135. Jug? unidentified CEW base dia, - IDem no date
162272
N7 E4
E 145
Comments: grittyorange fabric. deteriorated green brown lead glaze
interior. black grey unglazedexterior surface. basesherd Beverage Service
Tjn.G!ged Eanhcm"-am
136. Porringer English TGEW bascdia. -Ilcm 1670-1100
158432. It 1327
N9 E2. N7E 1 (E 143)
E 145. E 143
Comments: butTfabric, thickwhiletin glazeinterior andexterior.
purplish tinge. footless base.base andbodyfragment Food Service
137. Porringer English TGEW base dia. e-l lcm 1670-1700
164023. 162748. 162948
N6 E4. N7 E4. N7 E5 (E 138)
E 145. E 138
Comments: pinkish bufffabric, thick grey white tin glaze interior.
body sherds Food Service
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138. Bowl English TGEW t6so..1730
143980
N8 E3
E 145
Comments: thick white tin glaze interior andexterior. body sberd,
Bloice (1971) Fig. 53:474 8 Food Service
139. Bowl English.? TGEW footring dia. - JOcm 16S()..1730
158361
N9 EI
E 145
Comments: pinkish buff fabric. thin white tin glaze interior and
exterior. careful medium blue decoration interior base. base fragment
Food Service
140. Dish EnglishT GEW foottingdia.-Scm 1650-1730
159541. 146496.159161.113421
N9 EI. N8 E2. N9 sr.N1 WI (E 143)
E 145.E 143
Comments: buff fabric. thick wttilc tin glazeinterior andexterior.
undecorated, rim and body sherds, fluted? Food Service
141. Plate English.?TGEW 1640-1120
143961
N8 E3
E 145
Comments: soft pinkish bufffabric.creamywhite tin glaze
interior thin leadltin glaze exterior, rim sberd, 2 medium blue lines
at rim FoodService
142. Cup English TGEW 1650..1685
116811.1623 40
N6 WI.N9Wl
E 145
Comments: chaulkybuff fabric. thickwhile tin glaze interior and
exterior. bodysherds, Not l Hume (1977) Fig. VI:I-3 Beverage Service
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143. Cup English? TGEW 1675-1730
1599 19, 121790. 141508
N9 EI. N7 WI (E 1l4~ N8 W2 (E 169)
E 145. E 134. E 169
Comments : light orange buff fabric. blue white tin glau interior and
exterior. double light blue linessunoundfoouing, base shcrds
BeverageService
144. Oin tmen t Pot Engiish TGEW rimdia.-S<:m 1680-1735
100767
N4E2
E 143
Comments: light buff fabric. purplish white tin glaze interior
and exterior. rim and bodyfragment. Bloice (1971)Fig. 55:99
Hygiene
145. Dish Dutch? TGEW rim dia. +25cm post-1670
113141. 1\ 4798. 121528
1'17 EO. N6 E2.N7 EO
E 143
Comments: mid-be ige fabric with small inclusions. matte grey
white tin glaze interior and exterior, evened rim. trace of blue
decoration interior Food Service
146. Cup? Dutch TGEW no date
111291
N7 El
E 143
Comments: chaulkybutTfabric. greywhite tin glazeinterior and
exterior.medium blue cross-hatchinginterior.base sherd
Beverage Service
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147. Dish EnglishlDutch TGEW c.I688-1710
159505. 14] 990, 113136, 158435, 162334, 159511, 159986. 162342.
156026. 156116
N9 EI. N8 E3. N7 EO(E 143). N9 EI (E 143). N9 WI. N9 WI (F 56).
N9 EO. N9 WI. NIOW2 (top of F 56). NIOW2 (E 138)
E 145. E 143, E 138. F 56
Comments: softchaulkybufffabric. while tin glaze interiorand
exterior. polychromedecoration interior. rimandbodysherds.,
lobeddish. provenance: JohnAllan(pees. comm., April 1998).
see Allan( 1984a) #2832. Illustrated inFigure A.6. FoodService
148. Plate EnglishlDulch TGEW rimdia. - 21 no dale
114105
N7 E2
E 14)
Comments: chaulkybuff fabric. thin whitetinglaze interior.
light bluedecoration interior. thin blue band atrim. rim sberd
Food Service
149. Bowl IberianTGEW footringdia. - Scm 1550-1600
114115+116844.122041
N7 E2 (E 142)+N7E2(E 143~ N6 E3(E 145)
E 142. E 143. E 145
Comments: reddish buffchaulky fabric. greywhitetinglazeinterior
andexterior. light blueandmagentabrushed designinterior. Isabella
Polychrome? lllustrated in Figure A.6. FoodService
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Figure A.6. Tin-Glazed Earthen wares . Iberian Tin-Glazed Bowl, Vessel 150, top left.
English or Dutch Tin-Glazed Dish. Vessel 147, top right. Iberian Tin-Glazed Plate,
Vessel 153, bottom left. Iberian Tin-Glazed Bowl , Vessel 149, bottom right.
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150. Bowl lberianTGEW footring dia -Scm.mid.d ia.-1Scm undated
121516+ 118709+ 121411+113843, 105807, 143960, 119302,
116517, 1l4027, 164983, 113022, 143749+ 110880, 111664, 966 18, 121509 ,
121642. 110881. 114197
N4 E3 (E I34l+N5 E3 (E 143l+N4 E3 (E 134l+N 4 E3 (E 134), N5 E3 (E 134
below F20), N8 E3 (E 134), N5 E3 (E 1 43~ N6 E2 (E 143~ N6 E2 (E 134, below
F20), N7 E4, N7 E2 (E 1 43~ N8 WI (E 1l8 l+N6 E2 (E 143), N6 E2 (E 1 43~
N5 E2 (E 143), N4 E3 (E 134), N4 E3 (E 134), N5 EI (E 143), N6 E2 (E 143)
E 134, E 143, E 138, E 145
Comments: smoothchaulky butTfabric. whitetin glazeinterior and
exterior. mediwnblue linear decoration interiorand dashedat rim. enclosed
initial in centreaf bowl?, provenance:JohnAllan(pers. comm., April 1998).
Illustrated in FigureA.6. FoodService
151. Bowl IberianTGEW no date
162649
N9 W\
E 145
Comments: chaulky bufffabric. creamy white tin glaze interior
andexterior. trace of light bluedecorationexterior FoodService
152. Dish IberianTGEW rimdia.-22cm 1500-1800
162344. 110609,110043, 2071, 2270, 113831
N9 WI, N3 EI (E 134~ N3 E2 (E171, below F19), N4 EO(U b),
NS W2. N4 E2(EI34. F19)
E 145. E 134, E 11l , U b
Comments: soft bufffabric, thick yellow creamtin glazeinterior
andexterior.rimandbody sherds FoodService
153. Plate IberianTGEW rimdia - 21cm undated
114028, 15984 1
N6 E2(E 134. below f20 ), N8 E4
E 134,E 145
Comments: pinkish butT fabric. creamy whitetinglaze interiorand
exterior, dark andmedium bluedesigninteriorat rimand base.
provenance:JohnAllan(pers. ccmm., April1998). Illustrated inFigure A.6.
FoodService
154. Cup' Jug Iberian TGEW basedia. -Scm undated
146558+146570. t2264S. 159503. 144728
N8 E2 (E 138}+N8 E2(E 138~ N7 E2(E 1 43~ N9 E2.N8 EI
E 138. E 143. E 145
Comments: greyish white tin glaze interior andexterior. thaulky buff
fabric. flat base, straight-walled. baseandbody sherds. Conn unidentified
BeverageService
155. Bowl Ponuguesc TGEW foolringdia . -Sc m 1660-1685
144612. 161486.1 58840
N8 EJ. NIO EI, N9 EI
E \45
Comments: chaulkybutTfabric.creamywhite tin glazeinterior
and exterior. magenlalblack lineardecorationinterior base. base
fragmentsand body sberds. NoelHumc(1977) Fig. XVI:4
Food Service
156. Bowl Ponu guescTGEW 1660-1685
96618
NS E2
E 143
Comments: chaulky buff fabric. white tin glaze interior andexterior
dark blue decoration exterior. body sherd.provenance: JohnAllan
(pers. comm., April 1998) Food Servia:
157. Dish Portuguese TGEW 1600-1650
162259, 137873
N8 E4. N3 W3(E 134)
E 14S, E 134
Comments: light buff fabric. white tin glaze interior and exterior,
dark bluedecoration interior. blue brushstroke exterior. Hurst el aI.
(1986) Fig. 30.82 Food Service
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158. Dish lberiantltalianTGEW rimdia.- 2Ocm 1650+
121197+105553. 118333. 110915. 96625. 121904. 110323+123347.
114933. 158050+146328+146559
N6 E2(below F20)+N6E2 (E 134, belowF20). N6 EO
(E 134, below F20~ N6 E2 (E 14l~ N5 E2 (E 1 4l~ N5 WI
(E 134, below F20~ N7 E2 (E 146»N6 EO(E 134, below F20).
N6 EI (E 143). N9 EI (E 138» N8 E2 (E 145» N8 E2 (E 138)
E 134. 143, 146, 138. 145
Comments: off-white thin tinglaze exterior. bluebands at rimand
surrounding interiorbase. magentasprigs andsquiggles at rim.
provenance: JohnAllan(pcrs.comm.•April 1998). similarto Vessel 159.
Illustrated in FigureA.7. FoodService
159. Dish lberianlltalianTGEW rimdia. - 2Ocm 1650+
158955+1\4106.113329. 155316,1463 28. 146559. 113438.
146245.12 1197. 121902+121904
N7 E4 (F lJ)+N7 E2 (E 14l ). N7 EJ (E 143), NS W5 (E 2l 0, WallI S),
N8 E2 (E 145), N8 E2 (E 138~ N7 WI (El l 4), N3 W5 (E Il 4).
1\6 E2 (below F 20), N5 WI (E 134, below F20» N5 WI (E 134.
belown O)
E 14l , E 2l 0, E 145, E 138, E 134, F II
Comments: otf-....i1ite thin tin glazeexterior. bluebands at rim and
surrounding interior base. magentasprigsat rim.provenance:
JohnAllan(pcn. comm.. April1998). similarto Vessel 158.
IllustratedinFigureA.7. FoodService
160. Cup ItalianTGEW. Montelupo? no date
162343
N9 WI
E 145
Comments: light bufffabric, creamy white tinglaze interiorand
exterior, lightand mediumbluewithmagentadecoration exterior,
delicate rim fragment BeverageService
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Figure A.7. Tin-Glazed Earthenware s. Iberian or Italian Dishes. possibly from a set.
Vessel 158, left, Vessel 159. right.
CoarseStonewares
Rhenish · Frechen
161. Bottle FrechenCSW 1650-1670
119467+116527+113595+114852+121376. 158066+158311.
159508
N7 E3 (E 178)+N7 E2(E 143)+N7 E3+N7E2 (E 178)+N6 E3. N9 E2+
N9 EI, N9 EI
E 145, E 143. E 178
Comments: Illustratedin Figure A.S. Beverage Service
162. Bottle Frechen CSW 1550-1725
164426. 105363,164215.1466 13,158308,144614.116 316
N8 E4. N4 E3 (E 134). N8 E4. N2 W5. N9 EI. N8 EI , N6 EI (E 143)
E 145. E 143, E 134
Comments: medalion fragment Beverage Service
163. Bottle Frecben CSW 1600-16 50
121581. 132623
N5 E3.N5 W2 (E 137)
E 145, E 137
Comments: medallionfragment. similar to Moorhouse (1970:79),
matchHurst et al. (1986: plate 44 middle). Illustrated in FigureA.8.
Beverage Service
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164, Bottle Frechen CSW
140988. 116070
N8 W2 (E 169). N6 EI (E 143)
E 169. E 143
Comments: medallion fragmentswithlightblue
165. Bottle Frechen CSW
156775 +156641, 156643
AIIN9 E3
E 145
Comments:
155().1725
Beverage Service
1550-1725
BeverageService
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Figure A.8. Frechen Coarse Stoneware Bellarmine Medallions. Vessel 166. left. Vessel
163 centre . Vessel 161 right.
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166. Bottle FreebeeCSW 1650.1725
116525+134370+111621. 114488+111070, 116525+123525.
144679+ 123526.114355.116836.114353.114331.126516.
111368.11 4815. 11879 1. 144499. 114576
N7 E2 (E 141j+N5 W2 (E I34}+N7 EI (E 143~ N7 EI (E 141j+N7 E2 (E 141).
N7 E2 (E 141j+N7E3 (E 181). N8 EI+N7 E3(E 178). N7 EI (E 141 ~
N7 EI (E 141~ N6 WI. N7EO. N7 E2 (faJl in). N6 E2 (E 141~ N6 EI (E 178~
N6 WI. N8 WI. N6 WI
E 141. E 181. E 145.E 178. faJlin. E 134
Comments: shoulder and medallion fragment, bodysberds , crown
andheart medalion in Gaimster (I 997) Fig. 3.73. Illustrated in FigureA.S.
Beverage Service
167. Bottle Frechcn CSW 1550-1725
134890. 116334. 162242. 116526. 114489, 114815+122227.
122234+1369+118054
N6 W2 (E 169). N7 WI. N9 WI . N7 E2 (E 141). N6 E2 (E 177).
N6 EI (E I78j+N6 El . N6 El+ 1I +N6 EO(E 178)
E 14S.E 143.E 177.E 118.E 169,lI
Comments: neck andbodysherds BeverageService
168. Bottle FrechcnCSW 1550-1725
141679. 134l7J. 122116 . 116906. 116526. 164482
Nl W4. N5 W2 (E 1 69~ N7 E2 (E 141~ N6 EO(E 178). N7 E2 (E 1 43~
N6 E5
E 145. E 143. E 178. E 169
Comments: body shcrds BeverageService
169. Bottle FrechcnCSW 1550-1725
144604.162241. 111319.1 16905. 155501
N8 EO. N9 WI. N5 WI (E 141~ N5 WI (E 141). N9 Wl (E202)
E 145. E 141. E202
Comments: bodyshcrds Beverage Service
170. Bottle Frechen CSW
144605
N8EO
E 145
Comments: shoulder shcrd
1550· 1725
Beverage Service
171. Bottle FrechenCSW
159875.1233 17
N9 EI. N7 WI (E 143)
E 145. £ 143
Comments: bodysberds
Rhenish · Western-1lld
1550-1125
Beverage Service
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172. Mug WesterwaldCSW 16SQ..I700
161727.1 56380,162 659+162745
NtO El , N9 EO, N9 Wl+N9 WI
E 145
Comments: appliedand incised design, no colour. rim fragments
BeverageService
173. Mug WesterwaldCSW rimdia. - IOcm l660-t 700
119943.144157 . 111152
N7 E3 (E 178). N5 W4. N7 E8 (E 143)
E 178. £ 145. E t43
Comments: rim fragments.double grooves.blue andmagenta
Beverage Service
174. Mug w esterwaldCSW rim dia. -1Oc:m
141794
N6W4
E 145
Comments: rim fragment. double grooves, blueonly
1650-1740
BeverageService
175. Mug w esterwald CSW 1660-1700
119919,11I07l . 11IJ22
N7 E2, N7 £1. N7 EI
E 143
Comments: thin bodysberds, applied and incised floral decoration,
blue and magenta Beverage Service
t76, Mug WesterwaldCSW 1650· 1700
144172
N3 W4
E 145
Comments: thin body sberd, incisedfloral decoration. blue only
BeverageService
177. Mug WesterwaldCS W 1650-1700
158845
N9 EO
E 145
Comments: body sberd, singlegroovewith splashed blue below
Beverage Service
178. Mug WesterwaJdCSW 1650-1700
111214
N7 E2
E 143
Comments: body sherd, single groove. blueonly, deteriorated
salt glaze. burnt? Beverage Service
179. Jug WesterwaldCSW 1650-1700
156056+16 1860+162743+162651. 161650.164087.162673
N9 WI (top of FS6)+N9 WI+N9 WI+N9 WI. NIOEO. N9 wi , N9 WI
E 145, F56
Comments: light buff fabric . rim. shoulder and handle attachment.
medallion fragment. nodecorative colourvisible. decoration
applied and incised Beverage Service
180. Jug Westerwald CSW 1650·1700
121125, 141374,123264.1 59743. 110520,111290,14 1781
N7 EO(E 134), N5 W4, N7 WI (E 143), N9 WI (F 56), N5 El (E 143),
N7 El (E 143), N3 W4
E 134, E 145, E 143, F 56
Comments: light blue with incisedand stamped floraldecoration,
handle fragment and body sherds Beverage Service
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181. Jug WestcrwaldCSW rim dia. -6cm 1650-1700
111781
N7 Wl
E 143
Co mments: rim fragmen t. single groove with incised decorat ion,
blue only Beverage Service
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182. Jug? Westerwald CSW
141 137
N4 W4
E 145
Comments: body sherd, incised decoration. blueonly
1650-1700
Beverage Service
183. Cup BristolGra y CSW rimdia.-Scm 1690+
105171+ 123352+118180. 123353. 111760. 121636
N6 W I (E 134)+N6 EO(E 134. below F20}+N6 WI (E 143), N6 EO(E 143).
1'6 WI (E (43).1'6 W I (E 143)
E 134.E 143
Comments: \4hite - engcbe", rim and handle fragment.
body sherds, provenance : JohnAllan (pm. comm ., April 1998)
BeverageService
184. Cup Bristol GrayCSW basedia.-San 1690+
121636. 121895. 118178. 116904+118172+114394
1'6 WI (E 143). NS WI (E 134). 1'6 EI (E 143~ 1'6 EO(E 178)+
1'6 WI (E 143)+1'7 EO(E 143)
E 143. E 134. E 178
Commen ts: while- engcbe", base fragment and body sherds
provenance : John Allan (pets . comm.• April 1998) Beverage Service
185. Bottle English Brown CSW
14306 8,1 41896,1 44 171
N4 W2. N3 W4, N3 W4
E 145
Comm ents ; numerous body sherds
186. Bottle English Brown CSW basedia - 7cm
140632+140119, 140640+140633
N6 W4+N5 W4. N6 W4+N6 W4
E 145
Comments: base:andbody fragments
Unidentified Coarse StoDl~ware
I~
Beverage Service
Beverage Service
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187. Bottle unidentified CSW mid. dia-9cm no date
1407 16.1 46502+20 10
N6 W4. N2 W5+N2 E2(bottom of U)
E l45. L2
Comme nts: smooth beige fabric. deteriorated glaze exterio r,
body fragments ....i th handle Beverage Service
188. BonlefJug unidentified CSW
158754,146742
N9EUl8 E2
E 145
Comments: smooth darkgrey fabric, salt glazed
no date
Beverage Service
Table A.I . Vessel Joins in Ceramics from the Housc ar Area B.
Ve$§(:1 Cet. No. Cal. No. ClIl. No. Cal.N o. Cal. No Provenienc e (Ewnvfcalurc and 1 me tre excavenon unit)
, 158756 156837 E 145, N9 I:2+N9 E3
• 1192) 8 114084 ". 60)8 E 143, N7 U t E 145. N7 E3+L3. N I W2+I.J , S f WI
IJ 141156 141861 141711 E 145. N6 W4+N6 W4+N3 W4
IS 158320 158928 158054 E 145. N9 E2+£ 145. N9 1;2+£ 138. N9 E1
34 144650 144651 £ 145, NI WI
"
146656 14660) 146529 E 145.N8£2
"
119463 121614 £ 145.N4 E)
41 122246 122241 121988 122258 122251 E 145.N6 £)
41 12 19 11 12 1150 E 145, N5 EJ
4. 146611 146744 E 145, NB E2
51 144468 144598 E 145, NI EO
lJ 116349 114134 E 143, N1 EI+E 145. N7 WI
ss 98839 98854 E 143, N5 [2
7. 158106 158344 E 145, N9 E2
72 IJB637 13442 1 E 1] 4, N4 W)+[ 169. N7 W2
77 12))49 121919 E 145. N5 E3
77 119449 98821 E 145. N5 EJ+ N5 E2
e:
Table A.l . Vessel Joins in Ceramics from the House at Area D. continued.
Vc!OSCl Col. No. Cal.No. CII. No. Cal. No. Cal. No. Provenience ([vc:ntl FC:3turc and 1 meue es cevet jcn unil}
7' 159812 144234 E 145. N9 E l tN 8 EJ
7' 156639 156414 E 138. N9 E2-tN9 E3
.0 164878 164792 E 246. N7 E5t E 145. N6 ES
"
141197 140643 E 145, N5 W4t N6 W4
"
156844 111342 E 145, N9EOtl:: 14] , N7 EI
17 116342 125143 116532 E 145. N7 WItN6 Wl t N6 WI
II 11] 655 IlJ040 E 145, N7 EO
.. 116387 111770 122460 1190 78 E 145, N6 wr -n 143, N6 WI-tE 14] , N5 W I+E 137. N5 WO
'J 110387 108486 E 143, N6 WI
., 111613 144467 E 14] , N7 EItE 145. N8 EO
'S 156854 156855 E 145, N9 EJ
.. 1440 15 1440 16 114863 111974 140295 E 145. N8EJ -tE 145, N8 EJ+E 143. N7 EJ+ h ll ln
. 7 141003 141004 144346 14428 1 E 169. N8 W2-tE 169, NI W2-tE 145. N8 WI-tE 145, NJ W4
.7 1439M 135922 1] 7004 E 145, NI W I-tE 169. N7 WH E 169. N7 W2
•• 9885] 122546 E 145. N5 E2-tN5 EJ
.. 114554 159204 E 145, N5 EItF 2 1, N7 E4
'0' 146326 111)69 E 145. N8 E2-tE 134. N6 EJ
8:
Table A.I . Vessel Jo in! in Ceramics from rbe House at Are a Bccu ntinucd.
Vessel Ca l. No. Ca l. No. Cal. No. CatNo. Ca l.No. Provenicrn:c:(Eventll:calure and 1 mClrccli cavalioliunil)
10' 140625 159769 E 145, N6 W4'tN9 1:1
103 155955 1)2 308 159240 E 134, N9 WH E 134, N7 WH E 145, N9 EI
103 158046 151094 E 138. N9 EI 't1: 145. N9 E2
103 143007 146210 E 169. N7 W4+E 134. N3 W5
10. 158772 137742 E 145, N9 E3'tE 134, N4 W3
"l 144599 144655 E 145, NI EI 'tNI EO
" 3 162230 156688 E 145, N9 ( 0 +( 138. N9 EO
lI S 156153 156636 1001 11 E 145, N9 E3+E 145, N9 E3+E 137, N6 E2
us 144514 154160 E 145. N2 W4-+E134. N5--4W5
'"
143675 143689 146640 1545 16 146605 E 145. N2 W4+E. 145. N3 W4-+E 134. N3 WH r: 134. N3 W5
-+E I45, N2 WS
'"
152853 147416 E 134. N3 WHE 169, N I W5
12. 141759 141 143 E 145. N4 W4+N) W4
130 15999 1 151133 155482 132610 E 145. N9 EO+I:: 145, N9 EO-+E 137 (......Icrl ine). N9 W3'tE 137,
N5W2
134 111799 113954 E 143. N5 EJ +NS EI
ISO 121516 118709 12 14 11 113843 E 134. N4 EJ+ E 143. N5 E3-+E134, N4 EJ +E 134, N4 EJ
~
Table A.I , Vessel Join s in Cc rumics from the House III Area n. continu ed.
Vessc:1 CI I. No. e l l. No. Cal. No. Cal.N \). Cal. No. Provenience (Evenl/I'ealure and I metre excavation unit)
". 143749 II OKKO E 138, NI W' '''E 143. N6 E2
'"
146551 146570 E 138, NHE2
". 151050
146) 21 146599 E 138. N9 EI"'fi 145, NI E2"'E 138. NI E2
" 9 151955 114106 F 33. N7 F.2"'E 143. N7 1:2
161 119467 116527 113595 114582 121) 76 E 178. N7 EHE 143. N7 E2+E 145, N7 E3"'[ 178. N7 E2+
E 145, N6 EJ
161 158066 151311 E 145. N9 E2+N9 EI
161 156775 156641 EI45,N9 E3
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APPENDIX BoAN ANALYSIS OF CtA YTOBACCO PIPESFROMTHE HOUSE AT
AREAB.
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APPENDIX B: AN ANAl YSIS OF CIAXTOBACCO PIPES RECOVE RED FROM
THE HOUSE AT AREA B· PIPE BOWl roES MAKERS' MARKS AND STEM
BORE ME ASUREMENTS
This analysis makesuseorthe typologymabl ishedby Pope (1988) for pipe bowls
recovered from Fenyland. Some date ranges (or production andgeographic attributions
have beenrevised(Pope1992). Only thosebowl types identified in the assemblage will be
discussed. For profiles and descriptionsof these typessee Pope (1988. 1992) and Caner
(1997).
I have included one additional type (Type: - WP") because it occurred frequently
wi thin the assemblageanddid not fit comfortably within the existing typology. One
exam ple of this Conn hasbeen ident ified in Area C. Event 9. which dates to the Dutch raid
of 1673 (Gaultcn 1997:219). This type sometimesoccurswitha makers' mark"wp"
stam ped on a distinctive tear drop-shaped heel. Thepipes areartfully made . often with
rouletting at the molOth. andhave a boresize 0(7 /64. The bowl shape is similar to Pope's
Type"P-, but isconsistentlysmaller. It's shape, however, suggests a West Countryor
Bristol origin and likely dates to the last half of theseventeenthcentury(Gauhon 1999:
personal communication). The makers' markmay beattributed to either WilliamPhilips
of Bristol (c. 1689·1690) or William Price of Barnstaple (c. 1660· 1675) (Walker
1971:1245; Grant and Jemmctt 1985:471-472). SeeFigures B.l and 8 .2 for profile and
heel illustrationofTypc "WP".
Figure Il l , Profile of Type "WI''' 00w1,10scale,
Figure 8.2 , WI' maker's mark on heel. not 10 scale ,
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Some other pipe bowlsdid not readily fit wilhinPope's typologybut 0CCUIT'ed
occasionally as singleexamples in separateevents. Whenthese bowls were encountered
they were categorized using other typologies (Oswald 1961in Walker 1977:1514-1521;
Oswald 1970 in Walker 1977:1522-1523; AtkinsonandOswald 1969 in Walker
1977:1528-1533; N~I Hume 1969:303; Noel Humc 1963 in Walker 1977:1540- 1545;
No~1 Hume 1970 in Walker 1977:1546-1551).
The frequency of those pipes categorizedwing Pope's (1988. 1992)typology.
with the addition of Type"WP". is presentedin Table B.l in order to facilitate comparison
of events. Those pipes not accountedfor in this chert, as well as those bearingmakers'
marks. will bedealt with below by event . Timelines depic ting the periods represen ted in
eech assemblage andFiguresillustratingthe results ofthe pipe- stem boreanalysis will
follow their respect ive event .
WestCountryor Bristol, 1660-1690 ~ l
- -
'"~ ~
london. 1650. 1680 l!.'
-~?
Exeter? 1640-1680 ~r - -
London or Bristol. 1640-1670 !!.. - N,,'">- .
Devon. 1660-1 710 l!..
'"
~ e e N~r-
London. 1640-1680 l!.'
-~ "f
Bristol? 1660-1690 l!.'
- -
~~'t
Exeter. 1650-1670 l!.. -~r'
WestCountry. 164Q..1670 l!.' -
-::?
Plymouth(or Bristol?). 162t).1660 ! f -
l ondon(Bristol or Dutch?). 1620-1650 ~b - - ->- .
Bristol orSouth. 1620.1660 l!.' -~rp
London. 1610-1630 l!.' - N -~ -:r-
1! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ !:
Origin.date of production ~ w w w
'"
w
'"
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Addition al Pips Bowl Tyw froIDEmn 134
3 incomplete bowls with spur - identified as English(1690-1750). Noel Hume(1969:303).
I completebowt withspur- identified as Broseley Type4 (c. 1690-1720). Atkinson and
Oswa ld 1970 in Walk.er(l971).
I bowl fragment of Chesapeake redclay pipe. bore size 5/64. undated .
Makers ' Marks from Even! J]4
RVB SID NEY • 2 stamped sterns,attributed 10Reuben Sydney (1687. t748).
Southampton. Oswald (1975).
BA RYM • 3 stam ped heels. attributed to Bamstaple. Oswald (1969); bowl shape date
1660-1710. Popc(1988); 1~1710. GrantandJemmett (1985).
I.H. - I stam ped heel. attributedto JohnHunt0£8ri5101(1651-1653). Walker ( 1971).
RT - I bowl fragment.stamped facingsmoker.anributed to RobertTippen of Bristol
(1660-17 50). Walker (1971).
Ct re ula r Ca"ouc:b~ - I incomple te bowl with moulded canouche on right side of bowl.
impression unclear. canouchc and bowl Conn suggestRebert Tippet of Bristol (1660-
1750). Walker (I977).
Circular Certouche, W Ti ppet . 1 bowl fragment with moulded cenc ucbe. attributed 10
William Tippet (1689.1739), Walker (1977).
Roulelting · 3 stems. Dutch (no date). Oswald (1969).
W· I stam ped heel. bore size 6164. unidentified.
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18'" Century Pipe Bowls and Stgns from EVent 114
4 stems and2 fragmentarymouldedbowlsof themid-eighteenth century wen: identified
(Noel Hume 1969:305). These an: likely intrusive from the overlying plow zone (Event
137)or indicate disturbance of lhis event during the construction of the waterline or
Harpe r' s excavat ions.
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FigureB.3. PipeBowland Makers' MarkTjmeline, Event 134. Area B.
1620
,
T ype E SO'INbI
te-co
,
Type Ci So_Is
1660 1690
, ,
Type K 80_'"
1640 1680
. ,
Type N and S Bowls
16 6 0
I
reeo,
BA RVM MiUtcu' Mark
1660 1720....
. '
RT Make.-. " Mark
1690 1720+
, ,
SidnooY and W. Ti~t
Mak.. ,s'Mark.3l
'"Does nol include I .H. Make,. " Mark. 1 6~ 1 _ 1 65l .
Stem Bore
4164
5/64
6164
7/64
8/64
9164
10/64
TOTAL __ 767
FigureB.4. Stem BoreAnalysis. Event 134. Area B.
Number
6
140
301
241
67
II
1
278
Mean pipe stem boreis 6.339
Meandate for Event 134 is 1689
Event 134
30 -
4/64 5/64 61601 7/601 8/601 9/601
Pipe Bore Diameter
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Add itional Pipe Bowl Typa from Event 138
I complete bowl ....i th spw - identifiedas English (1690- 1750). Nofl Hume (1969:303).
Makers ' Maries from EVent 138
RVB SID NE Y · J stamped stem s. artributcd to Reuben S).6i.le)'(1681- 1748).
Southampton. Oswald ( 1975).
8A RVM - I stamped heel. attribute d to Barnsteple, Oswald (1969); bowl shape date
1660-1710, Pope (1988); 1660·1710. Grantand Jcmmett (1985).
ER - stamped on I bowl facing smoker, attributed to Edward Reed (1706. 1723). Bristol.
Walker ( 1977). or Edward Randall (1699-1719). london. Walker (1971).
l E - stamped on 1stem with roulettingand diamonds. attributed to lI ewellin Evans
(166 1-1686). Bristol. Walkn (1977). Oswald (1975).
Sta mped Fteur de Lys wilbin Diamoad - I stem. Dutch (no dare), Oswald (1969).
Rouletting - 2 stems. Dutch (no date). Oswald ( 1969).
Sun or wheel withia Cirde· 2 stems. stampeddes ign, boremeasurement 7/64.
unidentified .
Cas tle T ower - in relief on left side of I bowl, bore measure me nt 6164,unidenti fied.
Illustrat ed in Figure B.S.
18'hCenturYPipe Bowlsand Stems from Event 138
I fragment of a moulded bowl with raised design.,and 2 moulded stems with raised design
were recovered . These are intrus ive from overlying eve nts. or Harper 's earlier
excavations and date to the mid-eighteenth century (Noel Hume 1969:305) .
Figure B5. "Castle Towe r" maker' s mark in relief, not to scale.
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Figure 8 .6. Pipe Bowl andMakers' MarkTuncline . Event 138. Area B.
1660 1110
, ,
T ype P Bowbl
1660 1690
, ,
TypeWPBowb
. 660
t
Other Bowl Type s
.660
I
BA RV M Makcn' Marll:
1660 1680
l.....---'
LE MaTkcn' Mark
16 90
,
Sidney Makers' Mark
1100 1720
L.-.--l
ERMakers'Maz1I:
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Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL 295
Figure B.7. Stem Bore Analysis, Event 138, Area B.
Number
2
46
105
105
33
4
282
Mean pipe stem bore is 6.451
Mean date for Event 138 is 1685
Event 138
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Additiona l Pipe Bowl Types from EVent 143
I complete bowl. incisedat rim. bore size 7/64 · identified as London(c. 1640-1660).
Atkinso n andOswal d 1969 in Walker (1977) .
I complete bowl withspur - identif iedas English (1690-1750). Noel Hwne (1969:303).
1 complete bowl. finely-made. rouletting at rim.,burnished. bore size 6164 - identified as
Dutch (Gaulton 1999: personal communicationj.Iate 17111 or early 18'"century.
Makers' Marks from Even! 143
RVB SI D NEY· 3 stampedstems. attributedto Reuben Sydney (1687-1748).
Southampton. Oswald (1975).
LE - I fragmentarybowl. stampedfacing smoker. attributed 10 L1cwcllin Evans (1661·
1686). Bristol. Walker (1977).Oswald( ! 97S).
RC - I complete bowl. stamped on heel. incised rim. bore size 7/64. similar to Pope's
Type"R- (Pope 1985),londonor Bristol. 1640-1670. Counted as Type"RoO in Table
B.I.
Stem Bore
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
10/64
TOTAL .. 571
Figure B.8. Stem Bore Analysis, Event 143, Area B.
Number
88
235
201
43
3
1
284
Mean pipe stem bore is 6.371
Mean date for Event 143 is 1688
Event 143
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Add itiona l Pipe BowlTypes from Evmt 145
I fragmentary bowl. 1 pipe stem. heelless fonn. bore size 7164 -identified as English
(1680-1710), Not ! Humc ( I969:JOJ).
I complete bowl, roulening at rim. bore size 8/64 · identified as London (c. 1640-1660).
Atkinson and Oswald 1969 in Walker (1977).
1 almost complete bowl. rouletting at rim, bore size 8164 • identified as london (c. 1660-
1680). Atkinson and Oswald 1969 in Walker(l977).
I almost complete bowl. rculenlng at rim. fragmentary spur. bore size 1/64 - identified as
London (c. 1660-1680). Atkinson and Oswald 1969 in Walker (1977).
1complete bowl. roulening at rim. boresize 8/64 · identified as English (c. 1620-1650),
Oswald 1961 in Walker (1977).
1stem fragment of a Chesapeakeredclay pipe, bore size >t0/64. undated.
Makers ' Marks from Event 145
RVB SID NEY - 1 complete 00",1 with heel andstem. Stern stamped. RS moulded on
either side of heel. attributed to ReubenSydney(1687-1748). Southampton. OS....ald
(1975).
BA RVM • 3 stamped heels, attributed to Bamstaple, OSwald (1969); bo.....l shape date
1660· 1710. Pope (1988); 1660-1710. GrantandJemmert (1985).
EL · I stamped heel. bore size 7/64. can beattributed to Edward lewis I (1631·164 1).
Elizabeth Lewis (1652). or EdwardLewis o(1678 or In2) all of Bristol. Walkcr(1977).
BS - I fragmentary bowl. stamped facing smoker. rouletting at rim.bore size 6164.
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unidentified.
Rou lt'ttiD&an d St. mped Fltar de Lys witbiD. DiamQllld· I stem. Dutch (no dale).
Oswald (1969).
Eight-Spoktd Whtt'l · I fragm~taty bowl with stamped heel. fonn similar to Pope' s
Type "J" (Pope:1992). Exeter, 1650-1670.
18'" Century Pipe Bowls and SIems from Event 145
Intrusive material from overlying events, the ccnstrucnon of ibe waterline. or Harpe r' s
excava tion is represented by2 fragmentary bowls with moulded decoration, I rouletted
SIC~m ....uh moulded decoration. and 4 stemlheel fragments (Noel Hume 1969:305).
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL .. 671
Figure 8.9. Stem Bore Analysi s, Event 145, Area B.
Number
1
55
208
320
74
13
287
Mean pipe stem bore is 6.671
Mean date for Event 145 is 1677
Eve nt 145
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Figure8. 10. PipeBowlandMakers' MarkTimeline, Events143 and 145 Combined.
Aree B.
16 10 1630
~
Type ABa_is
16 2 0
Type B Bow ls
16 2 0
,
T ype D Bowls
'660,
1650 16 70
~
T ypo: J B o w ls
1660 1690
, ,
Type K and WP Bowls
1660 17 10
, ,
Type P 8o_1s
1640 16 70
, ,
Type R Bowls
1650 16.0
I ,
T)1lC VBow ls
1620 1650 1660 16&0 1690 171:0+
. '~' ,
O lho:r Bo wl T)'pCS 0theT Bowl T)'peS Other Bowl Types
1640 1660 1610 1110
'----" ,
Olton Bowl Typcs 0th£1' Bowl Types
1660 17 10
, ,
RA RV M MakeR' Mark
1660 16 1 0 16 90 1720+
'-----" ,
LE Makers' M aI'k RVe S idney Make rs ' Mark
Figure B.l 1. Stem Bore Analysis for Events 143 and 145 Combined. Area B.
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Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
10/64
TOTAL 1,242
Number
1
143
443
52 1
117
16
1
Mean pipe stem bore is 6.533
Mean dale for Event s 143 and 145 is 1682
Events 143 and145
50 ~
40 --j
E 30 ----j
~
~ 20 -
10 -
5/64 6/64 7/64 8/64 9/64
Pipe Bore Diameter
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Additiona l Pipe: Bowl Types from Event 169
2 complete bowls. roulettingat rim. boresizes7/64 and8/64 - identified as l ondon
(c. 1640- 1660). Atkinso n andOsw ald 1969 in Walker ( 1977).
1 comp lete bow l. bore size 6/64 • identified as London (c . 1680-1710), Atk inso n and
Oswa ld 1969 in Wal ker (1977).
I stem fragment ofa Chesapeakeredclay pipe, boresize 7/64, undated.
Makers ' Marks from Event 169
Cin:u lar Ca rto uche· I relat ive ly complete bowlwith mou lded cartouche o n right side of
bowl. impression unclear. cartouche and bowlfonn suggestRaben Tippet of Bristol
(1660-17 50). Walker ( 1977).
FigureB.12. Pipe BowlandMakers' MarkTimeline, Event 169. Area B.
16 10 16 ) 0
I ,
T ype A Bo wls
162 0 16 50
, ,
Type D Bowts
1660 17 10
,
Type P Bowls
164 0 16 80
, ,
29\
Type S Bowls
164 0 1660
L...--......l
Ot M r Bo w l Types
1660
I
16 80 17 10
I ,
Ot M r Bo w l Types
RT Makers" Marie
Stem Bore
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL 146
FigureB.13. Stem Bore Analysis, Event 169, AreaB.
Number
15
61
44
21
5
292
Meanpipe stemboreis 6.589
Meandate for Event169 is 1680
Event 169
5164 6/64 7/6 4 8164 9/64
Pipe Bore Diameter
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Addi tional PiDe Bow! Typesfrom Event 178
I complete bowl. no bore size - identifiedas London(c. 1610-1640).,Atkinsonand
Oswald 1969 in Walkcr (l977).
Make rs' Marks from Event178
Stamped Fleur de Lys wllb lDDi.m ood witb Roulett ing . I stem. Dutch.(no dale).
Oswald (1969).
18"'Century Stems fmm Event 178
Intrusive material from overlying events, the ccnstrcction of the waterline, or Harper ' s
excavation is represented by I roulettedstem with mouldeddecoration. and I redclay
pipe mouth piece wi th a bore size of 5/64 which likelydales to the 19" century (Noel
Hume t969:305).
Stem Bore
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOT AL . .. 37
FigureB.14. StemBore Analysis. Event178, AreaB.
Number
I
9
16
8
3
294
Meanpipe stemboreis 7.081
Meandate for Event178 is 1661
Event 178



